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Return to the Sword:
Martial Identity and the Modern Transformation of the Japanese Police
ABSTRACT
This dissertation traces the creation and development of the Japanese police institution in
the late-nineteenth century. Drawing on primary and secondary sources written by and for police
officers, I focus on the role those officers played in creating their own distinct group and social
identities during the formative years of modern policing in Japan. Previous scholarship has
invariably taken a Foucauldian approach that situates police officers as tools of a modern,
disciplinary state. Using social identity theory, I instead show how police officers actively
created their role by developing an identity for themselves that incorporated Western theories of
policing, traditional warrior ideologies, and a form of military masculinity. I argue that this
martial identity and outlook presupposed police officers to see themselves as warriors on a
battlefield rather than civil servants walking a beat. This, in turn, contributed to the authoritarian
nature of the imperial Japanese state that developed in the late 1800s.
Focusing on Tokyo, my thesis begins by examining the groundwork laid for modern
policing under the Tokugawa shogunate (1600–1868) and the subsequent occupation of Edo by
imperial forces at the dawn of the Meiji era (1868–1912). Status-based policing and selfgovernance were deconstructed in the aftermath of the Meiji Restoration as Edo transitioned to
Tokyo. I then follow the police through three pivotal periods: the initial creation of a Westernstyle system, police officers’ service in the 1877 Satsuma Rebellion, and the intensification of
militarization in the war’s aftermath. Each stage was a moment of discontinuity and change that
offered many possible paths for Japan’s police institution and its officers. The road taken,
however, led to a militarized police institution whose officers invariably saw themselves as at
war with the ordinary people of Japan.
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DATES, NAMES, AND TERMINOLOGY
Dates
Before 1873 Japan made use of a lunar-based calendar of twelve months with 29 or 30
days each for a total year of about 354 days. Intercalary “leap” months kept the lunar calendar
synchronized with the solar year. For all dates prior to 1873 I have maintained the Japanese
convention by referring, for example, to “the fifth day of the second month.” However, I have
used Western years in place of Japanese era names, rendering the year Keiō 3, for example, as
1867. Japan adopted the Gregorian calendar on January 1, 1873. All subsequent dates are written
in the Western style.

Names
For all Japanese names (with the exception of a few Japanese authors publishing in
English) I have maintained the Japanese order of family name followed by given name. In cases
where a Japanese historical figure has multiple names, I have chosen one (usually the name they
are best known by today) and remained consistent even at the risk of being anachronistic.

Terminology
When possible, I have used English words in place of Japanese terms, obscure or
otherwise. For example, I have referred throughout to the Tokugawa warrior government as the
shogunate rather than the bakufu, as the former term is familiar to most speakers of English.
Furthermore, I have avoided Japanese terms with technical meanings if such meanings are not
relevant to my thesis. For example, in this dissertation I refer to “samurai” or “former samurai”
rather than shizoku when speaking of the dispossessed warriors of the early Meiji Period.
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Introduction
INTRODUCTION

By any measure, modern-day Japan is one of the safest countries in the world. The crime
rate is extremely low, and both Japanese citizens and foreign visitors report feeling safe walking
the streets at night in almost any neighborhood in Japan’s major metropolitan areas.1 Whether
accurate or not, this sense of safety is often attributed to the tireless work of the Japanese police.
The contemporary Japanese police system is a centralized, well-oiled machine that embeds
highly-trained officers in police boxes—Japanese kōban—located in neighborhoods across the
archipelago. The kōban system has been studied by social scientists in the West since the 1970s
and 1980s when trailing Euro-American economies sought some explanation for Japan’s
tremendous prosperity during the period.2 Even with the collapse of the bubble economy in the
1990s, Japan seemed to maintain its safe quality and social stability, something that continued to
be attributed to a police system that, observers argued, was worth emulating.3
But as with many of Japan’s contemporary institutions, the story is very different when
we look back to the era before 1945. Although the Japanese police institutions of today trace
their lineage all the way back to the Meiji period (1868–1912), American occupation authorities
sought a clean break with prewar Japanese policing in the aftermath of World War II.
Policymakers in the United States considered prewar Japan’s centralized police force an integral
part of the authoritarian system that created an oppressive imperial state. The totalitarian and
militaristic natures of prewar Japanese police institutions, however, have their roots not in the

1

Jianhong Liu and Setsuo Miyazawa, “Asian Criminology and Crime and Justice in Japan: An Introduction,” in
Crime and Justice in Contemporary Japan, eds. Jianhong Liu and Setsuo Miyazawa (Cham, Switzerland: Springer
International Publishing, 2018), 1-4.
2

David H. Bayley, Forces of Order: Policing Modern Japan, 2nd ed. (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1991).
3

Setsuo Miyazawa, Policing in Japan: A Study on Making Crime, trans. Frank G. Bennett, Jr. with John O. Haley
(Albany, New York: State University of New York Press, 1992).
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“Dark Valley” of the 1930s but in the “Bright Rule” of early Meiji. This dissertation traces the
story of the origins of Japan’s modern police from the era before the fall of the Tokugawa in
1868 to the fully-formed institutions of the late 1880s.
In this dissertation, I provide answers to the dual questions of who the Japanese police
were and how they came to be. In doing so, my approach diverges from the majority of scholars
who have primarily been interested in the role of police institutions as part of the Japanese state’s
exercise of disciplinary power in the Foucauldian sense. By examining how the police played a
role in shaping their own social and organizational identities during the early years of the Meiji
period, I show how they also created and repeatedly reinterpreted their role in modern Japan. The
key to understanding this is taking seriously not just what was written about the police during the
years between 1870 and 1890 but also considering historical materials written by and for
Japanese police officers during that same period. Scholars have largely overlooked such
materials before now, and they are a valuable resource for understanding how police officers saw
themselves in the early Meiji period and how they subsequently sought to situate themselves in a
new imperial order.
Understanding the role of the police in imperial Japan and how they forged an identity
consistent with that role is also valuable for our broader understanding of Japan’s modern
transformation. Such an approach sheds new light on the idea that the authoritarian nature of
modern Japanese society was not a wholly top-down enterprise. The relationship between the
state and the people developed as part of a long-term negotiation whereby both parties shaped
themselves based on an understanding of their roles in Japan and the world. In the aftermath of
the collapse of the Tokugawa regime and the disestablishment of the early-modern status order,
the Meiji state certainly sought to redraw Japan’s “geographies of identity,” as David Howell has

2
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put it.4 But the people were not passive objects of this process, and employed their own agency
in the shaping of modern Japanese subjecthood. In the middle were the police officers of modern
Japan, who looked both backwards and forwards as they crafted their own distinct identity as
intermediaries between the state and the people.

Martial Identity
I describe the social and organizational identity developed by the Japanese police in the
Meiji period as a martial identity. Drawing from the Oxford English Dictionary’s definition of
“martial,” I define a martial identity as one typical of or suitable for a warrior or soldier.5 A
confluence of circumstances led to the development of a martial police identity. After the fall of
the Tokugawa, the new Meiji regime found itself with a surplus of samurai whose guaranteed
stipends became a drain on the new imperial government’s treasury. At the same time, the new
regime struggled to secure its hold over Tokyo, Japan’s largest city and the former stronghold of
vanquished Tokugawa. Additionally, as the Meiji regime sought to modernize Japan, a Westernstyle police system in the capital soon became desirable. This provided an opportunity to kill two
birds with one stone: the government needed large numbers of police officers, and large numbers
of destitute samurai needed employment.
The hiring of samurai from distant domains as Western-style police officers in Tokyo
was not a simple proposition. The government had to create an organizational structure, train and
outfit its men, and be sure that those men acted appropriately during interactions with both
civilians and foreign visitors to Japan. But stripping away remnants of the Tokugawa status order

4

David L. Howell, Geographies of Identity in Nineteenth-Century Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press,
2005), 4.
5

Oxford English Dictionary Online, s.v. “Martial,” accessed March 17, 2019.
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did not happen quickly or easily. Policing had long been carried out in Japan by those at the
lowest rungs of society, and former samurai were resistant to both old status-laden titles and new
efforts to eliminate symbols of status such as the warrior’s right to carry two swords. As the
government forced Japan’s new police officers to give up their swords for staves and their
privileged position for a role as “civil servants,” police officers as a group sought ways to
integrate their old status identity into their new social identity.
The loss of status brought with it an injured masculinity. The masculinity of samurai men
was defined by their role as warriors. The loss of both the visible symbol of that masculinity and
the tangible benefits that came with it created a circumstance whereby a new social and
organizational identity could be formed. The men who served as police officers and the
institution as a whole struggled to define an identity in the 1870s, grappling simultaneously with
issues of status, masculinity, and Western theories of policing. The path that led to a martial
identity was not preordained, but conditions in the early Meiji period provided fertile ground for
its development. Circumstances in the late 1870s and early 1880s, in turn, confirmed and
solidified a martial identity in a manner that fundamentally shaped how Japanese police officers
saw their role in Japan and their relationship to the state and the people.

Historiography
This thesis builds upon a body of significant, internationalized research on the
development of modern police systems. In English-language scholarship, scholars have focused
primarily on the development of the police in England, France, Germany, and the United States.
Researchers have been producing such scholarship since the mid-1950s, and the majority of
these works concern themselves primarily with institutional development—that is, the how and

4
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why—of police institutions in the cities of Europe and America.6 In more recent years scholars
have pushed beyond a focus on institutional apparatuses in an effort to understand the lives and
social identities of the men who served as police officers in places like London, Paris, and New
York.7 This type of scholarship is more limited in scope, as it is forced to rely on the few
memoirs, diaries, and other first-hand accounts that have been left behind by police officers.8
In Japan, police histories until the early 1970s followed the same trends as their cousins
in Europe and America. In this sense, they are what Clive Emsley calls Whig histories: works of
presentism in which historians look back from the contemporary world and see movement to the
present largely in terms of positive progress.9 The earliest Japanese police histories are marked
by this approach. For example, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department’s first official history
of the institution focuses on the Japanese police as agents of civilization and progress.10 This was
the trend for most of the prewar period, and police histories invariably remained institutional
histories. For example, Ōura Kanetake, a former head of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police
Department, wrote his own short history of the Japanese police in 1910. Included in a publication

6

T. A. Critchley, A History of Police in England and Wales (London: Constable, 1978); Richard Crowley, A History
of the British Police: From Its Earliest Beginnings to the Present Day (Stroud, England: History Press, 2011); Eric
H. Monkkonen, Police in Urban America, 1860-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Elaine
Glovka Spencer, Police and Social Order in German Cities: The Düsseldorf District, 1848-1914 (DeKalb: Northern
Illinois University Press, 1992).
Clive Emsley, The Great British Bobby: A History of British Policing from the 18th Century to the Present
(London: Quercus, 2009); John M. Merriman, Police Stories: Building the French State, 1815-1851 (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2006).
7

8

Joseph King, The Development of Modern Police History in the United Kingdom and the United States (Lewiston,
NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 2004); Martin R. Stallion, A Life of Crime: A Bibliography of British Police Officers’
Memoirs and Biographies (Leigh-on-Sea, England: M. R. Stallion, 1998).
9

Clive Emsley, “Introduction,” in Theories and Origins of the Modern Police, ed. Clive Emsley (Surrey, England:
Ashgate Publishing, 2011), xii.
10

Keishi-chō, ed., Keishi-chō shi kō (Tokyo: Keishi-chō, 1894).
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celebrating fifty years since the opening of Japan to the West, Ōura’s work is explicitly
concerned with celebrating Japanese civilizational and cultural advancement.11
After Japan’s defeat in World War II and the dismantling of its overseas empire, Japanese
historians of the police took a soberer, less congratulatory approach in their writings. This is
exemplified by the work of Takahashi Yūsai, whose prolific body of scholarship was produced
from the late 1940s to the early 1970s.12 Takahashi’s police histories take two forms: nostalgia
for an imagined, idealized Meiji police institution and surveys of a postwar institution that he
interprets as a return to the Meiji ideal. In taking this approach, Takahashi denies any connection
between the Meiji system and the now-discredited police organizations of the 1930s and 1940s.
Like the earliest Japanese police historians, Takahashi was a former police official whose work
is only concerned with the average police officer insofar as he relates to the institution as a
whole. When Takahashi does focus on individuals, he concerns himself primarily with highranking officials and policymakers.
Following with worldwide trends in police history, the late 1970s and early 1980s saw
the arrival of more grounded works on the history of the Japanese police. However, much of this
scholarship was the produced by a single scholar. Indeed, Obinata Sumio of Waseda University
in Tokyo can be said to have single-handedly created the contemporary field of police history in
Japanese. Obinata’s research on the creation of Japanese policing institutions in the Meiji period,
the social life of police officers, and the relationship between officers and the people in modern

11

Ōkuma Shigenobu, ed., Kaikoku gojūnen shi (Tokyo: Kaikoku Gojūnenshi Hakkōjo, 1908).

12

Takahashi Yūsai, Keisatsu no minshuka (Tokyo: Shin Keisatsu-sha, 1947); Takahashi Yūsai, Meiji nendai no
keisatsu kanbu kyōyō. Meiji keisatsu shi kenkyū, vol. 1 (Tokyo: Reibunsha, 1960); Takahashi Yūsai. Kawaji
daikeishi no 'taisei kenbunshi' (Tokyo: Ryōsho Fukyūkai, 1970); Takahashi Yūsai, Meiji nendai no keisatsu buchō:
Meiji keisatsu shi kenkyū (Tokyo: Ryōsho Fukyūkai, 1976).
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Japan was groundbreaking.13 Subsequently, Obinata’s scholarship has linked modern police
institutions to the early-modern status system and sought to understand the role of the police
beyond major urban areas.14 For scholars interested in studying the Japanese police, Obinata’s
research provides the foundation for any and all future studies.
English-language scholarship on the history of the Japanese police is almost unknown,
and much of what has been produced remains unpublished. Important studies have been written
by D. Eleanor Westney and Elise K. Tipton, but both of their works take an almost exclusively
top-down institutional approach.15 Westney, for instance, focuses on the institutional
establishment of the Tokyo police by emphasizing experimentation with foreign models by highranking Japanese policymakers. According to Westney, these experiments led to a fully-formed
French-style police in the latter half of the Meiji period. Elise Tipton takes the interwar period as
her focus, examining how the Japanese police—and in particular the Special Higher Police or
Tokkō—became a tool for the suppression of leftist movements. Neither Westney nor Tipton
engage significantly with Obinata’s work, and the social lives and identities of Japanese police
officers are largely excluded.
Two more recent—albeit unpublished—studies do more to build on Obinata’s
scholarship, at least in a limited fashion. Both Suzanne O’Brien and Naoyuki Umemori attempt

13

Obinata Sumio, “Nihon kindai kokka ni okeru keisatsu ryoku no keisei: shuto keisatsu kikō wo chūshin to shite,”
Rekishigaku Kenkyū 470 (July 1979): 19-27; Obinata Sumio, “Keiseiki keisatsu ryoku no naibu kōzō,” Nihon
Rekishi 387 (August 1980): 62-79; Obinata Sumio, Nihon kindai kokka no seiritsu to keisatsu, (Tokyo: Azekura
Shobō, 1992); Obinata Sumio, Keisatsu no shakaishi, (Tokyo: Iwanami Shinsho, 1993).
14

Obinata Sumio, “Bakumatsu-ishinki ni okeru mibunsei no kaitai to kindai keisatsu no seiritsu,” Buraku Mondai
Kenkyū 132 (March 1995): 113-128; Obinata Sumio, Kindai nihon no keisatsu to chiiki shakai, (Tokyo: Chikuma
Shobō, 2000).
15

D. Eleanor Westney, “The Emulation of Western Organizations in Meiji Japan: The Case of the Paris Prefecture
of Police and the Keishi-chō,” Journal of Japanese Studies 8.2 (Summer 1982): 307-342; Elise K. Tipton, The
Japanese Police State: The Tokkō in Interwar Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1990).
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to engage more fully with the social aspect of the police.16 O’Brien devotes one chapter of her
dissertation on customs and daily life in Meiji Japan to the role played by police officers. In
doing so, O’Brien gestures towards the police as social actors and their function as
intermediaries between the state and the people. Here again, however, O’Brien grants police
officers little agency in this process. Like most of the other English-language works discussed
thus far, Umemori’s dissertation is institutionally focused. Using a Foucauldian approach,
Umemori considers the linked creation of Meiji police and prisons and their part in the
development of the modern surveillance state. Further, he argues that policing in Japan must be
understood primarily as a project of domestic colonialism. In this sense, Umemori’s work is
similar to O’Brien’s, which also sees Japanese police officers as state agents of observation and
reform.
My thesis builds upon these previous works of police history. In particular, I turn to
Obinata Sumio’s work as my starting point. Although I do not deny the role of police officers as
agents of the modern state highlighted in previous English-language scholarship, I build upon
Obinata’s recognition of police officers as more than simply constituent pieces of an
organization. Like Obinata, I consider police officers as social actors who played an active role
not only in shaping their institution but also in crafting that institution’s part in the Meiji project
of modernization. Further, my thesis builds upon Obinata’s efforts to examine the Japanese
police in the context of the dismantling of the early-modern status order. English-language
histories of the Japanese police have paid only a cursory glance to the policing systems that

16

Suzanne O’Brien, “‘Custom-izing’ Daily Life in Meiji Japan” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 2003); Naoyuki
Umemori, “Modernization through Colonial Mediations: The Establishment of the Police and Prison System in
Meiji Japan” (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 2003).
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existed under the Tokugawa status order. By linking premodern policing to the modern police
and placing status at the center, my dissertation fills a noticeable gap in the scholarship.

Theory and Method
Methodologically, my dissertation combines three main theoretical strands. First, to
understand the sort of social institution the earliest Japanese police were, I draw upon the social
scientist Erving Goffman’s concept of the “total institution” and the subsequent development of
his theory into the notion of the “total organization.” Additionally, I trace the creation of police
identity in light of the social identity theory advanced by social psychologists Henri Tajfel and
John C. Turner and its subsequent evolution as organizational identity theory. Finally, as the
Meiji police was an all-male organization, I consider the question of gender by turning to the
concept of military masculinity as formulated in part by Marcia Kovitz and Leo Braudy. Taken
together, these approaches allow me develop a nuanced understanding of how social identity was
shaped by the Japanese police officers of the Meiji period and how that identity subsequently
affected the role those officers played in the development of the imperial Japanese state.

The Foucauldian Approach
Before describing my own theoretical method, a word must be said about the work of
Michel Foucault. The most obvious methodological approach to police history takes the writings
of Foucault as its starting point. Foucault’s work has been extremely influential on theories of the
police; as Andrew Johnson has noted, Foucault’s 1977 Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the

9
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Prison serves as “a history of the prison that tangentially founds a critical theory of the police.”17
In Discipline and Punish, Foucault situates the police as an institution which projects the state’s
power over everything as a part of said state’s apparatus of discipline.18 Later, Foucault identifies
the police as a “permanent coup d’état:” an extension of the state's power, but one that operates
autonomously and outside of state control.19
Several scholars have already examined the development of the Meiji disciplinary state
and its attendant police institutions through a Foucauldian lens. As I noted above, Naoyuki
Umemori’s work on Meiji modernization draws extensively upon the works of Foucault, and
Discipline and Punish in particular.20 In doing so, Umemori highlights the police as agents of
surveillance and ties them closely to the development of the Meiji prison system.21 Daniel V.
Botsman adopts a similar Foucauldian framework in his 2005 book Punishment and Power in the
Making of Modern Japan. Botsman takes Foucault as one of his starting points for understanding
the exercise of power in both the policing and the penal systems of early modern Japan.22
Subsequently, Botsman ties the police to the development of the Meiji prison system by drawing
on the Foucauldian concept of the “disciplinary society.”23

17

Andrew Johnson, “Foucault: Critical Theory of the Police in a Neoliberal Age,” Theoria 61.4 (December 2014):
10.
18

Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Vintage
Books, 1977), 213-215.
19

Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population: Lectures at the Collège de France 1977-1978, trans. Graham
Burchell (New York: Palgrave MacMillian, 2008), 339-343.
20

Umemori, “Modernization Through Colonial Mediations,” 13.

21

Ibid., 21.

22
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Although Foucault’s work is unquestionably relevant for understanding the modern
police as an institution, I would argue that many scholars who employ a Foucauldian approach
take it to the extreme. Such works invariably reduce police officers to a position as little more
than cogs in the machinery of the modern state. When examined primarily through such a
theoretical framework, police officers are reduced to constituent parts of a disciplinary apparatus
and subsequently lose their individual human agency. Accordingly, rather than examining the
Japanese police solely at the institutional level, this thesis also seeks to understand the social
aspect of the police. Although I will begin by defining the police as an organization, I also intend
to highlight the modern transformation of Japan’s police from both the bottom up and from the
inside out.

Total Institutions and Organizations
My methodological approach begins by defining the nature of Japan’s modern police
institution. To do so, I turn to social scientist Erving Goffman’s theory of the “total institution.”
Developed in 1961 for his seminal work on psychiatric institutions Asylums, Goffman defines the
total institution as “a place of residence and work where a large number of like-minded
individuals cut off from the wider society for an appreciable time together lead an enclosed and
formally administered round of life.”24 Goffman defines five types of total institution: sites of
care for the incapable who are unintentionally harmful (the titular asylum, for instance),
locations such as prisons that confine the harmful or dangerous, institutions that care for the
harmless or disabled, places like convents or monasteries that provide refuge from society, and
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lastly those institutions that enable the collective pursuit of an educational or work task such as
boarding schools and military camps.25
In all cases, the barrier that total institutions place between their members and the wider
world leads to a curtailment of self. In civilian life, people carry on multiple roles in the course
of their daily interactions. But membership in total institutions disrupts this, since an inmate’s
separation from the wider world continues around the clock and may persist for years.26 Further,
individuals who enter into total institutions are routinely stripped of physical markers of identity
and forced to conform to those set by institution.27 Fundamentally, Goffman sees membership in
a total institution as a process that culminates in the “mortification of the self.” This is the
process whereby an inmate’s social identity or identities are replaced or superseded by the basic
identity of the institution in which he is now a member.28
However, Goffman’s work focuses primarily on involuntary total institutions such as
asylums and prisons; Goffman admits that voluntary organizations such as monasteries and
military camps may have a completely different set of dynamics.29 Subsequent scholars have
further developed Goffman’s theory by engaging with such institutions. Christie Davies, for
instance, has sought to clarify the definition of the total institution by highlighting several
variables overlooked by Goffman. Davies focuses on three such variables: the degree of
openness or closedness of each institution, the official explicit purpose of the institution, and the
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dominant modes of eliciting compliance employed by authorities within the institution.30 Davies
stresses that when speaking about a total institution one must “specify how total a particular total
institution is, using the dimensions of ‘degree of bureaucratization’ and ‘openness versus
closedness.’”31
Other scholars have developed the concept of the “voluntary total institution” even more
fully. Mikaela Sundberg’s pioneering study on the French Foreign Legion, for instance, seeks to
develop a sociology of what Sundberg calls the “total organization.”32 A total organization is a
total institution with voluntary membership, and Sundberg provides a streamlined definition: “in
total institutions, people both live and work together, creating a setting with particular conditions
for the people inside of them.”33 Voluntary total institutions expect that those who choose to stay
will show at least some compliance and loyalty to their organization. Additionally, in the case of
military organizations, an identification with the role of a soldier or with a set of military values
may be among the reasons why recruits join such organizations. Finally, since an armed forces
unit such as the French Foreign Legion requires some degree of unity among its membership,
members are often required to unify, at least when they face a common enemy.34
Although not as tightly bound to the definition as some institutions, the modern police
organization is invariably understood as a type of total institution.35 However, as I will show, the
police system of the early Meiji period shared more in common with Sundberg’s model of the
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Foreign Legion than it does with contemporary police institutions. Founded and staffed by men
of warrior status and built upon an occupying military force, the first Tokyo police organization
was, like most armed forces, a “greedy” organization. As Sundberg notes, “greediness” is a
characteristic of voluntary total organizations that affects how obligations regarding members’
loyalty are maintained through symbolic, not only physical, boundaries. Both totality and
greediness expand organizational control over a group’s members and shape their relationship to
one another and their social and organizational identities.36

Social and Organizational Identity
In order to understand how the martial identity of the Japanese police developed, I draw
upon the theory of social identity as developed by social psychologist Henri Tajfel and his
student John C. Turner. In the simplest of terms, Tajfel and Turner describe social identity as
consisting of “those aspects of an individual’s self-image that derive from the social categories to
which he perceives himself as belonging.”37 Tajfel and Turner present three main theoretical
principles that can be used to understand both social identity and how it plays out in intergroup
interactions:
1. Individuals strive to achieve or maintain positive social identity.
2. Positive social identity is based to a large extent on favorable comparisons that
can be made between the in-group and some relevant out-groups: the in-group
must be perceived as positively differentiated or distinct from the relevant outgroups.
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3. When social identity is unsatisfactory, individuals will strive either to leave
their existing group and join some more positively distinct group and/or make
their existing group more positively distinct.38
Furthermore, pressures to evaluate one’s own group positively through such in-group/out-group
comparisons can lead social groups to attempt to differentiate themselves from each other
through the concrete establishment of a distinct social identity.39
According to Tajfel and Turner, there are three main variables that govern this process of
identity creation. First, individuals internalize their group membership as an aspect of their selfconcept; second, the social situation in which identity is formed must allow for intergroup
comparisons through relevant attributes; and third, in-groups do not compare themselves with
every available out-group, but rather only those perceived as relevant comparison groups.40 In
the context of the nascent Tokyo police institution of the Meiji era, the consequences should be
relatively straightforward: in the face of the breakdown of their old status identity as samurai,
police began to internalize their membership in the police institution and make it distinct; first
through a comparison with the low-class policing figures of the Tokugawa period, and later the
ordinary imperial soldiers they interacted with during the 1877 Satsuma Rebellion.
As former members of a high-status group, the men who would became Japan’s first
modern police officers were faced with serious disenfranchisement in the wake of the
abolishment of samurai status. As Tajfel and Turner note, high-status groups in an unstable
situation can be particularly susceptible to an insecure social identity: “Any threat to the
distinctively superior position of a group implies a potential loss of positive comparisons and
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possible negative comparisons, which must be guarded against.” 41 Subsequently, the high-status
group will react to its newly insecure social identity by seeking an enhanced group
distinctiveness. For the former samurai who made up a majority of the new Tokyo police, this
involved both the reassertion of a shared warrior identity and the enhancement of this identity’s
martial aspect in the context of an armed conflict that placed them in direct comparison with a
low-status group that threatened their group social identity.
Blake E. Ashforth and Fred Mael have further developed social identity theory, and in
particular as it relates to organizations. Ashforth and Mael argue that organizational identity must
be understood as a distinct form of social identity.42 Further, they note a series of important
consequences that occur when one’s social identity converges with an organizational identity. In
such cases, for instance, identification with an organization enhances support for and
commitment to it. Such identification also may engender internalization of, and adherence to,
group values and norms and homogeneity in attitudes and behavior. Finally, it is likely that
social identification will reinforce the very antecedents of identification, including the
distinctiveness of the group’s values and practices, group prestige, salience of and competition
with out-groups, and the traditional causes of group formation.43 As I will show, the convergence
of social and group identities in the context of the Japanese police is vital for understanding the
development of their martial identity.
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Gender and Military Masculinity
But what are the roots of the martial aspect of that identity? To understand that, a word
must be said about gender. As Anthony D. Smith has noted, “gender cleavages must ally
themselves to other, more cohesive identities if they are to inspire collective consciousness and
action.”44 Further, Jason G. Karlin has argued that in modern Japan gender identity became
closely intertwined with processes of national consolidation and mobilization.45 The effort to
define masculinity in modern Japan played out among competing groups such as the
“extravagant, performative, and Westernized masculinity of the Japanese gentleman” and those
who opposed Westernization by affecting a type of masculinity that was presented as something
truer and more authentic to the spirit of the Japanese past.46
As I will show, the masculinity adopted by Japanese police officers did not fit cleanly
into either of these categories. Rather, to define the masculinity that infused the police’s martial
identity, I turn to theories of military masculinity as developed, in part, by Marcia Kovitz and
Leo Braudy. As Paul R. Higate has noted, “the construction of men and masculinities in and
around the state and the nation has often been very closely allied to the development of complex
and sometimes contradictory militaristic identities.”47 It should be made clear that masculinity—
and military masculinity in particular—must be understood as a social development rather than
something ingrained in biology. As Kovitz notes, “military masculinity has less to do with men’s
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essential characteristics than it does with the characteristics and assigned meanings of the
different world—the military world—that soldiers inhabit.”48
Leo Braudy further builds upon this concept, arguing that in defining modern masculinity
we must interweave it with “a multitude of factors, including the context of war, which for so
much of human history and in the vast majority of human cultures has been the prime place to
define oneself as a man.”49 In the increasingly militarized nation-states of the late-nineteenth
century, then, armed conflict was the arena where the masculine was separated from the
feminine. Paradoxically, the rise of capitalist modernity also threatened traditional conceptions
of what it meant to be a man. Accordingly, in modern societies military masculinity “can assume
the double aspect of both future goal and lost ideal.”50 In the context of the Meiji period, for
police officers that lost ideal was invariably connected with the warrior past and those markers
that symbolized it. As Braudy writes: “Whether or not you ever used it, the ability to wear a
sword at your hip signaled a masculinity more socially sanctioned than our own superficially
Freudian designation of the sword as phallic symbol implies.”51
The total nature of the Meiji police organization and the fact that most of its officers had
warrior status backgrounds presupposed a form of military masculinity among police officers.
But this masculinity was further sharpened by war in the nineteenth century: “War required a
masculinity as purified and as streamlined as a spear; deviation meant defeat.”52 A military
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masculinity among Japanese police officers was no more preordained than was the final shape of
the martial identity of the police. But as I will show, a confluence of factors did indeed bring it
about. The police as total organization—structured along military lines—provided the
appropriate setting for the development of a distinct organizational identity. That identity, in
turn, became infused with a military masculinity shaped by both a shared past and a shared
experience on the battlefield. Taken as a whole, this created a distinct identity and distinct role
for the police in modern Japan.

Chapter Outline
I have structured this dissertation chronologically, beginning with a discussion of the
form policing took in the Tokugawa period, continuing through the Meiji Restoration of 1868
and the Satsuma Rebellion of 1877, and finally concluding with the state of Japanese police
institutions at the end of the 1880s when they reached a more or less mature and settled form.
Despite this chronological framing, the development of police identity did not happen in a
strictly linear progression. We must be careful not to view it as a simple process whereby the
police reached an inevitable endpoint at which time they became “civilized,” “modernized,” or
even “militarized.” Rather, each chapter (and in particular chapters three, four, and five) focuses
on pivotal moments in Japanese police history. These milestones mark points when events,
leaders, and police officers themselves played an active role in shaping Japanese police
institutions and police identity in distinctive, nonlinear ways.
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Chapter One: Policing Edo
Chapter One presents the contours of the early modern status order and the policing
regimes that existed in both the shogun’s capital of Edo and the rest of Japan during the
Tokugawa period. This chapter largely draws on existing research to paint a picture of people’s
lives in early modern Japan and their expectations for policing and self-governance. This
background is vital; despite the monumental transformation of Japanese society that followed the
Meiji Restoration, the systems and worldviews of the Tokugawa period did not disappear
outright after 1868. The interconnectedness of the status order, the various men who carried out
policing duties, and public perceptions of those duties set the stage for how the people and police
officers in the Meiji period initially understood and conceptualized the “police.”

Chapter Two: Occupying Tokyo
Chapter Two examines the circumstances surrounding the violent civil war that led to the
overthrow of the Tokugawa shogunate and the nominal restoration of sovereignty to the emperor.
The end of that war brought with it the occupation of the shogun’s capital of Edo and the
beginning of its transformation into Tokyo. The city’s occupation by hostile warriors from the
southwest also set the terms by which Tokyo would be ruled and governed moving forward. As
military occupation and forced centralization began to break down traditional forms of statusbased self-governance, the people of Tokyo were forced to reckon with the fact that the old order
had been irrevocably transformed. In this chapter I rely on observations of foreign visitors and
Tokyo residents to show how outside observers viewed the occupying army that served as a
precursor to the modern Japanese police institution.
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Chapter Three: Samurai Cops
Chapter Three explores how that occupying army was transformed into a modern,
Western-style police institution. In this chapter I trace the life and early career of Kawaji
Toshiyoshi, the man still styled as “Father of the Japanese Police.” Kawaji’s journey to Europe
and his writings on modern policing set the stage for the large-scale recruitment of former
samurai to serve as Japan’s first Western-style police officers. In the context of the rapidly
collapsing status order, those men were forced to grapple with external threats to both their
identities and their masculinity. As a defense, they began the process of shaping a social and
organizational identity as police officers.

Chapter Four: The Police Go to War
Chapter Four turns to the battlefields of the Satsuma Rebellion, the last armed challenge
against the Meiji government and a formative event in the creation of modern police identity.
Drawing on primary documentation related to the experiences of police officers in the war, I
explore how wartime experience shapes identity in the crucible. The government’s decision to
deploy thousands of police officers to the battlefields of the southwest allowed those officers to
reconsider what the position of police officer actually entailed. Further, the battlefield
experiences of the “police brigade” provided officers with an opportunity to continue the
development of a positive police identity while simultaneously regaining aspects of a lost warrior
masculinity. The fact of police officers’ shared wartime experience also allowed men from
varied backgrounds to join a communal police identity.
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Chapter Five: Militarizing and Memorializing
Chapter Five examines the aftermath of the Satsuma Rebellion, a period when police
identity was simultaneously influenced from two different directions. A changeover in police
leadership led to a top-down promotion of German militarism. This was exemplified by new
teachers and new forms of training. This project also brought increased centralization, which in
turn began the process of exporting a shared police identity beyond Tokyo. From below, police
officers began to memorialize their shared martial past. By remembering their war experiences
and developing institutional symbols joined to them, the Japanese police community finalized
the creation of a distinct Japanese police identity.

Conclusion: War with the People
I close the dissertation by discussing the relationship between the police and the people
from the late 1880s on. As the people agitated for freedom and rights, police officers deployed to
metaphorical battlefields across Japan for war against this new foe. However, they did not do this
as mere tools of the state. Rather, the martial identity that police officers had developed over the
preceding three decades predisposed them for war with the people. The Japanese police saw
themselves as a martial force dedicated to the safety and security of Japan. They acted
accordingly. By 1882 all Japanese police officers carried swords, and even in the twentieth
century they were ready and willing to draw and use them against perceived threats to Japan
whether within or without. The negative relationship between the police and the people—shaped
by the martial identity of police officers themselves—supported an authoritarian Japanese
imperial state in the period leading up to 1945.
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CHAPTER ONE: POLICING EDO

Understanding the history of Japan’s modern police requires that we first investigate what
came before the police. Although there was no Japanese police institution prior to around 1870,
this does not mean that premodern Japan had no policing. Recognizing the distinction between
policing and the police—and how the former existed under the Tokugawa shoguns (1600–1868)
but the latter did not appear until the Meiji period (1868–1912)—is crucial for appreciating the
complicated development of the modern Japanese police institution, the identity of its officers,
and its role as a mediator between the state and the people in modern Japan. In this chapter I will
define policing and examine how various groups carried out policing duties within the context of
the Tokugawa status order. This background is fundamental for my subsequent discussion of the
disestablishment of Tokugawa policing from 1868 and the consolidation of those duties into a
new, singular institution shortly thereafter.

Policing and the Police
The English word “police” has its origins in the Ancient Greek politeia, a term that meant
“all matters affecting the survival and well-being of the state (polis).” 53 The Romans further
developed the word and its concept, and the Latin politia can also be translated as “the state.”
After the fall of the western half of the Roman empire, the term fell out of use in most of Europe
until some medieval universities revived it and used it to justify the authority of princes over
their territories. Subsequently, in the eighteenth century various governments in Continental
Europe employed the term la police or die Polizei in reference to the internal administration,
welfare, protection, and surveillance of their territories. The word “police,” however, was not in
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favor in English until the end of the eighteenth century, as the British believed that the term was
too closely connected to Continental absolutism.54
In contemporary English, the term “policing” is most often used as shorthand for the
various duties carried out by modern police officers. Aside from archaic and obsolete definitions,
the Oxford English Dictionary provides two definitions of policing: “the action of providing or
organizing a police force or similar body for the maintenance of law and order; the maintenance
of law and order by means of such a force” and “the execution of a police officer’s duties; the
fact of being a police officer.”55 However, in defining such duties as “the maintenance of law and
order,” the OED leaves vague what that encompasses. For the purposes of this chapter we seek a
definition of policing that both encompasses the full scope of duties implied by the term and can
be used independently from modern police institutions. Accordingly, it is worth moving beyond
staid dictionary definitions by considering how scholars and theorists of the police have
categorized the various duties encompassed by “policing.”
In Introduction to Policing, Michael Rowe outlines five broad categories of policing
duties. These include: (1) law enforcement duties, (2) duties which employ the legitimate use of
force, (3) duties concerned broadly with processes of social regulation, (4) bureaucratic duties,
and (5) duties tied to the broader criminal justice system.56 As these duties are all encompassed
by modern police institutions, there is invariably some overlap. However, the diffuse nature of
authority in the Tokugawa era and the fact that many groups engaged in extensive selfgovernance means that the different types of duties were often carried out by disparate groups. It
is useful to consider the different duties in some detail.
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The first category of policing duties is the narrowest, and is limited primarily to those
concerned specifically with law enforcement and crime fighting. In the present day, this is the
most commonly assumed definition of policing. Popular media, for instance, invariably depicts
police officers as engaging in duties primarily directed toward the fighting of crime. Such duties
include both catching criminals in the act of breaking laws, investigating crimes, and
apprehending criminals after the fact. Due to the dispersed nature of authority in Tokugawa
Japan, many different groups carried out such law enforcement duties. These duties are also
delimited by what the authorities in any given society consider as crime.
Rowe’s second category of duties encompasses those that incorporate the legitimate use
of force. In cases where the police embody the state, Max Weber’s classic definition of state
sovereignty as “possession of a legitimate use of force over a given territory” is an important
feature of policing.57 Both Egon Bittner and Carl B. Klockars have argued that the monopoly on
force is one of the defining characteristic of the modern police officer.58 Such a definition,
however, presumes the police are part of a centralized state that jealously guards its monopoly on
violence. The Tokugawa warrior state, in theory, had just such a monopoly on force. However,
the decentralized nature of that state meant that in many cases warrior authorities chose to
delegate acts of violence to other groups in Japan.59
The most common policing duties in practice are about social regulation. As Bittner
notes, “when one looks at what policemen actually do, one finds that criminal law enforcement is
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something that most of them do with the frequency somewhere between virtually never and very
rarely.”60 Rather, the most common police duties include patrol work and other tasks
characterized by a broader public service ethos unrelated to crime control. This is the definition
that I find most useful for understanding policing duties in Tokugawa Japan. Conceptualizing
policing duties in terms of broader processes of social regulation not only illuminates the sheer
breadth of activities included under policing, but also allows for the possibility of such duties
being carried out by a wide variety of disparate groups.
The final two definitions—policing as bureaucracy and policing within the broader
framework of a judicial system—can be discussed together as “administrative policing.”
Although it is certainly true that certain samurai officials with policing duties carried out
bureaucratic work related to their responsibilities, this cannot be likened to a bureaucratic police
institution. Similarly, the decentralized nature of policing in the Tokugawa period meant that
most policing was not integrated into a broader criminal justice system. Still, administrative
police duties did exist, and it is important to recognize that, to one degree or another, the entire
suite of policing duties was present in early modern Japan. Those duties that warrior authorities
did not reserve for themselves they delegated to Tokugawa Japan’s various self-governing status
groups.

The Tokugawa Status Order
The Tokugawa status order was a system of reciprocal relationships between rulers and
subjects that developed near the end of the warring states period in the late-sixteenth century.
When the Tokugawa established the shogunate in the seventeenth century, they effected control
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by recognizing the multitude of preexisting self-governing groups among their subjects. Since
the shogunate’s very existence was predicated on military control and pacification of the
Japanese archipelago, ruling through existing groups provided flexibility and the potential for the
rapid mobilization of subjects should the need arise. Authorities required all subjects to join
occupation-based groups that discharged specific duties for their overlords in times of both peace
and war. In return, rulers invested these status groups with extensive powers of self-governance.
They were also accorded a host of other privileges, such as occupational monopolies, tax
exemptions, or the right to wear certain clothes and other status markers.61
Today, scholars recognize status as the fundamental ordering principle of society in early
modern Japan.62 As Maren Ehlers notes, the status order eventually grew into a flexible
mechanism of governance that both accommodated social change and inspired people’s energies
and aspirations.63 During the Tokugawa period, most non-samurai were part of a household in
either a rural village or an urban block association. Alternatively, one could affiliate temporarily
with a retainer band, an outcast association, a monastic community, or live without registration
altogether. Authorities also recognized occupational groups, such as the various trade and craft
guilds. These could exist alongside the primary status groups as they did not lay claim to
productive land. Both villages and block associations were self-governing and issued rules to
regulate the social life and land use within their respective communities.
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In exchange for the privilege of self-governance, samurai authorities expected the various
status groups under their purview to perform certain duties. Originally, such duties were
primarily tied to military mobilization. Examples include corvée labor for the construction of
fortifications, the production of armor and saddles from leather, or the provision of tax rice for
feeding hungry armies. With the end of civil war, samurai authorities both reinterpreted existing
obligations and levied new ones when the changing social situation warranted it. In addition to
direct service to their overlords, self-governing groups also held responsibility for duties that
benefited society as a whole. These included such tasks as road maintenance, fire-fighting, and,
most important for the purposes of this chapter, the suite of duties described above as part of
policing.

Status and Policing
A central responsibility of self-governing status groups in Tokugawa Japan was the
maintenance of order. Even though the authority of the shogun and daimyo was contingent on
pacification of the realm, they preferred to outsource this responsibility to the status groups
under their authority. Rulers expected the various land-based groups—whether villages or urban
block associations—to exercise mutual supervision of their members and either suppress or
report any criminal or otherwise deviant activity found in their midst. The status groups fulfilled
these obligations by either performing required policing duties themselves or hiring others for
such jobs. The policing duties carried out—or hired out—by commoner status groups included
fighting crime and engaging in general public service responsibilities. The warrior state often
relinquished some degree of its monopoly on violence in these cases.
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The remainder of this chapter will provide an overview of the major status groups that
made up Tokugawa society, how they engaged in self-governance, and how limited rights to selfgovernment came with the responsibility of policing. Further, we will examine which members
of various status groups held responsibility for the different types of policing duties. The fact that
certain duties became closely linked with specific groups also provides a sense of what
connotations, if any, policing had for the people of Tokugawa Japan. The link between policing
duties and those who carried them out eventually came to shape how the Japanese understood
policing in the modern era.
As much of the rest of this dissertation is concerned with policing in Tokyo, I will spend
the greater part of this chapter examining urban policing in Edo. Given that policing in other
parts of the archipelago will also be relevant in later chapters, I will detail policing duties in other
parts of Japan—including major cities outside Edo and the countryside—when appropriate. As I
examine the various status groups that populated the shogun’s city, I will also cover the general
structure of governance in Edo. Due to its unique position in the Tokugawa polity, Edo’s
governance did contain many idiosyncrasies. But Tokyo’s centrality to the post-1868 order
means that understanding how Edo was governed and policed is crucial to understanding the
police of modern Japan.

Self-Governance in Edo
Edo was the shogun’s seat of power and the center of gravity of politics in early modern
Japan. The city’s inhabitants were a cross section Tokugawa Japan’s status order: daimyo
retainer bands existed adjacent to neighborhood block associations which interacted with bands
of licensed beggars. As part of the status order, all these groups engaged in self-governance to
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one degree or another. However, self-governance did not imply inherent sovereignty. A
daimyo’s independence was contingent upon successful completion of feudal obligations to his
lord, the shogun. And although Edo block associations were semi-autonomous, this autonomy
was dependent upon the completion of certain duties, whether the payment of taxes or provision
of services. If status groups in Edo contributed to the stability of the regime and the security of
the city, the shogunate allowed them leeway to manage their own affairs.

Samurai Districts
Among those residing in Edo, daimyo and their retainer bands had the greatest degree of
autonomy. The shogun required his vassals to reside part time in Edo, and even before the
institutionalization of the alternate attendance system in 1642, daimyo built permanent
residences in the city. Domains eventually came to build large compounds and mansions on
grants of land provided by the shogun, who allowed daimyo to administer them as self-governing
enclaves.64 Domains maintained year-round jurisdiction over their own compounds regardless of
whether or not the daimyo was in residence. These compounds were self-contained communities,
and shogunal inspectors had no access to or jurisdiction over them. As long as a daimyo and his
retainer band fulfilled their feudal obligations—and refrained from stirring up trouble—the
shogun was content to leave them to their own devices.
Daimyo obligations came in the form of service to the shogun, and in Edo policing duties
were one such form of service. The shogunate expected domains to keep order inside their
compounds, eventually extending this responsibility to the area directly outside a daimyo’s
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residence.65 In the early seventeenth century the Tokugawa peace was still fresh, and untamed
warriors not tied to retainer bands cut people down in the streets of Edo in acts of tsuji giri
(“crossroads killings”) with some regularity. Beginning in 1629 the shogunate ordered the
establishment of guardhouses throughout the samurai areas of Edo. In response to these orders,
both daimyo and shogunal retainers built and staffed small guard posts that came to be known as
tsuji ban’ya.66
Daimyo and retainers built these posts at intersections (tsuji) in the warrior areas of the
city. Tsuji ban’ya, like many Edo institutions, were based on the spatial separation of the city.
Daimyo, for example, constructed tsuji ban’ya only at the intersections that abutted their own
enclaves. But the very fact that they were at intersections meant that jurisdictions had the
potential to bleed together. Although lords built guardhouses individually, over time they began
to collaborate on the management of tsuji ban’ya where territories touched. Similarly, those
guardhouses that abutted commoner areas of the city were also administered jointly.67 In all
cases, financing of the tsuji ban’ya was the responsibility of those who had authority over it,
again reflecting the diffuse and decentralized nature of authority and governance in Edo.
Warrior lords typically constructed these tsuji ban’ya on street corners, as seen in the
Hiroshige print Kasumigaseki no zu from the artist’s Tōtō meisho series of 1843–1847 (Figure
1). As part of their service to the shogun, officials tasked the guardsmen who manned tsuji
ban’ya—referred to as bannin—with a wide variety of responsibilities. The early bannin
regulations of 1629 detailed policing duties: “If any violent, wounded, or suspicious person is
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Figure 1.1. Utagawa Hiroshige, Kasumigaseki no zu, from the series Tōto meisho. 1843–47.
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper, 25.3 x 37.8 cm. The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
From: The Museum of Fine Arts, http://www.mfa.org (accessed February 17, 2019). The tsuji
ban’ya is the structure on the left.
sighted, men are to be dispatched from the guardhouse to apprehend them.”68 A 1659 manual for
dealing with incidents describes five main duties for tsuji bannin: taking into custody people
involved in bloodshed, assisting those who had fallen ill, the aiding of lost children, the disposal
of abandoned corpses, and the collection of refuse discarded on the road.69 The variety of
responsibilities expected of the men who staffed tsuji ban’ya meant they very publicly engaged
in both law enforcement and social regulation duties.
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Depending on the time of day, two to four bannin occupied the guardhouses on a
continuous basis. During the early years of the system, daimyo and shogunal retainers staffed
tsuji ban’ya with their own subordinates. Although in some locations low-ranking retainers
consistently held such jobs, by the mid-eighteenth century both daimyo and shogunal retainers
hired contractors to serve as bannin.70 The migration of large numbers of people to Edo from the
countryside during the 1700s caused the city’s population to swell. The attendant rise in the
populations of the homeless, the sick, and other assorted troublemakers increased demand for
policing. Like many of the people who streamed into Edo, the men employed as bannin often
lacked more stable work, and thus became members of Edo’s large class of itinerant day
laborers.71
The unglamorous nature of and poor compensation for such guard work meant that
officials sometimes had a difficult time staffing their tsuji ban’ya. It was widely believed that
they filled the jobs by hiring the old, the sick, criminals, and the homeless as bannin. Indeed, in
the late-eighteenth century the shogunate banned the hiring of such men as tsuji bannin.72
Iwabuchi Reiji has argued that, despite the existence of such regulations, the men carrying out
bannin duties were typically able-bodied members of the day laborer class.73 Still, the popular
conception of guard work was negative, and such duties carried with them a certain stigma.
Comedic verses of the time made tsuji ban’ya a target of ridicule, denigrating them as rubbish
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bins for unwanted members of society: “Guardhouses are a place where you can throw out your
still-living father.”74
Both the dirty work of manhandling criminals, disposing of corpses, and removing trash
and the inferior station of bannin meant that policing duties in the warrior areas of Edo held little
to no prestige.75 The contemptible nature of guard work and the low-class nature of tsuji bannin
themselves reinforced each other, buttressing a negative impression of both a certain set of police
duties and those who engaged in them. In the comparable field of punishment, Daniel Botsman
has shown how the Tokugawa regime’s decision to employ outcasts as executioners reinforced
the reputation members of that group held as “slaughterers” and “butchers.”76 We see a similar
situation with policing: the debased nature of bannin made them most suitable for carrying out
unsavory police duties. In turn, the filthy nature of such work meant that police duties were only
carried out by the dregs of Tokugawa society.

Townspeople Districts
Warriors of the ruling class were not the only status group that exercised a degree of
governmental autonomy in early modern Japan. Commoners made up a majority of the Japanese
archipelago’s population, and warrior authorities granted limited self-governance to both rural
villages and urban neighborhood block associations as long as such corporate groups discharged
their status obligations and maintained social stability within their communities. The rapid
urbanization of the early Tokugawa period led many commoners to abandon farming and seek
more lucrative opportunities in Japan’s cities. This was particularly true in Edo, due in part to the
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fact that the institutionalization of the alternate attendance system created a stable warrior
population with an insatiable hunger for goods and services. Commoner men and women in Edo
sought gainful employment in jobs as diverse as laborers, shopkeepers, and servants in daimyo
compounds.
Edo commoners were commonly referred to as chōnin or “townspeople.” Although
townspeople made up almost half the population of Edo, the shogunate confined them to only
about sixteen percent of the city’s area. Much of this was on reclaimed land in the shitamachi or
“low city.” The crowded nature of the low city meant that it had about four times the population
density of Edo’s warrior districts.77 The shogunate directly governed townspeople districts,
ruling them through both status and spatial separation. Shogunal officials confined townspeople
to walled and gated neighborhoods which separated them from the warrior city and also created
discrete units of governance. The general structure of these neighborhoods shaped the
organization of townspeople society and the nature of commoner self-governance in Edo.
Townspeople neighborhoods in Edo were organized around the chō, a unit of area that
was also administrative. As a unit of area, chō were residential blocks of densely-crowded
domiciles and shops that surrounded an area of approximately 120 square meters. The rear of
these buildings opened onto an inner courtyard that contained communal facilities such as a
toilet, well, and garbage pit.78 As administrative units, warrior authorities understood chō a bit
differently: such “blocks” were the rows of houses and shops that sat across from each other on a
given street. These chō were headed by neighborhood chiefs known as nanushi. The nanushi, in
turn, served under the auspices of a small group of city elders drawn from the highest-ranking
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townspeople in the city. By the early eighteenth century there were at least 250 nanushi in the
city, and over time warrior authorities expanded their oversight to more and more neighborhoods
as a way of keeping pace with population growth.79
Below these high-ranking men were the direct instruments of local governance: the
goningumi or “five-man group.” These groups were made up of the wealthiest men in a given
chō and consisted of homeowners, landlords, and their agents. These men had a variety of
names, but were formally called yanushi.80 The shogunate passed its edicts and directives
through the city elders and nanushi down to the yanushi, which circulated them among the
people. This multi-tiered system allowed the shogun’s government to transmit its will down to
the neighborhood and family levels even as it permitted townspeople broad latitude in managing
many significant aspects of urban life in their residential blocks. All of this, however, was
contingent on neighborhoods keeping up with their responsibilities to authorities. Some of the
most important obligations expected of neighborhood blocks included policing duties.
The primary policing responsibility of townspeople neighborhoods was similar to the
duty expected from daimyo and shogunal retainers: the establishment, staffing, and maintenance
of guardhouses. The shogunate required each residential block to establish a guardhouse (jishin
ban’ya), and a gatehouse (kido ban’ya).81 These guard and gatehouses were functionally
equivalent to the tsuji ban’ya guard posts in the samurai quarters of Edo. Large neighborhoods
usually staffed their guardhouses with five persons and smaller neighborhoods staffed them with
three. Both guardhouses and gatehouses served as minor hubs in their respective areas and were
staffed—at least in theory—by rotating household heads. But in the same way that samurai guard
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posts contracted out the position of tsuji bannin, townspeople hired replacement bannin from
outside the community. Neighborhood heads most often recruited these guards—colloquially
known as bantarō—from Edo’s class of day laborers.
Authorities tasked the men who staffed the gate and guardhouses with keeping an eye out
for suspicious activities and reporting any such issues to their immediate superiors. Bannin also
made limited patrols in the neighborhood, which were the most visible of police duties in the
townspeople quarters of Edo. In the evenings, a bannin made the rounds in his defined patrol
area, banging a pair of wooden clappers and calling out warnings against fire and thieves.82 The
various gate and guardhouses also became minor hubs of commerce. A centrally-located ban’ya
became a sort of early modern convenience store, and bannin offered daily necessities such as
hair ties and sandal thongs to passersby. The men who served as bannin were highly-visible
figures in commoner neighborhoods, reinforcing the link between police duties and the lowest
classes of Tokugawa society.

Administrative Policing in Edo
Although the Tokugawa regime gave the various status groups of Edo a great deal of
leeway when it came to governing social groups in their areas of residence, this did not mean that
the shogunate had no direct hand in policing. As I have shown, low-class day laborers carried out
law enforcement and social regulation police duties in both samurai and commoner areas of Edo.
The shogunate reserved administrative policing duties for itself, and such activities reached into
the townspeople spaces of the city. This administration was two tiered: a pair of town magistrates
governed Edo and the will of those magistrates was enforced by several hundred low-ranking
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samurai officials. As this small group of samurai focused its efforts on administrative policing, it
further outsourced law enforcement duties to an occupational status group of informers and thieftakers.

Town Magistrates
Edo’s two town magistrates (machi bugyō) oversaw administrative policing in the
shogun’s capital. However, the authority of these machi bugyō was not limited to policing: the
office of town magistrate held duties comparable to a combination of city governor, supreme
judge, and police commissioner. The wide variety of roles and importance of the position meant
that the shogunate appointed town magistrates from among the highest-ranking retainers of the
shogun. As a sign of the position’s prestige, the job also came with a court rank and a generous
stipend.83 Over the course of the Tokugawa period, the shogunate invested town magistrates with
greater and greater authority, and they were unquestionably the most important administrative
officials in Edo.
Two machi bugyō held authority over Edo’s townspeople: the north magistrate and the
south magistrate. Because these titles imply a territorial jurisdiction, the extent of their authority
is often misconstrued; north and south refer only to the sites of the magistrates’ offices. Each
town magistrate had total authority over the whole of Edo’s commoner districts, but they did not
wield this authority simultaneously. The Tokugawa tendency for decentralized governance
applied even in the heart of the shogun’s realm, and each town magistrate was responsible for the
city’s governance only during alternating months. This ensured that each magistrate was a check
on the other and that neither one could amass too much in the way of personal power. While one
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magistrate was on duty, the other closed the gate to his compound and used the opportunity to
catch up on his paperwork.
And there was plenty of paperwork. As Edo grew and sprawled over the course of the
Tokugawa period, the shogunate found it expedient to devolve more and more authority to the
town magistrates. Early in the period the shogunate granted the magistrates a seat on the judicial
council that heard all of the country’s most important legal cases, and confirmed the right of
magistrates to oversee all criminal matters in commoner neighborhoods. In many cases, the
magistrates also had oversight of serious cases involving samurai as well.84 Complicated
jurisdictional issues often meant negotiating with other shogunal officials, such as cases where
actors or entertainers under the magistrates’ authority performed on the grounds of religious
institutions.85 Similarly, circumstances sometimes forced the magistrates to arrange extradition
of townspeople from daimyo compounds. In all such cases, the town magistrates engaged in
duties that were primarily administrative in nature.

Bailiffs and Constables
Town magistrates held high rank, but their immediate subordinates came from the bottom
rungs of the samurai status group. The top-tier administrative duties of town magistrates meant
that they almost never engaged in hands-on policing duties outside of the courtroom. This kept
them untainted by any relationship with the supposedly unclean figures of the criminal classes.
The magistrates’ low-ranking samurai subordinates, however, had a more direct relationship with
crime. Such men were the lowest of the shogun’s direct retainers, unworthy even of an audience
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with their lord. These officials were divided into two categories: yoriki or “bailiffs” and dōshin
or “constables.” Although these English titles are rough analogues, they do express something of
the mix of administrative and law enforcement policing duties carried out by yoriki and dōshin.
Yoriki numbered approximately eighty men at any given time, split evenly between the
two town magistrate offices. This small number reflects the reality of decentralized government
in Edo and accounts for the fact that, like their superiors, bailiffs held both judicial and
administrative roles. Typically, bailiffs worked on legal matters and bureaucratic paperwork at
their respective magistrate’s office. From there, they also supervised their own subordinates and
adjudicated small-bore legal cases. In this sense, yoriki carried out only those police duties I have
defined as administrative: they were important figures in the Edo’s bureaucracy and did play a
role in the broader criminal justice system, but rarely if ever engaged in law enforcement or
social regulation duties. The only samurai who routinely carried out such policing duties were
the constables who served under the yoriki.
Dōshin, which numbered about 120 per magistrate’s office, were the only members of
Edo’s samurai officialdom to carry out direct policing duties. Like yoriki, these constables held
some administrative roles and could both adjudicate minor legal cases and render judicial
verdicts on the spot. Such administrative work kept yoriki separated from any active engagement
with the criminal underworld in Edo, but this was not always the case with dōshin. As part of
their duties constables carried out both routine patrols in commoner districts and investigated
crimes.86 Both sets of responsibilities meant that constables had routine contact with the seediest
elements of Edo society. The unsavory nature of their policing duties also meant that dōshin
were held apart from broader warrior society.
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This social division stemmed in part from a physical separation. Both yoriki and dōshin
lived semi-segregated lives in the Hatchōbori area of Edo. From the mid-eighteenth century, the
shogunate provided these officials with plots of land—300 tsubo for yoriki and 100 tsubo for
dōshin—for the construction of residences along the banks of the Sumida River. As a
consequence of this, townspeople often referred to bailiffs and constables as Hatchōbori no
danna or “masters of Hatchōbori.” Both yoriki and dōshin developed a distinct identity and style
that came to be exemplified by the Hatchōbori ichō, a unique hairstyle worn only by the officials
of the town magistrate’s offices who resided in the Hatchōbori neighborhood.87 The
distinctiveness of warrior officials engaged in policing was further emphasized by their links to
active figures in the criminal underworld.

Spies and Thief-takers
We have already seen how self-governing samurai and townspeople status groups
outsourced their policing responsibilities to contractors. Due to the small number of bailiffs and
constables, these warrior officials also subcontracted some of their policing duties to other status
groups. In Edo, such work was typically performed by bands of spies and informers, most of
whom were members of the criminal class. Officially known as komono (“servants”), these men
went by a variety of names: they were variously called goyōkiki or okapikki (“thief-takers”), but
most commonly referred to as meakashi (“sharp eyes”).88 Meakashi carried out the largest part of
law enforcement and crime-fighting duties in Edo, and records indicate that as late as 1867 there
were as many as one thousand such men operating in the city.89
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Recruiting criminals to the cause of law enforcement has long roots in Japan, and similar
systems operated in other early modern societies.90 In Edo, a criminal suspect who found himself
in jail or otherwise on the wrong end of the law was often faced with a choice: become a
meakashi spy or suffer the harshness of warrior judgment. A constable ordered him to hunt down
or otherwise inform on his former associates. The criminal was then released into the custody of
a meakashi boss and in the process incorporated into a new status group. A meakashi boss
(oyabun) served as the chief of each thief-taker band, supervising all his subordinates’ activities.
As was the case in most status groups, the boss was responsible for the members of the group,
and remanded any failed operatives back to the warrior authorities where they again found
themselves in line for Tokugawa justice.
For their part in helping the constables round up criminal elements, meakashi were paid
a small fee, usually out of the warriors’ pockets. Meakashi also supplemented their income by
working both sides of the law. Paradoxically, the ability to transgress normal boundaries proved
one of the meakashi’s strengths. Not just spies and informants, meakashi work included law
enforcement policing duties in the form of arresting and apprehending criminals. Meakashi were
well suited to this task. The complicated jurisdictional boundaries of Tokugawa Japan meant that
the reach of warrior officials was often limited. For example, an officer of the town magistrate’s
office could not enter a daimyo compound to apprehend a commoner fugitive sheltered there; a
meakashi could. Since these men operated through their own unofficial networks, they could
cross the boundaries of the different spheres of authority in Tokugawa Japan.91
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Without a centralized, bureaucratic policing institution, thief-takers like the meakashi
were essential for securing some form of law and order in Edo. Despite their necessity, many
officials found the system distasteful. As early as the 1680s the shogunate issued public
statements demanding that any misbehaving meakasi be reported to the town magistrates. And in
the early 1700s the shogunate regularly attempted to limit or ban meakashi entirely.92 But the
diffuse nature of authority meant that unless the authorities assigned the policing duties of law
enforcement and crime-fighting to other status groups, remanding such responsibilities to
meakashi bands was unavoidable. This ensured that for most of the Tokugawa period the
policing carried out by meakashi was invariably linked to the criminal origins of these men.

Policing and Violence
The policing responsibilities remanded to meakashi brought with them the right to carry
out sanctioned violence. As Carl B. Klockars has noted, a general right to coercive force is
central to police duties.93 I have shown that when the warrior state assigned policing
responsibilities to status groups in Edo, limited permission to engage in violence while carrying
out those duties came with them.94 The shogunate reserved administrative policing duties for
itself, and the employment of sanctioned violence was a key part of such responsibilities. Bailiffs
and constables were authorized by the town magistrates to use judicial torture when interrogating
criminal suspects. Both sets of officials also had the capacity to render certain punishments
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summarily. Since violence is inextricably linked to both policing and punishment, the interplay
between the two within the judicial system must be considered.

Judicial Torture
Upon apprehension, a criminal suspect was remanded to the custody of the appropriate
samurai authorities. In the townspeople districts of Edo, this meant that they were secured at
another form of ban’ya—the shirabe ban’ya (“interrogation guardhouse”) or ōban’ya (literally
“large guardhouse”)—to await interrogation.95 At a shirabe ban’ya a yoriki or dōshin began his
investigation by ascertaining the basic facts of the suspect’s case. The machi bugyō granted these
officials the authority to make initial judgments and, if possible, extract confessions. Reticent
suspects would have their confessions solicited under torture. Torture during interrogation at a
ban’ya was typically limited to being beaten with a wooden stick. Accordingly, ordinary
townspeople came to fear the thought of being summoned to one of these guardhouses.96
Once an initial verdict was determined during a guardhouse interrogation, suspects were
transported to the offices of whichever machi bugyō was on duty for an official examination.
Yoriki presided over these interrogations, and it was their responsibility to extract a formal
statement from any given suspect.97 If a suspect admitted his guilt the yoriki could then render a
summary judgement. This, in turn, would either be confirmed or overruled by the overseeing
magistrate. But if a suspect refused to admit to his guilt officials again turned to violence. In
these rare cases warrior authorities employed a suite of formal judicial tortures in order to force a
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suspect to admit his guilt. Such steps were deemed necessary to confirm the competence of the
warrior authorities.98
Violence was one of the tools bailiffs and constables used to carry out their
administrative policing duties. Dōshin occasionally employed force in the apprehension of
criminal suspects, but the town magistrates’ officers primarily used violence in their judicial
roles. After judicial torture led to a confession, samurai officials then turned to punishment.
Bailiffs and constables had the authority to levy summary judgments. Such punishments usually
took the form of a fine or otherwise minor sentence. That said, the warrior state also employed
far more violent penalties. In such cases, the samurai authorities outsourced its public
punishments to outcasts.

Public Punishment
Botsman has argued that the public presentation of punished bodies in Edo provided
visible evidence that samurai authorities were successfully maintaining order. The display of
crucified or otherwise mutilated bodies served to bolster the warrior state’s credentials as a
legitimate overseer of public affairs. In this sense, displays of brutal violence against criminal
bodies served as valuable ideological and political tool that supported the maintenance of warrior
power. Such displays also provided the regime with an opportunity to show that, even in an age
of sustained peace, warrior strength could and did serve a useful purpose. The warrior state, then,
employed its monopoly on violence primarily in the combined sphere of policing and
punishment. 99
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As Botsman notes, however, authorities delegated responsibility for the most unpleasant
and visible aspects of punishment to formally constituted groups of “despised people” (senmin)
or “outcasts” in order to keep the benevolence of the warrior state from being undermined by
violent penalties. For Botsman, the role played by outcasts is one of the most striking aspects of
the Tokugawa system. Further, it is significant for our understanding of Tokugawa society more
generally.100 Outcasts were already involved in the administration of some forms of punishment
before the beginning of the Edo period, and their involvement became more widespread and
systematic than ever before under the Tokugawa.101 In most cases it was members of the eta
(“much filth”) outcast group who carried out the most gruesome penalties.102
According to Botsman, the highly visible involvement of eta in the penal system helped
warriors protect and project a reputation for benevolence in at least two ways. First, it distanced
the samurai from the most gruesome aspects of the punishments that they themselves continued
to order. In the public eye the immediate agents of warrior authority were not themselves
warriors but a lower kind of human, believed to have no qualms about inflicting cruel tortures on
man and beast alike. Secondly, the continued sight of outcasts in the presence of punished bodies
bolstered the view that eta were the real butchers. This served to draw attention away from the
unsavory and violent pasts of the warrior authorities.103
The degraded nature of eta, then, was self-reinforcing. Seen as debased butchers, the eta
were most suitable for carrying out violent punishments. Accordingly, the fact that they carried
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out of violent punishments confirmed that the eta were in fact debased butchers. Still, eta sought
every advantage from this difficult position. As Tsukada Takashi has shown, outcasts used
affiliation with warrior authorities to cultivate some security for themselves vis-à-vis ordinary
commoners.104 Trapped in a position of vulnerability, eta used their association with violent
punishment to cultivate whatever position of strength they could.105 As we shall see, outside of
Edo other groups of outcasts sought similar strength due to their association with official
policing duties.

Policing Beyond Edo
Just as in Edo, various groups across the Japanese archipelago carried out policing duties.
The diversity of Japan in the early modern period meant that different cities, towns, and villages
operated in slightly different ways. Broadly, however, the structure of policing remained
consistent. In cities, warrior officials carried out administrative and judicial duties even as selfgoverning neighborhoods were responsible for much of their internal social regulation. Rural
villages self-governed, often with little oversight from the warrior authorities. Despite these
differences, however, wherever one traveled in Japan, one would find that men from the lowest
rungs of Tokugawa society carried out both law enforcement and social regulation policing
duties.
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Policing Other Cities
In Japan’s other major cities, policing was carried out similarly to that of Edo. The major
metropolises ruled directly by the shogunate—namely, Kyoto and Osaka—possessed
administrative structures nearly identical to those of Edo. Though on a smaller scale, one or more
machi bugyō governed each of these cities on behalf of the shogun. As in Edo, their
responsibilities were focused on running the city’s bureaucracy and overseeing the judicial
system. These magistrates also had an attendant staff of bailiffs and constables. Magistrates
oversaw the self-governing neighborhood block associations, and these in turn managed or
oversaw their local gate and guardhouses. Also like Edo, neighborhood leaders eventually turned
to certain members of the underclass to carry out this less than glamorous work.106
Castle towns in the domains operated similarly. To take one example, Maren Ehlers has
shown that Ōno, the castle town of Ōno Domain (modern-day Fukui Prefecture) was governed
by a machi bugyō. Ōno was significantly smaller than Edo—the city had a population of around
6500 in 1861—but principles of self-governance through the status order still applied. The town
magistrate of Ōno oversaw a pair of town elders of commoner status and supervised his own
collection of low-ranking vassals.107 Gate and guardhouses also existed in castle towns, and the
residents of various blocks routinely contracted out policing duties just as neighborhoods did in
Edo. The governance and policing of castle towns, then, was fundamentally similar to both Edo
and the other cities managed directly by the shogunate.
The key distinction between Edo and the rest of urban Japan, however, lay in who local
officials hired to staff gate and guardhouses. In Edo, domains and neighborhood block
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associations alike hired low-class day laborers to staff the various ban’ya and carry out policing
duties. Such dirty work was unenviable, and those who carried out policing duties were
stigmatized. Nevertheless, the men who carried out these duties were still members of the
commoner status group. In the rest of Japan, such work was carried out by members of the hinin
outcast group. By the middle of the eighteenth century, police duties in cities such as Kyoto and
Osaka were dominated by hinin. This was in contrast to Edo, where hinin only patrolled their
own territories to discipline beggars or expel them from the city.108

Policing the Provinces
Policing in the countryside operated similarly. Since in most parts of the Japanese
archipelago samurai resided in urban areas, warrior authorities were largely content with
allowing villages to handle their own affairs. Like the neighborhood block associations of Edo,
rural communities maintained their autonomy as long as they paid their taxes on time and kept
order within the village. Accordingly, villages hired contractors to perform policing duties such
as patrolling the village, driving out troublemakers, and apprehending criminals. Because these
duties were invariably contracted out to members of hinin bands, guardhouses in rural Japan
were referred to as either hinin ban (the Kansai region) or ban hinin (the Kantō region).109
Regardless of the terminology, rural bantarō operated similarly to their urban counterparts and
were a fixture in villages across Japan by the mid-eighteenth century.110
The responsibilities of rural bannin were codified early in the Tokugawa period. In 1684,
for instance, the four headmen of Sakai in Izumi Province (modern-day Osaka Prefecture)
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promulgated a set of ordinances for the local hinin ban. The regulations are broadly concerned
with both the duties of the bantarō and their wider role in the villages.111 Although watchmen in
Sakai remained under the authority of the local hinin headman, they were hired directly by the
villages. Because they also resided in their guardhouses, bantarō became fully integrated into the
social fabric of the villages. However, the fact that they interacted with criminal elements meant
that despite being part of village society these watchmen never lost the stigma that came with
being a hinin outcast.112
This system persisted into the nineteenth century. For example, in the sixth month of
1804 the village headman of Miyadō village in Yamato Province (modern-day Nara Prefecture)
produced a document detailing remunerations and expectations for local hinin watchmen. The
bannin of Izumi Province in 1684 had been supported by local villagers, and the same was true
one hundred and twenty years later in Yamato. The responsibilities of the bantarō also remained
consistent: law enforcement and social regulation policing duties. The document details the
responsibility of the watchman to patrol the village and the surrounding fields, and report
anything suspicious to the local headman. Bannin had the authority to not only drive away
outsiders, but were also expected to report local troublemakers and remand them to the village
headman if necessary.113
Thus, from the beginning of the Tokugawa period it was customary for localities outside
Edo to hire members of the hinin outcast group to carry out policing duties in their communities.
In some cases, these outcasts emphasized these duties in an attempt to draw attention away from
their less-savory origins. For example, Maren Ehlers notes that members of the Ōno Domain’s
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guild of professional beggars sought to highlight their police-related work. Since such activities
had a relatively weak association with outcast status, the local hinin hoped that a focus on
policing duties could offset the stigma that came with mendicancy.114 But the fact that hinin
across Japan carried out such duties meant that hinin became tied to policing in the same way
that eta were tied to punishment.

Conclusion: The Public Face of Policing
As I have shown in this chapter, despite the nonexistence of a single, centralized
Tokugawa police institution, early modern Japan was not an “unpoliced” society.115 Although
early modern Japan had no police, a wide variety of status groups did carry out policing duties.
In Edo, a small number of low-ranking samurai held administrative and judicial roles related to
policing. Most policing duties, however, were carried out by commoner assistants and daylaboring contractors who staffed tsuji ban’ya, kido ban’ya, and jishin ban’ya throughout the city.
Similarly, other major Japanese cities employed hinin as their gate and guard watchmen. The
same was true in the countryside, where hinin guards dominated. In every case, it was those at
the margins of society who took up the duties of policing.
In many cases, those hired for policing duties were employed precisely because their
inferior nature made them best suited for “dirty” police work. Close association with unclean
criminal matters meant that in Edo only those drawn from the lowest stratum of day laborers
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were suited for social regulation police duties. Further, crime-fighting was limited to criminals
themselves. Even the warrior officials involved in policing existed on the margins of samurai
society. Beyond the shogun’s capital, nearly all police duties were contracted to hinin outcasts.
Outcasts, I would argue, were chosen for such work because the negative connotations of
policing made them the only class of society willing and able to carry out such duties. Just as
“eta butchers” were the best choice for carrying out violent executions, low-class day laborers
and “dirty hinin” made the most sense for police duties.
In the same way that carrying out brutal executions further tainted eta in the eyes of the
public, highly-visible police duties tarred bannin and other types of watchmen. The reverse is
also true: just as with violent punishments, the fact that hinin carried out policing duties in most
of the Japanese archipelago meant that by the late Tokugawa period policing duties were
undoubtedly “stained” by their association with hinin. Across Japan, then, policing duties were
seen as fit only for the lowest members of society. This remained true even with the end of
Tokugawa rule and the abolition of outcast status in 1871: as Howell notes, whatever local
officials thought about abolition, they saw performance of guard duty as a function tied so
intimately to outcasts that they could not conceive of anyone else carrying out such duties.116
In was in this context that policing in Japan was reinterpreted in the 1870s. Drawing
inspiration from the West, policymakers in the new Meiji regime created a centralized, modern
policing institution in which it vested all the duties of policing. But the state—and the men hired
to serve as Japan’s first true police officers—still had to grapple with the lingering stigma
associated with policing duties. This will become part of the story beginning in chapter three.
But before a policing system divorced from the status order could be built by Japan’s modern
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state, the Tokugawa order had to be overthrown. Accordingly, chapter two turns to the fall of the
Tokugawa, the early stages of the elimination of self-governance in Edo, and the beginning of a
new relationship between the state and the people outside the context of the status order.
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CHAPTER TWO: OCCUPYING TOKYO

The status-based rule of the Tokugawa regime remained more or less stable until the
middle of the nineteenth century. But in the 1850s a combination of external and internal
pressures weakened the foundations of Tokugawa legitimacy. A collection of domains from
southwestern Japan stepped into the void, overthrew the Tokugawa by force, and established a
new government in the name of the sixteen-year-old Meiji emperor (1852–1912). But the socalled Meiji Restoration of 1868 was not a simple or easy transition from one government to
another. Though less bloody than some revolutions, the Restoration still left chaos in its wake.
This was keenly felt in Edo, which transformed almost overnight from a stronghold of Tokugawa
power to a city under foreign military occupation. The occupation of Edo as it transitioned to
Tokyo left its mark on the metropolis and its people. In particular, this occupation set the terms
by which Tokyo would be governed and policed moving forward.

Fall of the Tokugawa
The forced opening of Japan in 1853 by the United States Navy and the subsequent
establishment of foreign treaty ports across the archipelago dealt a fatal blow to Tokugawa
legitimacy. The regime hobbled along for another decade and a half, but spirited leadership
within the Satsuma and Chōshū domains of southwestern Japan led to their eventual rise as
regional rivals to the Tokugawa. A failed punitive mission against Chōshū in 1866 further
proved the shogunate a paper tiger, and the installment of Tokugawa Yoshinobu (1837–1913) as
shogun that same year did little to forestall the regime’s demise. The convenient death of the proshogunate Emperor Kōmei (1846–1867) provided an opening, and the 1868 Boshin War saw an
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anti-Tokugawa alliance led by Satsuma and Chōshū attempt to violently overthrow the regime in
the name of the newly-enthroned Meiji emperor.
In order to defeat the Tokugawa and secure its own hegemony over the Japanese
archipelago, the new regime needed to capture Edo. The Tokugawa capital remained the ultimate
prize even if it was no longer a glorious symbol of the shogun’s might. Indeed, the latter days of
the shogunate saw the locus of Japanese politics shift from Edo to the Kansai region. Coupled
with the elimination of the alternate attendance system in 1862, these factors led to a precipitous
decline in Edo’s population in the years leading up to the Meiji Restoration. Most daimyo
departed Edo, taking with them their families and retainers. The emptying out of the daimyo
compounds also eliminated the need for support staff, leading to the dismissal of large numbers
of contract servants and military guards. In the years leading up to 1868, Edo lost over half of its
population of one million.117 Crime accompanied this this depopulation, and empty daimyo
residences became a popular target of looting. 118
Order had begun to seriously break down by the tenth month of 1867, when lawbreakers
freely roamed the streets of Edo.119 Western observers watched the rising tide of disorder with
apprehension. Robert. B. Van Valkenburgh (1821–1888), the United States’ Minister Resident to
Japan, wrote from Edo in December of 1867 that “robberies and murders among the Japanese are
occurring every day and night. Armed bands of discharged soldiers enter merchants’ houses and
rob the inmates, murdering them when opposition is shown, and the government seems to be
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unable or unwilling to prevent them.”120 A month later another American minister, A. L. C.
Portman, wrote of an incident in which “armed ruffians attacked a Daimio’s residence at a
distance of about twenty-five miles from this port [that is, Yokohama] for the sake of plunder
and killed all the inmates, who defended themselves to the last.”121
Some of these attacks may have been carried out by the desperate and dispossessed,
looting for their livelihoods as public authority broke down. But much of the violence of late
1867 was attributed to gangs of samurai from Satsuma domain who called themselves the
“Satsuma Advance Guard of the Imperial Army.”122 Whether these men acted with sanction from
Satsuma or on their own is an open question, but either way they set fires and instigated riots in
Edo as part of a broad effort to drive a wedge between the townspeople and their Tokugawa
overlords. The city’s populace was not receptive to appeals from Satsuma, but they needed little
encouragement to turn away from the Tokugawa. After Tokugawa Yoshinobu relinquished the
title of shogun in the tenth month of 1867, he lost what little moral authority he maintained. A
comedic verse circulated in Edo that same month tarred Yoshinobu as nothing less than a
villain.123
The defeat of Tokugawa forces outside Kyoto in the twelfth month of 1867 signaled the
death knell of the Tokugawa. Yoshinobu’s subsequent flight from the west marked him as a
coward, and he was so described in a mocking rhyme: “Coming back in flight, afraid to fight he
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left his men behind.” 124 Yoshinobu fared even worse in a satirical print published in Edo around
the same time. In the image a demure female figure—with the Tokugawa family crest for a
head—slinks away from Osaka Castle as characters representing Satsuma and Chōshū drive her
away with clubs and brooms.125 In the middle of the second month of 1868 Yoshinobu
voluntarily entered house arrest at the Kan’eiji temple complex atop Ueno hill, in the process
extinguishing any remaining embers of Tokugawa legitimacy.
The political economy of the Edo period was predicated on the common people’s
fulfillment of status obligations in return for the promise of benevolent rule and protection on the
part of their leaders.126 Yoshinobu’s voluntary confinement was an abdication of his end of this
bargain, and the townspeople of Edo interpreted it as such. Satirical prints published between the
third and fifth months depicted Yoshinobu in a multitude of unflattering ways. In one instance,
he flees from a children’s stilt battle representing the current crisis; Yoshinobu declares that it is
“better to run away” as he exits stage left. Alternatively, the former shogun is depicted as
completely disinterested in the plight of the common people, as in a print where he turns his back
on Edo’s troubles while reading from a book that reads “I’ll be in a real fix if I act now; better
wait till later.”127
Another print addresses the situation in Edo through puns on the word for tree; hence the
title Banmin odoroki or “All the People Wood Be Astonished.”128 In the image, the branches of a
large tree are inscribed with the various struggles of the city’s people. Yoshinobu is certainly
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singled out: “The leader has retreeted home.” But disillusionment with the Tokugawa did not
drive the townspeople into the arms of imperial forces. Beneath the tree a group of hooligans
from Satsuma and Chōshū carouse and make merry. The men roughhouse, drink, and boast of
both their warrior prowess and their new mastery over the city. The only figures who come
across well in the print are a pair of passersby from Aizu Domain who threaten retribution on the
revelers.129
Overall, however, the collapse of Tokugawa legitimacy left the people of Edo more than
willing to fend for themselves. As a collection of satirical graffiti put it:
Are we afraid of being called an enemy of the court? No!
Is there a way to escape humble submission? No!
Does the emperor know anything? No!
Is honor due to the pseudo-princes? No!
Is respect due to wearers of imperial armbands? No!
Does the wicked army have any money? No!
Has Edo ever known greater misery? No!
Does righteousness exist between high and low? No!
Is there a path leading to loyalty and fealty, benevolence and virtue? No!130
Clearly, the people of Edo were no longer interested in paying allegiance to the Tokugawa, who
had failed in their end of the status bargain. Ordinary townspeople focused on their own needs,
leaving the samurai to bicker over who would have final political control over the city.

Rise of the Shōgitai
Yoshinobu’s withdrawal from the stage left Katsu Kaishū (1823–1899), the Tokugawa
army minister, in charge in Edo. As he negotiated a complete surrender, Katsu was disturbed by
the institutional failure and discontent he witnessed, especially among the common people. He
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wrote in his diary on the first day of the second month that “the townspeople daily become more
distressed and suspicious.” Katsu feared a complete breakdown of public order: “Even if enemy
troops do not come, it will not be long before Edo collapses from within.”131 Prior to the
surrender of Edo Castle to imperial forces in the fourth month, Katsu and other remaining
Tokugawa officials sought any means to keep Edo from the brink. The offices of the town
magistrates couldn’t handle the level of disorder, and many Tokugawa troops slipped away as
the imperial army approached the city. In order to keep the peace, circumstances forced Katsu
Kaishū to instead turn to a group of radical pro-Tokugawa loyalists who remained in the city.
Although many of the former shogun’s retainers lost hope and absconded following
Tokugawa Yoshinobu’s voluntary confinement on the twelfth day of the second month, some
remained firmly committed to the Tokugawa cause. That same day seventeen of Yoshinobu’s
personal retainers came together at a teahouse in Zōshigaya to form a league they called the
Shōgitai. Their leader, Honda Toshisaburō (1844–1921), declared that “the present dangerous
situation has been brought about by the machinations of a gang of wicked traitors.”132 The
Shōgitai swelled to sixty-seven men in ten days, when its members swore an oath in blood to
“devote our lives to erasing the insult to our lord, exterminate the traitors of Satsuma, and, by so
doing, serve loyally the court above and succor the masses below.”133 Katsu Kaishū turned to
this band of radicals, and in addition to serving as bodyguards to the still-confined Yoshinobu,
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the Shōgitai patrolled the streets of Edo as an official peacekeeping force beginning on the
twenty-sixth day of the second month.134
The growing Shōgitai—its membership reached three hundred by the middle of the third
month—supplemented the officers of the town magistrates by engaging in policing duties. The
Shōgitai’s motley band of Tokugawa loyalists patrolled the streets of Edo carrying lanterns
imprinted with the characters for shō (clear) and gi (righteousness).135 Indeed, after the city’s
largest group of anti-imperial forces turned their efforts to pacification, Edo regained some
degree of calm. Shōgitai patrols contributed to the orderly atmosphere that greeted the arrival of
the imperial army. However, any tranquility dissipated following the handover of Edo Castle, as
many Tokugawa loyalists outright refused to surrender. British envoy Harry Parkes (1828–1885)
observed the consequences, writing that “they formed themselves into bodies of guerrillas and
harassed the troops of the Mikado throughout the country around Yedo.”136
Townspeople in the city also suffered from this renewed breakdown of disorder. Katsu
Kaishū detailed the circumstances in a letter to Tayasu Yoshinori (1828–1876): “At night thieves
wander about and cut down the unfortunate, the aged are left to die on the streets, and bands of
young men gather in the outskirts of the city to pillage and plunder.”137 Katsu was particularly
concerned for the livelihood of the townspeople: “The people in the capital [that is, Edo] are
seized with apprehension and follow blindly,” he wrote in his diary. “Merchants have closed
their doors and the impoverished people have also lost their means of livelihood. The streets at
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night are deserted.” Things continued to get worse, and Katsu even questioned whether the
breakdown of society might presage the end times: “Is this the sign of a degenerate world?” he
wondered to himself. 138
Imperial forces tried to get a handle on the situation, and when army leaders took up
residence in Edo Castle they ordered that—for the time being, at least—all longstanding police
officials should remain in place. But the town magistrates lacked the authority to secure order,
and less than a month later the Meiji leaders attempted to appoint Katsu Kaishū and another
shogunal retainer, Ōkubo Ichiō (1818–1888), as joint governors of Edo.139 Both men refused
their appointments outright, with Katsu Kaishū arguing that he was “utterly powerless to pacify
Edo.”140 Katsu was probably correct, and it seemed that for the moment no one had the necessary
authority to secure the city. Matsudaira Yoshinaga (1828–1890), the daimyo of Fukui Domain,
admitted as much when he wrote in the fifth month, observing that circumstances in and around
Edo were particularly grim. Matsudaira singled out one particular reason why Edo remained in a
state of chaos: “The Shōgitai’s influence grows increasingly strong.”141

The Battle of Ueno
As Tokugawa officials transferred jurisdiction over Edo to imperial forces, the Shōgitai
also began to slip further from their control. Katsu Kaishū admitted a lack of authority over the
unruly league, and wrote with some concern at the end of the fourth month that “members of the
Shōgitai have made inflammatory remarks even as their bands grow larger.” He was even more
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troubled by the fact that “they have murdered some imperial troops, and they take delight in
sporadic careless and rash acts.”142 By the fifth month the Shōgitai’s numbers had swelled to
over three thousand men, and even representatives of the Western powers began to grow
alarmed. Harry Parkes wrote that “as the party in Uyeno [that is, the Shōgitai] gained strength
their attitude toward the Mikado’s supporters became more hostile, and assassinations of the
latter were of frequent occurrence.”143
That same month, imperial forces sought to gain a more complete control over the city.
The Tokugawa finally relinquished all responsibility of policing Edo, and the Meiji regime
assumed control over the offices of the town magistrates.144 Imperial officials symbolically
represented their new authority by tearing down all public notice boards set up by the shogunate
and replacing them with those of the new government. Edo was to be organized as a prefecture
governed separately from military command, and Ōmura Masujirō (1824–1869) of Chōshū
Domain was appointed its new governor. One of Ōmura’s most pressing goals was the
elimination of the Shōgitai and any threat it might pose to the stability of the new regime.145
Support for this mission came with the arrival in the city of Ōkuma Shigenobu (1838–1922) of
Saga Domain, then in charge of the Meiji regime’s foreign affairs.
Ōkuma was apprehensive about the “state of anarchy” (museifu no jōtai) he discovered in
the city. He was particularly concerned with what the city’s condition meant for Japan’s foreign
relations. Ōkuma knew well enough that long-term disorder in Edo might spark an intervention
from one or more of the Western empires. “The city is ungoverned,” he wrote. “The police are
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powerless; law and order is absent.” In Ōkuma’s opinion, the only way to secure Edo—and in
turn Japan’s foreign relations—was to “immediately attack those gangs of ruffians who roam the
streets of Edo.”146 Those gangs of ruffians continued to stir up trouble, and the Shōgitai escalated
hostilities by directly assaulting imperial troops from Satsuma and Saga. Having had enough, the
Meiji leaders finally decided to besiege the Shōgitai’s stronghold of Kan’eiji at Ueno, and made
plans to attack the temple on the fifteenth day of the fifth month.
Prior to the assault, the Meiji regime circulated leaflets throughout Edo to inform locals
of the reason for an attack on such a storied Edo institution:
For some time past the bands who have broken loose have assembled at the
temple of Ueno, frequently assassinating the soldiers of the government,
plundering the people of their property in the name of the government forces, and
committing acts of increasing violence. They are rebels against the state…They
have plundered the property of the innocent populace, and there is no act of
violence which they have not committed. As these acts plunge the population into
the depths of misery, it has been found unavoidable to use force against them.147
The attack commenced at dawn, and by evening Kan’eiji was in ashes, some two hundred
members of the Shōgitai were dead by suicide, and the remaining survivors were scattered from
the city.148 The imperial forces’ overwhelming victory banished the last of the Tokugawa
holdouts from Edo. A few days later the Meiji regime both officially established Edo as a
prefecture and abolished the last remaining Tokugawa offices. These were replaced by a
municipal court (shisei saiban-sho) staffed by central government appointees.149 Subsequently,
this new city administration turned itself to the broader task of securing the city and its
population.
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Edo’s ordinary townspeople, however, saw little relief from the Shōgitai’s defeat. Shortly
after the Battle of Ueno, American minister Robert B. Van Valkenburgh wrote that “the people
complain of oppression, because they are still required to meet all requisitions for provisions and
necessaries of the southern troops without receiving payment therfor [sic].” By all accounts,
success at Ueno placed the imperial troops occupying Edo in a state of euphoria. According to
Van Valkenburgh, imperial forces were “fancying themselves the conquerors, with little or no
work before them, they are now, it is reported, freely engaging in dissipation. Their chiefs are
now obliged to provide their pay; and both officers and men are spending it in a manner that may
easily be imagined.”150
But there was still work to be done outside Edo, as scattered resistance to the new regime
persisted, especially in the northeast. A splinter group from the shogunate’s navy even founded
the short-lived Republic of Ezo on the northern island of Hokkaidō. Symbolically, however, the
surrender of Edo Castle and the subsequent defeat of the Shōgitai brought the end of the
shogunate, Tokugawa rule, and the Edo period. But Edo’s conquest raised the question: what
was to be done with the city? The chaos of the preceding decade had depopulated Edo, a city
central to Japanese politics, culture, and economy for over two centuries. Edo’s outsized
economic importance for eastern Japan and proximity to the major treaty port of Yokohama
meant that giving up on the city was a dubious proposition. But if Edo—and subsequently
Tokyo—was to be a vital city in Japan the imperial government needed to secure both its
position in the new polity and the safety of its streets.
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Securing Edo
Edo was the seat of the shogunate for over two hundred and fifty years. As a
consequence, the livelihoods of the city’s inhabitants—and those of the surrounding regions—
had long been tied to the fortunes of the Tokugawa house. The defeat of the Tokugawa and the
occupation of the city by warriors from foreign domains threatened the city’s future prospects.
However, the Meiji regime’s decision in the latter half of 1868 to transfer the emperor to Edo
granted the city a new lease on life. It also marked the beginning of Edo’s difficult transition to
Tokyo. This transformative period was neither swift nor easy, and chaos and confusion reigned
before the new regime was truly able to bring order to the streets of the city. But even this did
not end the enmity between occupiers and occupied. Accordingly, the discordant nature of the
eastern capital’s occupation was felt long after 1868.

Debating an Eastern Capital
Despite the chaos and depopulation, the Meiji regime could not abandon Edo. During its
centuries as the heart of the Tokugawa regime, Edo developed into the key hub of a
sophisticated, unified marketing sphere. From natural resources to rice production, Edo’s
influence encompassed the Pacific coast of Japan and extended west as far as Ise, Mino, and
Owari.151 Dismantling such an economic zone would have been disastrous for Edo’s hinterlands
and dealt a serious blow to a regime that sought to develop its economy and eventually compete
commercially with the West. Regardless of whether or not Edo was to remain Japan’s capital, the
Meiji regime needed to secure it, both economically and militarily. Although Edo had begun its
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growth as the shogun’s city, the city had long since outstripped its humble origins as Ieyasu’s
castle town.
Even as imperial forces struggled to overcome the Shōgitai, men in the new government
debated Edo’s fate. Etō Shinpei (1834–1874), a samurai of Saga Domain and the Meiji regime’s
future Justice Minister, argued that “urgently needed national unity can be achieved by the
transfer of the capital [to Edo] and its establishment as the seat of a centralized government.”152
Ōmura Masujirō joined Etō, maintaining that “Edo should be established as the permanent
national capital in the future.”153 Others argued similarly, such as Gotō Shōjirō (1838–1897) of
Tosa Doman, who wrote, somewhat colorfully, that “Japan may politically be compared to a
body of which Kyoto is the foot, Edo the belly, and Ōshū, to the north, the head. If no remedy is
taken for Edo, the belly, the whole body will become fatally diseased.”154
But not all of the highest-ranking men in the regime necessarily agreed. Although making
Kyoto a national capital was never a real consideration—most Meiji leaders sought an
opportunity to break with the old imperial city’s entrenched aristocratic interests—other sites
received some consideration. In particular, Ōkubo Toshimichi (1830–1878) of Satsuma Domain
put forth Osaka as a possible site for a new capital. Ōkubo stressed Osaka’s potential as both a
clean slate and a city proximate to both “the people” and an international port. More than
anything, however, Ōkubo probably sought to take advantage of the fact that Osaka was an
important commercial hub. The new Meiji regime was not yet on a firm fiscal footing, and the
possibility of drawing funds from Osaka’s wealthy merchant community would have been
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appealing. Interest in Osaka was signaled in part by the emperor’s six-week tour of the area in
and around the city in the spring of 1868.
However, a former shogunal retainer by the name of Maejima Hisoka (1835–1919)
delivered some persuasive arguments for choosing Edo as the capital over Osaka. In a memorial
to the new government, Maejima stressed that as a merchant city with a preexisting commercial
base, Osaka would invariably survive any transition to a new political reality. But the departure
of the daimyo made Edo’s prospects far less secure. It seemed doubtful that the city could
survive the loss of its samurai population. That said, the exodus did present a kind of
opportunity: Maejima suggested that the city’s many vacant daimyo estates could be repurposed
by the new regime as government offices and residential lots for its followers. There was no such
“breathing space” in the densely-populated merchant city of Osaka. Maejima’s practical
suggestions impressed and eventually won over Ōkubo Toshimichi. The benefits inherent in
reusing the physical resources of the old city meant that Edo as national capital made sense for
both political and economic reasons.155
Although Edo won the debate in part on these merits, Henry D. Smith notes that military
realities probably also made the city’s choice inevitable.156 The fall of the Shōgitai and the
complete capitulation of Tokugawa forces in and around Edo placed much of central and western
Japan firmly under the control of the government. However, the northern regions of Japan were
another matter entirely. For the moment, northeastern domains such as Aizu and Sendai
maintained a steadfast resistance to imperial forces, and the remnants of the shogunate’s
powerful navy still held the strategic port city of Hakodate on the island of Hokkaido.
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Accordingly, an easterly-oriented military base was key if the regime was to secure its hold on
the whole of the Japanese archipelago. Thus, Meiji leaders eventually made the decision to send
the emperor east: Edo was to become Tokyo, the capital of a new imperial Japan.

Fighting Disorder
Many were rightfully skeptical of Edo’s prospects as a new regime’s capital, especially
Western observers. Japan’s English-language press was appalled at the state of the once grand
city. The Japan Times’ Overland Mail of September 5, 1868 noted the city’s emptiness, writing
that “Very large numbers of people have been sent down to the South, merchants, artisans and
labourers, and crowds of others have left of their own accord.”157 On October 17 the Hiogo and
Osaka Herald expressed fears that city would become another Kamakura: a former shogunal
capital reduced to a shell of its old self. The Herald, in particular, lamented the circumstances of
the city’s remaining natives:
Yedo, for scores of years has been the capital of Japan, the centre of the
government and the metropolis of the island; it has been unfortunate enough to be
plunged into poverty and lose its former prestige through the war which raged
within its walls not a long time since, and in fact to be looked on by its children as
being partially ruined in prospects by the ravenous, sluggish, and dronish usurpers
who have appropriated themselves with grudge the once flourishing Paris of their
country, now converted into a den of depredators of the worse kind.158
As both criminal gangs and occupying soldiers alike stirred up trouble in the city, circumstances
forced the Meiji authorities to move from policing to pacification.159 The truth of the matter was
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that even with the Shōgitai defeated, the peacetime policing systems of the Tokugawa could not
handle the strain of continuing crisis.160
The Meiji regime initially tried to elicit further cooperation from locals, citing the
continued presence of robbers and sword-wielding hooligans in commoner areas of the city.161
But the apparent failure of decentralized policing institutions led Edo authorities to seek a tighter
grip on the city. Accordingly, on the fourth day of the sixth month officials sent a notice to all
landowners in the city ordering the abolishment of the tsuji ban’ya, jishin ban’ya, and kido
ban’ya systems.162 Included in this edict were gate and guardhouses in both the samurai and
commoner areas of the city. Although authorities framed this reform as a cost-saving measure, its
abolition of a centuries-old tradition of neighborhood self-policing also left open the possibility
of a system of law and order more tightly under central control.163
Neighborhood-level leaders, meanwhile, hoped to renew the old status contract with a
new regime by reestablishing some semblance of local self-policing. Although the authority had
changed—and circumstances on the ground were certainly worse than they had previously been
under the Tokugawa—local luminaries seemingly expected a return to normalcy in the aftermath
of the city changing hands. As Robert B. Van Valkenburgh observed at around the same time,
“the common people, to the number of several hundred thousand; have been practically selfgoverning with perfect success, ever since the total collapse of the old official system.”164 Local
elites expected authority over local policing, and a yanushi from Honshirogane-chō (modern-day
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Nihonbashi) named Denbei submitted a request along those lines to the new city government in
the seventh month of 1868.
As already detailed in chapter one, yanushi were major authority figures in the selfgovernance of Edo’s various neighborhoods, and Henry Smith has argued that they also played a
key role in the transitional period from Edo to Tokyo.165 The request of Denbei, the yanushi in
question, reveals a deep concern with the persistent state of disorder in Tokyo. Due to continued
incidents of theft and arson—and in the face of the abolition of the ban’ya systems—Denbei’s
memorial proposes the establishment of a force of chōbei or “municipal soldiers.” Under
Denbei’s plan, townspeople would be drawn from all the neighborhoods of the city, equipped
with weapons, and set to the task of policing.166 Further, the funding mechanism for the chōbei
would be similar to that of traditional ban’ya systems, with the men of the various brigades
receiving a salary from their local neighborhoods.167
Despite the apparent reasonableness of Denbei’s request, the city government outright
refused the yanushi’s proposal. Instead, the authorities expressed their intent to extract funds and
resources for dealing with the continued state of disorder directly from the city’s population and
remaining business interests.168 This was an inversion of traditional expectations of benevolent
rule under the status system: rather than provide relief to its subjects during a time of crisis, the
new Meiji government expected the people to contribute even more than their fair share.
Although the city government informed Denbei that such extraordinary circumstances would
only continue as long as the current situation persisted, we are still left to wonder how Denbei—
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a man whose position as a yanushi led him to expect a certain degree of give and take from
warrior authorities—might have reacted to the response he received from the government.169
The city government’s abolishment of the ban’ya system coupled with its refusal to rely
on traditional structures of policing resulted in a further breakdown of order. The streets became
increasingly unsafe, especially at night. Writing from the safety of the U.S. legation in
Yokohama, Robert B. Van Valkenburgh made the following observation:
With the withdrawal of the Tycoon’s government the police arrangements became
disorganized and the force disbanded. Numbers of vagrants and vagabonds, taking
advantage of this state of things, prey upon the industrious citizens, and perpetrate
those murders and robberies; and this is likely to continue until a government
strong enough to check their depredations shall make its reappearance.170
Efforts to fill the void with men from the local garrison, however, fell short. With war against
Tokugawa holdouts still raging in the northeast, there simply were not enough domainal troops
to support a full-scale occupation.171
Support came from an unexpected quarter, and on the seventh day of the seventh month a
former Tokugawa retainer by the name of Ōkubo Yoshichirō submitted a proposal to city
authorities, offering his services. Ōkubo, who owned a mansion in the Naitō-Shinjuku area of the
city, was concerned by the proliferation of crime in this pivotal post station of the Kōshū Kaidō
highway. In order to deal with the problems of vagrancy and banditry, Ōkubo suggested he form
a patrol force of several hundred men, staffed in part by his own retainers.172 These men would
be organized into several discrete patrols dedicated to policing the Shinjuku area in an effort to
cut down on crime and disorder. Ōkubo would act as the commander of these men, and his own
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mansion could serve as their base of operations. The mansion’s grounds, in turn, would become a
day and night command center and drill ground, from which his men could be quickly dispatched
to areas of need.173
The government immediately accepted Ōkubo’s offer, going further than the former
Tokugawa bannerman probably expected. In an official notice to the city’s nanushi, officials in
the shisei saiban-shō—the municipal court that had replaced the office of the machi bugyō—
announced that Ōkubo Yoshichirō and his men would be officially affiliated with that office.
With official sanction from the government, Ōkubo and his men were, henceforth, responsible
for patrolling the entirety of the city both day and night, expected to keep an eye out for
suspicious characters, and given the authority to arrest anyone they believed was making
mischief.174 This official sanction made Ōkubo and his men the first troops employed by the new
city government for the purposes of policing the streets of Edo.175
The municipal court’s decision to deny the yanushi Denbei’s request in favor of Ōkubo
Yoshichirō’s offer of a more straightforwardly military solution set a precedent. Rather than
build on traditional systems of self-governance and self-policing, the new government sought to
effect direct control over the people and spaces of Edo. The significant strife that followed the
city changing hands may have been the primary driving force behind such policies. At the same
time, officials in the new regime evidently believed that a more centralized government was the
way of the future. Regardless of the reasoning, such decisions set a trend. Going forward, the
Meiji government sought tight controls over the people and spaces of Edo in order to secure its
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imminent position in the new order. Systems of self-government by status gave way in favor of
military men and military models that effected control from above.

Enforcing Censorship
Along with its efforts to ensure control over the streets of the city, the new government
also sought power over what printed materials people consumed. Censorship was not new in
Japan, and was commonly employed by the Tokugawa shogunate. But as James L. Huffman has
noted, the incredible expansion of publishing in the Tokugawa era meant that materials
criticizing or belittling the authorities invariably slipped through the regime’s censorship net.176
The opening of Japan in 1853 and the arrival of Western residents to the treaty ports only
amplified the existing demand for public knowledge, leading to a further weakening of
censorship. As we have seen, satirical prints that mocked both the Tokugawa and their enemies
circulated in Edo in the early months of 1868. These were joined by modern Japan’s first
newspapers. A young samurai named Fukuchi Gen’ichirō (1841–1906), for instance, published a
pro-Tokugawa paper in the spring of 1868. Therein, Fukuchi disparaged the Meiji regime as little
more than a new shogunate, albeit one ruled by Satsuma and Chōshū.177
According to Huffman, the new government had neither the policies nor machinery to
enforce Tokugawa-style censorship regulations during the first half of 1868.178 The fall of the
Shōgitai, however, gave the Meiji regime its first opportunity to effect control over what was
discussed in Edo’s nascent press. Accordingly, shortly after writing after the Battle of Ueno that
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“the most sacred spot in all of the Kantō Plain has been, in an instant, reduced to flame,”
imperial authorities summon Fukuchi Gen’ichirō to Edo Castle.179 Upon his arrival, the officials
arrested and imprisoned Fukuchi; the authorities threatened him with execution unless he agreed
to destroy his printing equipment and immediately discontinue publishing. This incident marked
the beginning of the Meiji regime’s censorship efforts, which continued as part of its broader
efforts to secure Edo through the latter part of 1868.
On the fifth day of the sixth month, the Edo municipal court compiled a secret report on
the activities of newspaper editors and publishers in the city. Shortly thereafter the court
announced that due to the bad influence newspaper commentaries had on the public, further
publication of such materials without official permission was prohibited. Further, unapproved
publishers were threatened with severe penalties if they failed to surrender their printing
equipment. Two days after the court’s announcement, it went further by ordering all newspaper
editors in Edo to appear for questioning. Although few newspapers remained in circulation at
this point—only six papers still existed—the municipal court nonetheless prohibited the editors
from further publishing, seized their printing blocks, and confiscated all back issues. Another
regulation from the municipal court promised harsh punishment for violators, leading to the swift
disappearance of all Edo newspapers.180
Most of Edo’s early newspaper publishers, however, were elites who wrote for an
audience of their peers. They were concerned primarily with political policy and theory, and
wrote in a kanbun style that limited their editorials and articles to a niche audience. That said,
even as the municipal court sought to limit and eventually prohibit such newspapers, officials in
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Edo’s military garrison did the same in regard to other objectionable printed materials. On the
twentieth day of the sixth month the garrison established an education division (gakkōkan) and
announced that “hereafter, in connection with book publication, all manuscripts must first be
delivered to the gakkōkan.” This pronouncement also noted that anyone who attempted to
secretly publish unreviewed materials would be investigated and prosecuted.181
Richard H. Mitchell has persuasively argued that the censorship regulations put in place
by the municipal court and Edo garrison did not differ meaningfully from those that existed
under the Tokugawa regime at its height.182 Still, the fact remained that, once in a power, the
new government immediately pushed back against the nascent free press. This effort to roll back
the changes in publishing culture of the last decade and a half of the shogunate was consistent
with the Meiji government’s broader effort to effect complete control over Edo. The regime’s
censorship policies went hand in hand with the military measures employed for control over the
physical spaces of the city. None of these efforts were concerned with public opinion. Rather,
they were all about assuring the regime’s validity and preparing the Edo for its imminent
transformation into Tokyo.

Becoming Tokyo
On the seventeenth day of the seventh month of 1868, the new government produced an
official pronouncement containing a momentous statement. “Henceforth, by imperial decree,” it
read, “Edo shall become Tokyo.”183 Though undoubtedly consequential, the decree remained, at
least initially, largely symbolic. The Meiji regime did not immediately make the edict public, and
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it is unlikely that the people of Edo would quickly accept a unilateral change of the name of the
city in which they lived. Further, the streets of that city—whether one called it Edo, Tokyo, or
something in between—remained in an unsettled state of disorder.184 Still, the renaming of the
city was emblematic of the fact that, as we have already seen, the new regime had no intention of
governing Tokyo as the Tokugawa had governed Edo. Tokyo was something new, and the
creative process that began in 1868 would have long-lasting consequences.

An Imperial City
On the twenty-seventh day of the eight month of 1868, not long after Edo was renamed
Tokyo, Japan’s young emperor came of age. This auspicious moment provided the impetus to
change both the era name and the entire system of era naming. Accordingly, the new government
declared the new emperor’s reign to be Meiji: “bright rule.” However, among the people there
remained suspicion toward the new Meiji regime, regardless of whether or not it was nominally
headed by the emperor. A waka poem from the time mocked the new reign name: “read from
above it means bright rule, but from below it means ungoverned by anyone [osamarumei].”185 In
this clever wordplay, we see a lingering disdain on the part of Tokyo’s population toward both
the new regime and its success—or failure, as the case may be—in bringing order and safety to
the city’s streets
Nevertheless, the Meiji regime surely hoped that the emperor’s imminent arrival in
Tokyo would have some pacifying effect on the unruly elements in the city. The boy-sovereign
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arrived in Shinagawa on the twelfth day of the tenth month, and uneventfully processed to the
castle of the former shogun. News reports indicate that those along the emperor’s route offered
all expected reverence to the young man, though it is difficult to say how conscious the average
resident of Tokyo was of either this monumental change of authority or the nature of the emperor
himself.186 Two weeks after the emperor’s arrival, the new Meiji regime sought to shore up both
their government and the sovereign’s legitimacy by announcing that a two-day holiday would be
held the following month. As part of the festival, the government distributed a gift of barrels of
sake from the emperor to the people.187
Whatever good feelings this celebration may have engendered in the populace, practical
military measures were the only thing that could bring stability to Tokyo. Consequently,
permanent pacification only began to arrive in the city after the imperial army’s final defeat of
Tokugawa loyalists in northern Japan. The defeat of Aizu and the capitulation of the last
holdouts in Hokkaido meant that the Meiji regime could employ additional troops in Tokyo.
Fresh from the battlefield, however, these men brought their own form of disruption to the city.
In order to bring them under some semblance of control, in the twelfth month of 1868 the central
government appointed Ōki Takatō (1832–1899) of Saga Domain as the second governor of
Tokyo Prefecture. Later in his life, he reflected on his appointment:
Up until the time I was appointed governor, police work was carried out by
standing military troops. These troops would go to areas that seemed wealthy,
bearing credentials marked “official business.” When the owners of residences in
these areas asked what it was all about, the troops would say “give us money.”
Those soldiers were little more than robbers, and because the police were little
more than thieves, though I tried various things nothing could be accomplished. In
the end, I asked the government to release troops from Kagoshima, Kōchi,
Yamaguchi, Saga, and other places.188
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More and better troops were clearly needed, and Ōki repeated his plea several times in rapid
succession.
The government quickly responded to Ōki’s request by dispatching 200 men from the
nearby Oshi Domain.189 These soldiers, however, were only meant to be a temporary expedient.
Subsequently, on the fifth day of the twelfth month of 1868, the central government ordered
thirty separate domains to send troops to Tokyo. Officials divided Tokyo into forty-seven patrol
districts and divvied up control of said districts among the various domains. Technically under
the authority of the prefectural governor, these fuhei or “prefectural troops” became the sole
police force in Tokyo. However, they remained disorganized, with the men in each district
responsible only to their immediate superiors. Over the course of 1869, the Meiji regime
centralized the system.190 As part of this process, the government abolished the forty-seven
domain-based districts and replaced them with six large wards. Control became increasingly
unified, with prefectural troops responsible to centrally-appointed commanders rather than
domain-based authorities.191

Remaking Neighborhood Governance
Even as the new regime tightened its military control over the city, the dawn of 1869 also
saw the central government extend its reach to the local level in ways never conceived of under
the Tokugawa regime. Along with the dismantling of the machi bugyō and other Tokugawa
institutions came an opportunity for rooting out certain prerogatives of local government that had
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existed under that system. As already discussed, yanushi had long played a pivotal role in
governing the various neighborhoods of the city. The government largely allowed the some
13,000 yanushi that had existed in Edo to continue serving in their positions more or less
unchanged. As Henry Smith has shown, these officials appear prominently in literature of the
Tokyo transition, particularly in rakugo storytelling, as mediating father figures who watch over
and protect their “house children” (tanako).192
Rather, it was the 260-odd headmen (nanushi) who became the target of neighborhood
reforms in Tokyo. These men were ranked below the city’s three hereditary elders and above the
yanushi, and by late Edo had become powerful, hereditary positions held by entrenched families
of neighborhood elites.193 On the tenth day of the third month of 1869, the Tokyo prefectural
government began its restructuring with an edict announcing the abolishment of the nanushi
system. The termination of the nanushi also marked the beginning of the end of traditional selfgoverning structures in Tokyo.194 During the transitional period the government was forced to
rely on existing nanushi, but soon these men were replaced by “ward heads” (chū-toshiyori) who
were appointed by the central government. Eventually, such positions came to be held by civil
servants incorporated into the prefectural bureaucracy.195
Under the Tokugawa system, samurai authorities gave nanushi a great deal of leeway
when it came to local governance. This was standard practice under the traditional system of
status-based rule: as long as the nanushi made sure that the Edo authorities received their due in
terms of goods and services, they were left alone to manage their respective neighborhoods as
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they saw fit. But the disestablishment of the nanushi portended a very different kind of system.
The relationship of chū-toshiyori to the government was one way, as the prefectural government
expected them to carry out orders that came from above. According to the 1869 edict announcing
the change, these reforms were about “uprooting corrupt practices.”196 At the same time,
however, they signaled the coming end of self-government by status in the city of Tokyo.
Other early edicts saw the government also attempt to uproot yanushi. Yanushi were
initially banned from working in administrative roles under the new prefectural system, and in
the eleventh month of 1869 the word yanushi was even banned and replaced by the term (chiso)
saihainin or “[land] superintendent.”197 For whatever reason, however, many of these reforms
initially failed to take hold and the yanushi system remained in place, albeit with certain renamed
positions. Overall, it is difficult to say exactly how the people of Tokyo reacted to the
government’s centralization policies. The average townsperson probably didn’t notice a
difference; after all, in many positions the same families continued to hold power. But for elite
commoners, neighborhood reforms were an ominous sign that the new government would not be
operating under the same logic as the old. Consequently, there was a chance that the old status
contract would not be upheld by the new regime.

Rethinking Censorship
As central authorities tightened control over neighborhoods, they sought to do the same
for publications. In the first month of 1869 the government established an administrative division
(gyōseikan) as its new headquarters for censorship. The decree announcing the office’s creation
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detailed its sphere of responsibility. The new regulations for book publishing indicated that
anyone could publish, provided they gave notice to local authorities. Those authorities would
then send a publication application and copy of the manuscript to the administrative division.198
Following approval and publication, the publisher was then required to send a final copy of their
book to the division. In the case of new editions of previously published books or those with
minor changes, permission was still necessary and a final printed copy had to be sent to the
administrative division.
Moving quickly, the administrative division ordered the compilation of a catalog of all
previously published books by the second month of 1869. The speed with which the censors
asserted their authority over publishing was comparable to the speed of centralization.
Prefectural control over censorship was, from the start, completely subordinated to a centralized
authority. And within a few months the administrative division joined with other censorship
offices: the kaisei gakkō responsible for foreign materials and the shōhei gakkō concerned with
Confucian studies. On the eight day of the second month, this singular administrative division
also took over censoring newspapers, and a press publication ordinance—the shinbunshi inkō
jōrei— was promulgated that same day.199
These new regulations proved a further break with the decentralized censorship regime of
the Tokugawa era. The ordinance superseded prior regulations, but enforced strict new
requirements on publishers. Censors demanded that publishers submit two copies of each issue
of their papers to the government immediately upon publication. Further, they expected all
newspapers to carry certain identifying features such as a title, place of publication, date, issue
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number, and the names of the publisher and editor. The regulations allowed anything deemed
“not harmful” to be printed. However, it is telling that any and all attacks against the new
government were expressly prohibited.200 Additionally, although initially newspapers in other
prefectures were reviewed and censored by local authorities, Tokyo’s administrative division
soon became the center of a nationwide censorship system.
The central government announced additional censorship regulations in the fourth month
of 1869. Richard H. Mitchell has argued that although these new laws were extremely strict, they
were also “enlightened” insofar as they sought to stimulate a free flow of books that might
spread useful knowledge.201 But the content of these regulations is less important than the means
by which they were carried out. In the same way that the government sought to uproot traditional
prerogatives of neighborhood self-governance, new censorship laws centralized control of
publications. Although some self-censorship persisted, government censors clearly delineated,
from the top down, what topics and issues were forbidden. In this sense, censorship was another
area where the new government sought to extend its reach far beyond the old sphere of the
Tokugawa regime.

Conclusion: Breaking the Status Contract
In chapter one of this dissertation we explored how the Tokugawa ruled and policed
Edo—and the greater Japanese archipelago—through the status order. Samurai authorities in the
city expected certain goods and services from their subjects; in return they assured the keeping of
peace while simultaneously offering a degree of autonomy and self-governance to the status
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groups they ruled over. Mahren Ehlers has likened the Tokugawa status order to a web: “a
tangled fabric of reciprocal relationships that radiated from every status group in many different
directions.”202 Individual relationships can be compared to contracts: each side expected
something from the other based on mutually accepted terms. As long as the townspeople of Edo
levied the appropriate goods and services, they expected the warrior state to fulfill its end of the
bargain by defending them from outside threats and securing peace.
By 1868 it was evident that the Tokugawa had failed in this. The shogunate had been
unable to keep Western barbarians out of Japan and unsuccessful in halting the march of the
armies of Satsuma and Chōshū to Edo. Tokugawa Yoshinobu’s abdication and withdrawal from
the political stage further shredded his contract with the people. This left the residents of Edo, at
least for a moment, as free riders. The people of the city signaled this by directing their mockery
and derision equally at both the vanquished Tokugawa and the usurpers from the southwest. In
the early months of 1868, at least, there was no authority that could claim to rule benevolently
(jinsei). That said, the people of Edo undoubtedly expected that their relationship with a future
regime would be fundamentally similar to the old.
After all, the end of the contract between the people of Edo and the Tokugawa did not
mean the end of the status order. As we have seen, neighborhood groups continued to operate,
and the various status groups tended to their own responsibilities. Even as chaos swirled around
them and the warriors fought and burned their city to the ground, the people of Edo bided their
time. Anxiously, they waited for the samurai to finish their warring so that things could return to
a semblance of normality. Surely, order would return and the system would remain more or less
unchanged. Although the new regime was headed by an unfamiliar emperor and run by men
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from the south, there was no inherent reason why a new status contract couldn’t be entered into
under more or less the same terms as before. The most important question was whether or not
such terms would satisfy the new regime.
Initial signs were good that the traditional relationship could be renewed: although the
new authorities quickly abolished Edo institutions such as the machi bugyō, their replacements
operated in a more or less identical fashion. Signboards and samurai officials were swapped out,
but these changes were purely cosmetic. However, chaos and order still reigned in the streets.
Even the defeat of the Shōgitai in the fourth month of 1868 did not bring peace. Instead it led to
the new regime’s first tentative attempts to fundamentally change the relationship between the
state and the people. The government abolished the ban’ya system; at the same time, it sought a
tight grip on what the people of the city were printing, sharing, and reading. Efforts on the part of
the people to negotiate a new status contract came to naught.
That is what the yanushi Denbei learned when he offered to inaugurate a new bargain.
Instead, the regime refused his overtures, turning instead to established military powers. This
attempt to bypass the status order represented the first tentative tendrils of a would-be modern
state, eager for more direct control over the lives of its subjects. By this point, the decision had
already been made to establish Tokyo as the capital of a centralized regime with the emperor at
its head. Although it would take decades for the unitary Meiji state to become fully formed, the
disruptive nature of the Tokyo occupation provided the regime its first real opportunity to
experiment with such governance. And although the status order did not immediately disappear,
1868 scrambled it in ways that would become apparent in later decades
M. William Steele, in relating the circumstances surrounding the emperor’s initial arrival
in Tokyo, describes the two-day holiday and gift of sake that followed as the sealing of a “new
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covenant” between the sovereign and his people.203 The idea of a covenant between a monarch
and his people, however, is not something that most residents of Tokyo in 1868 would have
recognized. Instead, they would have likely conceived of the emperor’s gift as a manifestation of
status-based benevolent rule, not so different from the actions taken by a lord in a time of famine
or natural disaster. But the emperor’s gift did inaugurate a new relationship that lacked the “give
and take” described by Ehlers. In this new paradigm, the government was prepared to take far
more than it gave.
The Meiji government forcefully sought to root out traditional prerogatives of selfgovernance. This remaking of the city certainly was, in part, about safeguarding the capital of a
new regime from a potentially hostile population. At the same time, however, it was about
securing both a new regime and a new type of regime. The men who came to hold the reins of
power in the Meiji regime had observed the ways in which the Western empires employed power
to control their subjects and marshal their energies for national strength. Further, they knew all
too well how easily a decentralized system might falter when one of its constituent parts
overthrew the nominal leader of such a state. Thus, the process of securing the whole of Japan
began with the securing of Tokyo as a true national capital, to the detriment of the old status
bargain.
Securing the city militarily, however, still left the question of what came next. Despite
the regime’s early efforts to weaken self-governance, numerous avenues remained open. But as
we shall see, the Meiji leaders invariably looked to the West for new models of authority. The
end of the 1860s brought with it a secure hold on both Japan and Tokyo and breathing space for
a new regime to remake itself and its governmental structures. Thus, beginning in 1870 we see
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the birth of a new institution in Tokyo that, more than any that had existed before, abjured
models and systems of local self-governance. In chapter three we will see how the creation of a
modern, Western-style police force changed the face of Tokyo’s governance and radically
altered how the emperor’s subjects related to his government.
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CHAPTER THREE: SAMURAI COPS

As shown in chapter two, the occupation of Tokyo by a military force had far-reaching
repercussions on the city’s governance. One such consequence was the establishment of Japan’s
first Western-style police force. The initial development of this institution was tumultuous:
government officials shaped Tokyo’s police system through a period of trial and error over the
course of the early 1870s. This chapter explores that critical period in the development of the
Tokyo metropolitan police. When we consider the centrality of police in the governing of
modern nation-states, it is not surprising that the men guiding Japan’s modernization introduced
Westernized policing in Japan. But even if the larger Japanese project of modernization
presupposed police, the form such an institution took was never set in stone. Rather, the specific
choices government officials and bureaucrats made when they established Tokyo’s police force
both influenced the development of a distinct police identity and ensured an enduring rift
between the men who policed Tokyo and the city’s populace.

The Creation of a Western-style System
Although the creation of a Western-style police force in Tokyo did not become a reality
until the Meiji period, officials and commentators in Japan recognized the potential value of such
a system long before 1868. The earliest Japanese experience with modern police came as the
Tokugawa shogunate made its first tentative forays into the international order beyond East Asia.
The opening of the treaty ports in the late 1850s spurred this process on, and the settlements
brought with them large-scale foreign residency by Westerners for the first time in Japanese
history. Europeans and Americans streamed into ports like Yokohama and Kobe, bringing with
them not only haughty, preconceived notions of “civilization” but also the institutions they
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believed supported it. For Westerners seeking the security of home abroad, the police had pride
of place as one of the most quintessentially civilized institutions.
It was Western settlers in Yokohama who first brought to Japan not only ideas about
police but the country’s first modern police officers. In the earliest days of the treaty settlements,
garrisons of the various national armed forces provided security. But Western-style police
institutions soon became desirable, especially in a community dominated by the British. The
Anglo-American police model preferred by the British was distinct from the style found in most
of Continental Europe: the British firmly believed that police should be civil, unarmed, and
explicitly nonmilitary. The strength of this predilection meant that British settlers desired
nonmilitary police even half a world away from home. The peculiarly English model of police
became the first exposure many Japanese had to a modern constabulary. Police officers imported
from Britain patrolled the streets of Yokohama and supervised native Japanese constables. The
latter were the first Japanese to act as police officers in the modern sense.204
The earliest direct experience Japanese observers had with Western police outside of
Japan was contemporaneous with the outbreak of the Meiji Restoration. In the early months of
1868, numerous shogunal envoys were in residence in France. This mission was part of the
Tokugawa regime’s effort to understand the West and secure the shogun’s authority in the face
of both foreign and domestic threats. Unaware that their lord’s power was crumbling even as
they toured Paris, the shogun’s envoys sought out information on the institutions they believed
underpinned Western power. The envoys had personal experiences with many such institutions,
and the shogunate’s magistrate for foreigners, Kurimoto Jo’un (1822–1897), encountered the
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renowned police system of Paris during his time in the city. Upon his return home Kurimoto
submitted a report that introduced the Continental model of policing to Japan.205
Kurimoto’s report not only extensively details France’s legal system but also features the
earliest appearance of the term “police” in the Japanese language. Writing from his own
experience, Kurimoto relates that in Paris “there is a job of keeping watch in the city called
porisu.” Kurimoto describes these porisu as minor governmental officials charged with
patrolling the streets who are recruited from among “men of strong principles” in the army.
According to Kurimoto, the porisu wear a uniform that consists of “hats shaped like tall
mountains,” tailcoats, and sabers.206 Kurimoto writes with some astonishment that the porisu of
Paris number around two thousand men, a number far surpassing any comparable security
institutions in Japan. Kurimoto was impressed by what he saw, and this comes through in his
report. Among other compliments, Kurimoto notes that Paris’ porisu cut stoic figures even in the
face of rain and wind.207
Beyond his own observations, Kurimoto’s report also tells the story of another Japanese
visitor to Paris by the name of Sahei. A merchant attaché with the mission from Nagasaki, Sahei
apparently became lost at some point during his time in Paris.208 Sahei found himself in a
predicament, as the only thing he knew about the city was the name of his hotel, the Rue Galilée.
Unable to read French script and limited in his ability to communicate verbally, Sahei wandered
the streets of Paris well into the evening. The bewildered merchant eventually sought help from a
Parisian police officer who inquired as to Sahei’s destination. According to Kurimoto, although
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Sahei could only reply “Galilée,” the constable was still successfully able to direct him to his
accommodations. When a grateful Sahei attempted to offer the policeman a monetary reward for
his service, he merely smiled and walked away.209
In his own commentary on the incident, Kurimoto expresses no small amazement at what
an institution like the Paris police represented: “Is there anything like this in our country? A
peasant or townsperson searching the streets for a yoriki or dōshin would be unimaginable, and
they could prostrate themselves on the ground with no effect. But in France a policeman will
even direct you to your lodgings.”210 Kurimoto ends his treatise’s section on policing by arguing
that “our country should adopt police [such as those in Paris] as soon as possible.”211 Kurimoto’s
call for police proved prescient, but the circumstances of the Meiji Restoration prematurely
ended the shogunate’s efforts at modernization. It instead fell to the leaders of the Meiji regime
to make Western-style police a reality in Japan. And although Kurimoto Jo’un did not join the
new government, the French police he introduced to Japan would eventually become a major
model for policing in Tokyo.

Western Theory
Although securing Tokyo was important for the new Meiji government, the creation of a
Western-style police force for the city was not initially a high priority.212 By 1870 imperial
troops were doing passable job of maintaining order in Tokyo, even if they occasionally proved
disorderly themselves. Once Western visitors to Tokyo became high-profile targets of violence,
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however, Meiji authorities found the status quo unacceptable. Violence against foreigners
instigated by disgruntled warriors was nothing new, but a brutal attack on two British teachers of
English that took place in the eleventh month of 1870 proved a bridge too far. Assaulted in the
night by sword-wielding samurai, the two Englishmen barely survived their wounds. Furious
Western envoys from numerous governments condemned the security situation in Tokyo, and the
incident proved extraordinarily embarrassing to Meiji leaders.
The circumstances of the attack led to intense discussion within the Japanese government
regarding the disposition of Tokyo’s security regime. Councillor Kido Takayoshi (1833–1877)
was particularly disturbed by the attack on the Englishmen and worried by the furious response
on the part of the British consul, Harry Parkes.213 Parkes’ American counterpart Charles DeLong
(1832–1876) wrote to the Japanese foreign minister that he was “convinced of the utter
insecurity of foreigners, even within the treaty limits of the open ports of your Empire.” Both
officials pressed for the complete disarmament of Japan’s samurai population.214 In response,
officials within the Meiji regime called for a modern police force, but Kido maintained a degree
of skepticism about a such a system.215 For his part, Kido believed that ordinary Japanese
subjects needed to be at the heart of policing in Tokyo. They could be the eyes and ears of the
government, and the government and its people would work in harmony to ensure safety and
order in Tokyo.216
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But the embarrassing fact that the perpetrators could not be found—it took over a year to
bring the attackers to justice—overtook Kido’s idealized vision of Tokyo policing.217 At the time
of the attack Japanese institutions in Tokyo were very much unsettled. The city had no system
for criminal investigation: the men who patrolled the streets were strictly military and the
government had already dismissed the yoriki and dōshin of the now-defunct town magistrate’s
office.218 Such men had been the only Japanese with any experience at detective work. The
Western powers deemed this institutional lapse intolerable, and pressure from foreign consuls
forced the Meiji government to confront the issue directly after the attack. The Tokyo prefectural
government immediately began investigating the possibility of a Japanese police force, and
government policymakers were largely in accord. As Kido put it: “On the issue of a Western
police system I stand alone with a differing opinion these days.”219
Accordingly, the government sought out a detailed source of information on Western
police. Prefectural officials approached Fukuzawa Yukichi (1835–1901), a scholar well known
for both his familiarity with the West and an ability in foreign languages. Officials asked
Fukuzawa to draft a memorandum on Western police systems. In return for the parcel of land
that would later become Tokyo’s Keiō University, Fukuzawa went to work. In his
autobiography, Fukuzawa writes that he “collected several English books on civic government
and translated the portions dealing with police systems, making a book out of it which I
presented to the prefectural office.”220 Much of Fukuzawa’s report is a direct translation of an
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1867 entry from the New American Cyclopedia supplemented with his own commentary. 221
Fukuzawa titled the final report Torishimari no hō or “Principles of Policing” and submitted it to
the government in the spring of 1870.
As the earliest Japanese-language work to academically investigate Western policing,
Torishimari no hō’s contents are worth examining in some detail. The document provides a
comprehensive history of Western police systems, stretching from the origin of such institutions
in ancient Greece and Rome to the contemporary police of Paris, London, and New York.222
Fukuzawa describes the organization of the police in these cities with exhaustive detail. He
further delineates the number of police stations and police officers in each city, providing the
Meiji government with a rudimentary blueprint for its own Western-style system.223 Fukuzawa
also writes about the ideological and philosophical underpinnings of Western police. Since
Fukuzawa’s primary source was American, Torishimari no hō filters the police through an
Anglo-American lens rather than a Continental one, situating the police as a civil, nonmilitary
institution.224
Fukuzawa draws particular attention to this last fact. Throughout Torishimari no hō
Fukuzawa stresses the civil nature of modern policing in the United States, Great Britain, and to
a lesser extent Continental Europe by comparing these Western institutions to earlier Tokugawaera policing systems. In doing so, he highlights the fact that outside of the treaty ports, a concept
of policing divorced from the military was quite foreign to most Japanese. This certainly
included Fukuzawa’s audience of policymakers in the government, most of whom came from the
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ranks of the samurai status group. By detailing the variety of roles held by urban police forces in
the West, Torishimari no hō provided its readers with the first conceptual break in Japanese
between old ideologies and new. But concepts can be difficult to put into practice, and it would
be some time before police in Tokyo resembled those of the West on anything more than a
superficial level.
Even as policymakers continued to debate the issue, the Tokyo prefectural government
sent an official request to the central government in the twelfth month of 1870 calling for the
adoption of a “Western-style police system.” Various high-ranking officials within the Meiji
government put forth proposals for such a system, and that of Saigō Takamori (1828–1877)
eventually won the day. Saigō called for the recruitment of 3000 samurai to serve as police
officers in Tokyo. In an example of the continued regional nature of the Meiji regime, the
government sought to recruit two-thirds of these “upright men of around twenty years of age”
from Saigō’s home prefecture of Kagoshima, with the rest drawn from various other prefectures.
The 2000 men from Satsuma were recruited by Saigō’s thirty-six-year-old protégé Kawaji
Toshiyoshi (1834–1879).225 In time, Kawaji proved the most influential figure in the early
history of Japan’s police.

Kawaji Toshiyoshi
Kawaji Toshiyoshi was born into a low-ranking samurai family of Satsuma domain on
the eleventh day of the fifth month of 1834. Kawaji’s birthplace was the small village of
Hishishima, located three ri (a little under twelve kilometers) north of Kagoshima Castle.226
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Commentators who knew him as a young man describe Kawaji as a talented youth: he was
locally renowned both for his calligraphy and his swordsmanship. 227 Beyond such talents,
Kawaji’s childhood seems to have been largely uneventful. As was expected of a young man
from a samurai household, Kawaji eventually went into service. The Satsuma domain employed
Kawaji as a yoriki in its castle town of Kagoshima.228 Kawaji’s work in domainal policing
foreshadowed his future career in the police institution that took shape following the Meiji
Restoration.
In the seventh month of 1864, Kawaji was among the Satsuma forces that joined with the
shogunate during the First Chōshū Expedition. Kawaji served with valor, and his conduct
brought him to the attention of Saigō Takamori, who came to favor him. Three years later
Kawaji served under Shimazu Hisamitsu (1817–1887), the regent of Satsuma domain, who was
in residence in Edo. During his short stay in the city Kawaji studied Western military methods in
his minimal leisure time.229 Kawaji returned to Satsuma prior to the Meiji Restoration, joining
with his countrymen on the imperial side. During the Boshin War, Saigō appointed Kawaji a
regimental leader and he served with distinction at the battle of Toba-Fushimi.230 Although
Kawaji returned to Kagoshima immediately after the war, it was not long before he put his police
background to work for the central government.
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The Rasotsu Transition
Tokyo’s new police were called the rasotsu, and the government appointed Kawaji
Toshiyoshi as one of the institution’s six district heads on the twenty-fourth day of the fourth
month of 1872. This was Kawaji’s first position of authority in the new policing regime, and as
the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department’s official history puts it: “From here on out Kawaji
dedicated the rest of his life to the police.”231 The six district heads of the rasotsu were each in
charge of policing one-sixth of Tokyo, a reorganization that reflected existing centralization
trends. The six districts each had a main police station and sixteen sub-districts. These subdistricts all had a guard post with a headman who supervised thirty underlings. These lowranking men operated in patrol shifts of fifteen, alternating in a one-day-on, one-day-off
structure. Outside of work as watchmen, they also engaged in secret spying activities, searches,
and arrests.232
Although Fukuzawa Yukichi was firm that Western-style police systems were civil in
nature, this conceptual break proved challenging, and the rasotsu years were a transitional period
between the military garrisons of the immediate post-Restoration period and the ostensibly civil
institution to come. This was reflected in the naming of the new institution: rasotsu was an
abbreviation of junra heisotsu, two words which mean “patrolling” and “soldier” respectively.233
Rasotsu officers were also among the first Japanese officials that the government outfitted with
Western-style uniforms. The men wore navy-colored coats and pants with bicorne hats of French
design, though early images show that some men eschewed boots in favor of traditional
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sandals.234 The rasotsu, then, had a mix of longstanding Japanese military trappings and
nonmilitary, Westernized features.
One clear concession to the West’s demand for a civil police force was the withdrawal of
the right to carry swords from members of the rasotsu. Rasotsu officers were almost entirely men
of samurai origin, even if many were low-ranking, rural warriors. The question of whether
samurai would be able to continue carrying swords was one of the more contentious issues of the
early Meiji period. In order to appease the Western powers, men of the rasotsu did not carry any
deadly weapons. Early on officers relinquished their guns and spears, and regulations limited
police to the carrying to wooden staffs while on patrol.235 This rule had a profound effect on the
men of the rasotsu, as the official history of the Tokyo police relates: “On top of the destitutions
and hardships involved in coming to Tokyo to be a policeman, the carrying of a stick under one’s
arm while on duty caused one to feel as though he were a common soldier from the days of the
domains.”236
Strict regulations such as these were part of a process that totalized Tokyo’s police
institution. Policies led to a breakdown of the barriers that separated the various spheres of
rasotsu officers’ lives. Rules not only required rasotsu officers to always wear their Westernstyle uniforms when in public, but their superiors expected the officers to remain so attired even
when going to and from the bath. Regulations required all the men—even those with families—
to be sequestered in barracks, and this throwback to the rasotsu’s military antecedents served to
further regiment the nature of life as a police officer. Worst of all, a strict alcohol-consumption
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policy forbade drink except on five seasonal festival days each year.237 As the minutes counted
down to midnight on such days, rasotsu officers clustered around barrels of sake waiting for
temple bells to ring and allow them to again partake.238 Thus, common hardships and the
regimented nature of their new occupation began to shape a shared social identity among the
men who entered the ranks of the rasotsu.
The sequestration and shared adversity that played a role in developing the group identity
of the rasotsu assured that it was distinct from other groups. This was further shaped by a
linguistic issue. In the nineteenth century, mutually-unintelligible regional dialects still prevailed
across the Japanese archipelago. Accordingly, the Satsuma dialect of southern Kyushu was
predominant among the two-thirds of the initial rasotsu cohort that hailed from Kagoshima. The
subsequent large-scale recruitment of men from Kagoshima ensured that the Satsuma dialect
became the common language of the police. The remaining rasotsu officers came from a wide
variety of regions that could not compete in number or influence with the Kagoshima men. Men
from other regions adapted, ensuring that the Satsuma dialect became the common language of
the Tokyo police.239
This linguistic barrier further isolated police recruits, particularly from the common
residents of Tokyo. There is no indication, however, that government officials saw this
separation as a negative. Although the government established the rasotsu in response to
concerns about the safety of Western visitors, control of Tokyo and its residents remained
paramount. As the Meiji regime was not yet on a firm footing in the early 1870s, the capital still
had the potential to be a site of resistance to the new government. Recruiting locals might have
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facilitated a smoother interchange between the state and the people of Tokyo, but this was not
the Meiji regime’s primary objective. Better to have officers who could barely communicate with
locals if the loyalty of those officers to the central government was assured. This decision meant
that the sense of Tokyo as a city under foreign occupation lingered, further souring the
relationship between the police and the people.

Centralization and Westernization
On the twenty-seventh day of the eighth month of 1872, the year-old Justice Ministry
created the Police Affairs Bureau. Subsequently, the government transferred authority over the
rasotsu and all other Tokyo policing institutions to it. The Meiji regime’s intention was to place
a greater importance on policing institutions, centralize them, and eventually extend policing
beyond Tokyo. Such efforts also meant a dedication to acquiring firsthand knowledge on
Western-style policing and incorporating that data into Tokyo’s system. Concomitant with this,
we see the emergence of a persistent trend in modern Japanese police history: the practice of
using Tokyo’s police as a laboratory and proving ground for national police institutions and
policies. This led to a new focus on shaping Japan’s police officers into officials befitting a
modern institution, an effort which had the side effect of further sharpening the shared
institutional and group police identity that was already present among the rasotsu.

The Justice Ministry
Upon assuming control over Tokyo’s police, the Justice Ministry began a complete
reorganization of the city’s police forces. The Ministry abolished numerous old titles and
replaced them with neologisms based on Western policing terms. The highest-ranking of these
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titles was Daikeishi, an office best translated as “Chief Superintendent.” The Justice Ministry
vested the new Chief Superintendent with broad authority and a responsibility for overseeing all
aspects of policing in Tokyo. The creation of a single authority figure at the apex of the policing
hierarchy was consistent with the trend towards centralization of the Meiji reforms. Kawaji
Toshiyoshi was elevated from one among several district heads to the position of Chief
Superintendent in the eighth month of 1872.240 A month later the Justice Ministry sent Kawaji to
Europe on a mission to gain firsthand knowledge of Western police systems. During Kawaji’s
yearlong absence, officials continued to experiment with Tokyo’s police system.
The most significant change was one of terminology. On the twelfth day of the tenth
month of 1872, the Justice Ministry retired the term rasotsu and propagated a new official term
for Tokyo’s police officers: junsa. Although junsa was as much a neologism as rasotsu, it was
one shorn of military connotations. As with rasotsu, the first Chinese character of junsa is drawn
from the word junra or “patrol.” Junsa’s second character means “investigate,” and lacks any
military meaning. In addition to its civil orientation, junsa also became the countrywide standard
term for policeman in part because it lacked status connotations. As Western-style policing
spread to Japanese localities where policing had formerly been the responsibility of hinin guards,
preexisting titles such as bannin that were burdened with negative status undertones made it
difficult for officials to hire on jobless samurai as police officers.241
But even as the Justice Ministry propagated junsa in Tokyo and beyond, it remanded the
city’s lowest level of policing to these older institutions. Under the auspices of the Justice
Ministry, the government of Tokyo Prefecture resurrected a modified version of the Edo era
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jishin ban’ya system. These new bannin were a locally-focused counterpoint to the larger trend
of police centralization. Bannin in Tokyo were responsible for keeping order among residents of
the city, but were limited to a discrete patrol area surrounding their own police boxes.242 This
separate system did not last long. Less than a year later the larger Tokyo police institution
absorbed the ban’ya and replaced their bannin with junsa. Carrying over some aspects of the
ban’ya system, however, ensured that the embedding of police officers in local communities
persisted in modern Japanese policing.
The legacies of Justice Ministry authority over policing belied its short duration. Junsa
and police boxes would persist for decades, and although the word junsa eventually fell out of
use, the police box remains an iconic feature of Japanese policing to this day. However, just two
years after establishing the Police Affairs Bureau the central government radically restructured
Tokyo’s police system yet again. This time, the main catalyst for change was the return of
Kawaji Toshiyoshi and his colleagues from their trips abroad. The months these officials spent
outside of Japan provided them with a knowledge of police systems that secondhand reports such
as Fukuzawa Yukichi’s Torishimari no hō could not match. A number of different foreign
models exerted influence on the next iteration of the Japanese police, but in the end Kawaji
Toshiyoshi’s report on the police systems of Continental Europe proved the most influential by
far.

Trips Abroad
The government’s fact-finding missions to foreign countries provided valuable data for
the development of many Meiji institutions, and the police were no exception. In 1872, two
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separate officials led trips abroad to investigate Western police systems. In the fifth month of
1872 the Superintendent of Police for Kanagawa Prefecture Ishida Eikichi traveled to British
East Asia where he observed colonial policing in Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Macao. He returned
to Japan in the ninth month of 1872, the same month that Kawaji Toshiyoshi and eight other
bureaucrats departed for their European trip. Upon returning to Japan, both men submitted
reports to their superiors that proved influential on policing in Japan. Although Kawaji’s position
as Chief Superintendent meant that his report carried the most weight, we cannot ignore Ishida’s
potential contributions to the early Meiji police system.
As Naoyuki Umemori has shown, the colonial nature of the police systems studied by
Ishida Eikichi during his five-month tour of Asia had some influence on the development of
Tokyo’s police.243 During his tour of British colonies and concessions, English commissioners
regaled Ishida with tales of a distinct, nonmilitary English police system. Although selfaggrandizing, the English officials were not far off the mark. Unlike Continental systems, the
English system—and its American cousin—was decentralized and staffed with civilian recruits
as opposed to former soldiers.244 This organizational model had been present in the treaty ports
of Japan since the 1850s. But the system the English boasted about to Ishida was a far cry from
the reality of colonial policing in, for example, Hong Kong. As Umemori notes, Ishida instead
saw a police force staffed with imported Sikhs and Scots who treated the Chinese of Hong Kong
as a population rife with criminality.245
Upon his return to Japan, Ishida submitted a report and a series of detailed notes on
policing in British East Asia to the central government. Consequently, Meiji policymakers’
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exposure to nominally English-style policing was filtered through a colonial lens. Although
Ishida stressed concepts of decentralized control and subordination to civilian authorities in his
report, the actual Hong Kong system he presented to Japanese officials had more in common
with already existing Tokyo systems than, for example, London’s metropolitan police.246
Umemori has persuasively argued that Ishida’s report—ostensibly about the English police
system—instead served as a primer for how to develop a colonial police system in Japan. Such a
model affirmed the value of importing samurai officers from distant prefectures and actively
encouraged a separation between the police and the ordinary residents of Tokyo.
The mission led by Kawaji that departed Japan in the ninth month of 1872, however, was
far more influential on the actual structure of Japanese police institutions. When Ishida Eikichi
submitted his report, he did so as a prefectural bureaucrat. Kawaji Toshiyoshi, on the other hand,
was a central government official closely linked with Satsuma countrymen who held posts in
high officialdom. Furthermore, those in power had already appointed Kawaji to the highestranking police post in Japan, ensuring that his reports and recommendations would carry great
weight in shaping the future of Japan’s police institutions. Kawaji and his compatriots spent a
year touring Continental Europe, focusing their efforts on trying to understand an institution that
they saw as key to Western power. The mission spent time in Prussia, Italy, and Belgium, but the
greatest part of their trip was spent observing the famed police system of Paris, France.247
Following his return to Japan, Kawaji Toshiyoshi submitted a detailed report to the
central government in October of 1873. Kawaji’s report discusses his findings in length, and
merits a thorough analysis. He begins by describing policing institutions as “a treatment for a
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nation’s ills in the manner of treating an illness.”248 Kawaji also stresses the importance of
policing in any empire-building project, citing the robust police forces of Napoleon Bonaparte’s
French Empire. The report argues that after France’s defeat in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870,
European leadership and momentum were transferred to the nascent German empire of Prussia,
another polity with an impressive police force.249 Kawaji contends that strong, wealthy European
countries invariably have powerful police forces and that “in our country we should pay attention
to this.”250
Kawaji writes that although the rasotsu’s 1872 establishment was based on Western
systems, this process of emulation was one of “fumbling in the dark.”251 Accordingly, he seeks to
rectify this lapse by presenting his firsthand account of various European police systems. Kawaji
does express both caution and a degree of self-deprecation, noting that he is “no expert on
Western languages” and was completely dependent on outside translators.252 Nevertheless,
Kawaji carefully observed the police systems he saw in Continental Europe, especially in France,
and endeavored to succeed in his assigned task to the best of his ability. Although he claims a
knowledge shorthanded by his deficiencies, Kawaji nevertheless produced a wide-ranging report
that featured ten major commentaries and suggestions for how to reengineer the Tokyo police
system.253
One of Kawaji’s most important recommendations addressed the question of what
government ministry should have authority over policing in Tokyo. At the time of Kawaji’s trip
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to Europe, the Justice Ministry was charged with overseeing Tokyo’s police. Indeed, Kawaji
himself was an official of the Justice Ministry and made his trip abroad at that agency’s behest.
Based on his experiences abroad, however, Kawaji arrived at the conclusion that the Meiji
government should establish a Home Ministry with responsibility for Japan’s domestic security.
Said domestic security, of course, would be handled by a police institution under the Home
Minister’s authority. Although Ishida Eikichi’s memorial had recommended local control and
financing of the police, Kawaji’s report argues strongly for increased centralization, especially in
the case of Tokyo.254
Indeed, Kawaji considered Tokyo’s security to be more than a local affair. As “the
policing of the national capital is a matter of national security,” Kawaji’s report recommends that
both the financial burdens and responsibilities for Tokyo’s police be withdrawn from the local
control of Tokyo Prefecture and transferred to the central government.255 In such a system the
Home Minister would oversee the policing of both Tokyo and the other regions of Japan. As
Kawaji’s mission bypassed England and its decentralized police entirely, a centralized institution
was likely preconceived. But Kawaji found external validation for consolidation in the examples
of Paris and Berlin, capital cities with highly-centralized institutions of social control structured
along military lines. Accordingly, Kawaji’s report stresses a top-down reorganization of Tokyo’s
police that takes little account of the wants or needs of the city’s populace.256
Much of Kawaji’s report is concerned with control and funding, but it also speaks
forcefully on the matter of recruitment. As we have already seen, Kawaji and his mentor Saigō
Takamori nearly single-handedly recruited the initial corps of rasotsu officers. Whether from
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Kagoshima or elsewhere, Kawaji had focused recruitment efforts on samurai, and his
experiences in Europe only reinforced his opinion that this population was well-suited to police
work. In his report, Kawaji notes that the countries of Continental Europe routinely recruited
former soldiers as police officers because of a preference for tall, strong men with meritorious
battlefield experience. Japan, Kawaji argues, is indeed fortunate to have an already existing
population of such men. “Our country still has warriors,” Kawaji writes. “If we do not use
samurai as policemen, it will be the ultimate maladministration.”257
Kawaji’s report was unquestionably influential within the central government. The
leaders of the Meiji regime took up most of Kawaji’s recommendations in full, perhaps in part
because they validated a preexisting inclination toward centralization. Kawaji’s close
relationship with one of the most powerful men in the government, Ōkubo Toshimichi, probably
helped as well. The British colonial model proposed by Ishida Eikichi was largely ignored in
matters of organization and administration. But as we shall see, when Ishida’s observations were
combined with Kawaji’s predilection for samurai police, they reaffirmed an existing recruitment
trend: the hiring of men not native to the social environment of Tokyo who came from a highstatus background that placed them well apart from the majority of the city’s population. The
new institutional structure was joined with an existing hiring pattern under the auspices of a
Home Ministry.

The Home Ministry
Shortly after his return to Japan in October of 1873, policymakers within the government
followed up on Kawaji’s recommendations. The government immediately established a Home
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Ministry, and Kawaji’s friend and patron Ōkubo Toshimichi was appointed Home Minister at the
end of November. This period was marked by turbulence within the Meiji regime: heroes of the
Restoration such as Saigō Takamori, Itagaki Taisuke (1837–1919), and Etō Shinpei resigned
from the government even as Kawaji returned from his trip abroad.258 Although this resulted in
massive turnover in the ranks of the police, it also positioned newly-appointed Home Minister
Ōkubo as the most powerful man in the government. His close ally Kawaji Toshiyoshi, who also
remained in the government, was similarly well positioned.
After assuming his post as Home Minster, Ōkubo began to put Kawaji’s
recommendations into place. In January of 1874, the Home Ministry both reorganized the Tokyo
police force and changed the institution’s name to the Keishi-chō. Although the title of the
institution changed as the government continued to reorganize itself over the latter part of the
nineteenth century, today’s Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department is still called the Keishi-chō,
with an institutional memory that stretches back to this 1874 founding. Kawaji transferred to the
Home Ministry along with the Keishi-chō, where he maintained the title of Daikeishi even as it
was reconfigured into the commisaire de police role Kawaji had observed in France. New
leadership and new institutional structures were immediately tested when Kawaji and his police
were called upon to investigate a violent crime against a man at the heart of the Meiji
government.
On January 14, 1874—one day prior to the Keishi-chō’s establishment—senior
government minister Iwakura Tomomi (1825–1883) was returning home from a dinner meeting
at the emperor’s secondary palace in Akasaka. As he passed through the Kuichigai area at about
nine o’clock in the evening, Iwakura’s carriage was attacked by seven or eight men with swords.
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The assailants decapitated the driver, injured the groom, and attempted to assassinate Iwakura.
The groom fled to seek help, and although Iwakura suffered several sword wounds he was also
able to escape. Luckily for the minister his wounds were shallow, and after tumbling into a
nearby moat he hid until his pursuers gave up the chase and his groom had summoned a
contingent of Imperial Guards from the palace.259
Investigating this sensational event and bringing the perpetrators to justice immediately
became a top priority for the Meiji government. It would also prove the first high-profile
criminal investigation undertaken by the new Keishi-chō and the first real test of Kawaji
Toshiyoshi’s leadership of the institution. The government had initially developed a Western
police system in response to similar assassination attempts on Westerners. In the five years since
those attacks, Kawaji and others within the government had meticulously examined and studied
Western police systems. Unfortunate though the circumstances were, they provided the Meiji
regime with an opportunity to publicly display progress toward a Western-style system of
policing. Although the Keishi-chō was only a day old, its investigation of the Kuichigai incident
tested Tokyo’s new police and gave them a chance to show their evolution as an institution.260
Home Minister Ōkubo Toshimichi signaled the seriousness of the attack on Iwakura by
placing Kawaji himself directly in charge of the investigation. Kawaji’s officers meticulously
inspected the area where the attack occurred, discovering a pair of wooden clogs and a discarded
hand towel.261 Further investigation proved the towel to be a product of western Japan, and the
clogs quite dissimilar from the sandals usually worn by local Tokyo townspeople. Indeed, the
footwear appeared to be of special order, though the maker’s stamp was faded and illegible. The
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police were able to determine, however, that the sandals were of a type typically worn by
provincial warriors. Taken together, the evidence led to the hypothesis that the attackers were
disgruntled samurai from one of the Western domains.
Kawaji’s police spoke to witnesses from the Kuichigai area and confirmed that several
men dressed as warriors had indeed been spotted in the area the evening of the attack.
Subsequently the officers undertook interviews at all the sandal shops in Tokyo. It was slow,
laborious police work, but it paid off: investigators discovered that several days before the
attempted assassination a female servant had purchased the clogs in question at a shop in the
Kyōbashi area. Further investigation led to the conclusion that the men were likely provincial
samurai from Kōchi Prefecture. Kōchi’s most famous son, Itagaki Taisuke of Tosa, had been
among those who had resigned from the government the previous year. Many samurai from the
Tosa domain were indeed furious with Iwakura, who had precipitated Itagaki’s falling out and
foiled a potential attack on Korea.
With a better sense of who they were looking for, Kawaji’s police made a search of the
Kyōbashi area. This led to the discovery of the ringleader of the assassination plot, Takechi
Kumakichi (1840–1874), in lodgings with his eight co-conspirators.262 Takechi and his men were
ex-officers of the new military, hailed from Tosa, and believed that a perceived stranglehold on
the government by Iwakura was stifling both Japanese ambitions and the true will of the
emperor.263 Police raided the conspirators’ lodgings and a fierce struggle ensued that led to
several injuries and the arrest of the men.264 The central government quickly made an example of
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the would-be assassins by speedily trying, convicting, and executing them by beheading. The
Keishi-chō’s swift and successful investigation did much to raise outside estimation of Tokyo’s
new police. Success also solidified the authority of both Home Minister Ōkubo and Kawaji, who
continued to be the guiding hands in the development of Japan’s modern policing institutions.

An Institution from Above
Although the Keishi-chō literally went from nonexistence to solving a high-profile case
overnight, its future development was another story. Ōkubo Toshimichi and Kawaji Toshiyoshi
were firmly in control of the institution from its foundation until their deaths five years later. The
two men sought to create an institution that supported two related goals. The first goal was to
secure control of a rapidly-growing Tokyo. The second was the development of a police
institution that assuaged the concerns of Western observers worried about possible treaty
revisions in the future. To achieve these goals, Ōkubo and Kawaji transformed the Keishi-chō
into an outwardly civil policing institution that was firmly under central control. This process
began with recruitment—which was further shaped by the exodus of men from the police in
1873—continued with a broad swathe of regulations, and culminated in the training and
resocialization of the men who served as police officers in Tokyo and beyond.

Recruitment
The government’s establishment of a Home Ministry and the Keishi-chō in January of
1874 brought with it a reorganization of Tokyo’s police forces. The departure of large numbers
of Kagoshima-born police officers in the wake of the government crisis of 1873 also necessitated
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an accelerated recruitment campaign.265 First, however, the government sought to streamline
policing by incorporating men already serving in other police roles into the new institution. The
Keishi-chō created a series of new rankings and transferred approximately 5000 men from the
now defunct rasotsu system to the new institution. A month later the Keishi-chō increased the
desired number of junsa to 6000 men, resulting in a significant shortfall. The Home Ministry
sought to make up for this deficit by drawing bannin with exemplary performance from the
recently-abolished ban’ya system.266
The Home Ministry’s attempt to merge the men of the ban’ya system into the Keishi-chō
brought about complications. A consequence of this reform was that a large majority of the
police—specifically, men of samurai status—were joined by those with a very different
background. Bannin in Tokyo were often natives of the city from the lower tier of the commoner
status group.267 Even more problematic was the fact that outside of the capital, the title of bannin
was almost exclusively held by members of the hinin status group. Although ex-hinin had been
excluded from jobs in policing the previous year, the reputations of all former bannin were
nonetheless marred by the title.268 The warrior majority of the Tokyo police was not amenable to
the idea that men of such status would hold positions commensurate to themselves.
Discrimination by samurai officers against former bannin eventually forced most of these men to
resign from the Tokyo police department.269
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This form of self-selection in the Keishi-chō’s recruitment pattern was reinforced by
Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s own preferences. As already noted, Kawaji’s report to the government
stressed a Continental recruitment method that hired former soldiers as police officers. Kawaji’s
stated preference for samurai was made feasible as an outgrowth of other government policies.
The Meiji government slowly but surely stripped away samurai privileges during the 1870s, a
trend that eventually led to the end of warrior status. By 1874 the elimination of stipends and
abolishment of the domains placed many men with samurai backgrounds on the verge of
destitution. The government’s desire to find a place for these men—and their own desperation
for employment—meant that Kawaji’s hope for a samurai-dominated institution became a
reality.
Accordingly, the government brought more samurai into the Keishi-chō via a far-reaching
recruitment campaign.270 This campaign, however, did not alter the demographics of Tokyo’s
police significantly. Indeed, by the end of 1874 ninety percent of the nearly 6000 junsa in Tokyo
were of a samurai background.271 And although the Tokyo police department recruited warriors
from more regions of Japan than ever before, samurai of Kagoshima continued to dominate,
especially at the higher ranks of the police. In December of 1876, 26.7 percent of officers hailed
from Kagoshima, with a separate 22.4 percent registering Tokyo as their place of origin. No
other prefecture reached even eight percent.272 Whether this was the influence of Kawaji and
Ōkubo or a form of institutional inertia is difficult to say. But the Tokyo police remained a
popular employer of samurai from Kagoshima. Consequently, a common bond in both status
background and native region carried over from the Tokyo occupation to the rasotsu and beyond.
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Regulation
A Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department dominated by uncouth rural samurai
necessitated a project of behavior reform if police officers were to be modern civil servants.
Indeed, as early as 1871 the Tokyo metropolitan government found it necessary to instruct
policemen not to “insult people in the streets or treat them violently,” as well as expressly forbid
“drinking, carousing, and fooling around with women” while on duty. As Suzanne O’Brien has
noted, becoming a proper policeman in Meiji Japan entailed both undergoing personal reform
and assuming responsibility for reforming others. 273 One way that the government sought to
achieve a transformation of police behavior was through regulation. The early years of the
Keishi-chō saw a proliferation of rules and edicts directed at police officers, a trend found in the
building of most Meiji institutions.274 By means of regulation, the Meiji government sought to
change the actions, conduct, and appearances of its police officers.
The government promulgated the first Keishi-chō regulations in February of 1875, more
than a year after the institution was established. Regulations required officers to maintain a
certain poise, and bow appropriately in the presence of the emperor or high-ranking civil
servants.275 In addition to how they comported themselves physically, regulations described the
demeanor expected of police officers. The Keishi-chō called on its officers to be “serious and
sober” and “deeply authentic” when dealing with members of the public.276 The government did
not want its officers to interact with common people in a demeaning or aggressive way. Such
ideals were promoted as much for appearance as they were their intrinsic merits. Above all,
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regulations of this kind were about crafting an institution that looked like police. This was part of
Japan’s ongoing efforts to secure respect in the eyes of Western countries.277
Efforts to impress outside observers also extended to the regulation of police uniforms.
Although such regulations existed from the rasotsu era onward, they were intensified, codified,
and modified in the transfer over to the Keishi-chō. The uniforms of rasotsu officers had been a
curious blend of traditional Japanese clothing and Western-style outfits.278 To Western eyes,
such uniforms had little in common with a police officer’s expected attire. Drawing inspiration
from the Parisian police, the Keishi-chō drew up regulations and designed new uniforms for its
police.279 Although modeled on French uniforms in most respects, Keishi-chō uniforms had a
more military cut. Also unlike those of Paris, the Tokyo police came to be defined as a
uniformed institution from its most senior officials all the way down. It was even said that
Kawaji Toshiyoshi wore a uniform day or night, regardless of the circumstances.280

Education
Recruitment and regulation were only some of the ways policymakers sought to shape the
police, as the Keishi-chō also pursued resocialization through education. Formal schooling for
police officers would not become commonplace until the 1880s, but in the mid-1870s officials
began to provide means by which police officers could educate themselves. Self-education was
achieved through personal study of various education materials, and no text produced for this
purpose was more important than the 1876 guidebook Keisatsu shugan. “Hands and Eyes of the
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Police” was written by Chief Superintendent Kawaji Toshiyoshi himself, and reveals the man’s
vision and philosophy for Japan’s police. Kawaji’s didactic text laid a foundation for what it
meant to be a police officer in Japan during the early Meiji period.
Kawaji opens Keisatsu shugan by likening the Japanese nation to a body, with the army
and navy as weapons that body wields to defend itself from outside threats. But for Kawaji, the
sword of the military is ineffective on its own: “If you neglect your body and leave it in an
unhealthy and unfit state, you will feel too weak to use your sword, no matter how excellent it is,
and end up being killed without even putting up a fight.”281 Kawaji goes on to position the police
as that which secures the nation’s inner health: “An expansion of police operations does nothing
but greatly promote Japan’s overall health as a nation.”282 On a national scale, Kawaji’s
metaphor situates the police as an institution of national strength that should be accorded equal
footing with both the army and navy.
In Keisatsu shugan, Kawaji also shares his thoughts on how the police should interact
with the common people of Japan. He begins by comparing the nation to a family: the
government is the parent and the people are children. As for the police, they are to “play the role
of a nanny who looks after children.” Kawaji further writes that “in a country like Japan, where
modern civilization is yet to take hold, the people must be regarded as young children.”283 The
Japanese police, then, are not to be the idealized civil police of Western Europe. Rather than
servants of the people, police officers are to take on the role of stern nursemaids to a mob of
unruly children. In order to succeed in this, Kawaji writes that the police must be superior to the
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people.284 A division between police and people is imperative: “It is essential that the two sides
recognize the existence of collusion and disdain between them as a boundary line and not cross
it.”285
On the other hand, in Keisatsu shugan Kawaji seeks to bind police officers to one another
even as he marks them as separate from the people. For Kawaji, service as a police officer is a
lifelong commitment: “Once someone takes up service with the police, he should devote himself
to his duties until he dies.”286 Serving as a police officer also means owing a debt to your fellow
officers. Kawaji writes that “colleagues have a duty to develop a bond to the extent of emulating
each other.” If colleagues turn away from their duties, however, they are to be cast out of the
brotherhood of police officers.287 Although service as a police officer is not often glamorous, “its
very nature is far superior to that of many high-ranking officials.”288 Such ideals became part of a
new, distinctive social identity that began to develop within the Japanese police institution during
this period. In order to understand how police identity developed, we must examine how social
identities are constructed more broadly.

Conclusion: An Identity from Within
According to social identity theory, people invariably classify themselves and others into
various social categories, such as organizational membership, religious affiliation, gender, or age
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cohort.289 One’s self-concept is comprised of both a personal identity (incorporating
characteristics such as bodily attributes or abilities) and a social identity encompassing relevant
group characteristics.290 As David Howell has shown, social identity during the Edo Period was
invariably connected to the status system.291 Consequently, identity in early modern Japan was
concerned more with one’s place in political and social institutions than an individual’s selfperceived social identity.292 The dismantling of the Tokugawa status system in the early Meiji
period marked a shift from concern with exteriority to an emphasis on interiority.293 This shift
was crucial for the development of a social identity among the Japanese police.

Organizational Identity
As Howell has noted, the creation of the centralized Meiji regime undermined the basis
of early modern society by “dumping the nested boxes of the status system into the single
container of imperial subjecthood.”294 However, the self-conception of a Japanese individual in
the Meiji period would not have been limited to that single container. According to Kenneth
Gergen, “the popular notion of the self-concept as a unified, consistent, or perceptually ‘whole’
psychological structure is possibly ill-conceived.”295 The extent to which an individual identifies
with a given social category is a matter of degree.296 Thus, in Meiji Japan one might identify as a
289
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subject of the emperor, a man, a Buddhist, and a factory worker—each to varying degrees.
Ashforth and Mael argue that among the varied types of social identification, organizational
identity can be singled out due to its concern with existential motives such as searches for
meaning, connectedness, empowerment, and immortality.297
Indeed, John C. Turner has proposed the existence of the “psychological group,” which
he defines as “a collection of people who share the same social identification or define
themselves in terms of the same social category membership.”298 A series of factors increase the
likelihood that an individual’s psychological group will overlap with his organizational identity.
First is the distinctiveness of the group’s values and practices in relation to comparable groups.
Distinctiveness differentiates one group from another and provides a distinctive identity; both
positive and negative distinctions are associated with identification. A second factor is the
prestige of a group, as individuals often identify themselves with success. Finally, identification
is associated with the salience of out-groups, as the awareness of an out-group underscores the
existence of a boundary and causes members to assume a greater in-group homogeneity.299
Further, socialization into a group leads to identification, which in turn causes the
internalization of that identity.300 This can occur through a divestiture process which supplants an
individual’s incoming identity with a new organizational identity. Such a divestiture process is
most commonly found in total institutions or organizations such as prisons, professional schools,
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or the military. In order to reconstruct a newcomer’s identity, such organizations often remove
symbols of previous identities, restrict or isolate newcomers from external contact, impose new
identification symbols, and rigidly prescribe and proscribe behavior.301

Creating a Japanese Police Identity
The early Japanese police force described in this chapter fits well with the theory of
organizational identity outlined above. The Tokyo police were unquestionably a distinct
organization. No such institution had existed in Japan prior to the country’s opening to the West,
and individuals who did engage in policing were seen in an especially negative light.302 This was
particularly true among warriors: as Obinata Sumio has noted, samurai invariably viewed police
work as a “base occupation.”303 But negative distinctions can be associated with identification,
and in such cases those distinctions are often recast as positives.304 This can account for many of
the efforts on the part of Meiji policymakers to transform the police into an distinctive
organization shorn of connections to older policing regimes. In order to draw in recruits and
retain them, a distinctly positive organizational identity for the police was necessary.
Prestige also became an issue for the police. Perceived prestige is tied closely to
organizational identification, as individuals seek to identify themselves with a “winner.”305 As we
have seen, Kawaji Toshiyoshi and other policymakers took great lengths not only to develop the
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police as an institution of law and order but also as one with a positive pedigree. They sought to
create an institution that was both civilized in the eyes of the West and a symbol of Japan’s
prestige. The incorporation of Western models supported this, as did successes such as the swift
resolution of the Iwakura assassination case. And when Kawaji writes that the position of a
police officer “is far superior to that of many high-ranking officials,” he is explicitly imbuing
service in the police with a sense of prestige, a sense that was unambiguously aimed not at
outside observers but at the ordinary police officers for whom Keisatsu shugan was intended.306
Finally, an awareness of out-groups underscores the existence of external difference and
causes members of an organization to assume an in-group uniformity.307 Police in the early Meiji
period, for instance, often found themselves at odds with members of the new military. Tokyo
officers during the 1870s chafed at the swagger of army recruits, as the conscript military posed
a threat to the warrior tradition from which most police officers came. As a consequence, street
brawls between soldiers and police officers were a not uncommon occurrence.308 But the most
salient out-group for the police was the common population of Tokyo. As the Meiji regime
explicitly sought to erect a barrier between the police and the people, the negative relationship
with authority that arose during the occupation of Edo persisted. This left an enduring rift
between those who might disrupt order and those tasked with keeping it.
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The Nature of Police Identity
When individuals join a voluntary total organization such as the Meiji police, their
superiors invariably expect them to show compliance and loyalty even in the face of adversity.309
Accordingly, the men who chose to serve as police officers in Tokyo—whether they joined the
force because of destitution in the wake of the dissolution of samurai status or an attraction to its
apparent ideals—had their social identities reconstructed. This was most visible in the forced
removal of the right to carry swords, a key component of most officers’ previous identity as
samurai. Top-down socialization efforts in the forms of regulation, training, and education also
played a part in this process. These brought with them new symbols, new modes of presentation,
and new ideals. As a new police identity came into being, these processes meant that the men
who served as police were likely to both take on their organizational identity and internalize it as
a part of their self-conception.
But what was to be the nature of Japanese police identity? The early stages of the identity
formation process as recounted in this chapter left open several possible paths. Kawaji
Toshiyoshi’s emphasis on recruiting samurai joined with his own military background to suggest
a martial identity. On the other hand, competing models existed. Government efforts to present a
civilized institution to the West stressed an idealized French model. The British model found in
the treaty ports also remained, as did the writings of Fukuzawa Yukichi and Ishida Eikichi. But
such concepts were largely theoretical and confined to the realm of policymakers, bureaucrats,
and high-ranking police officials. This multitude of possibilities meant that Japanese police
identity in the mid-1870s had the potential to develop in any number of different directions.
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There is every possibility, then, that given time the Japanese police might have adopted a
straightforwardly civil orientation with minor military accoutrements after the fashion of the
Parisian police. But the early- to mid-1870s, as we have seen, were a period of competing
influences, continual reorganization, and experimentation on the part of policymakers. This
period of confusion meant that numerous questions remained unanswered. What kind of
organization was the Japanese police institution? What did it mean to be a Japanese police
officer? The late 1870s brought to bear new pressures and provided new experiences that
afforded some answers to these questions. And in 1877 Saigō Takamori plunged Japan—and the
police—into a crisis that proved decisive. It is to the Satsuma Rebellion that we turn in chapter
four.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE POLICE GO TO WAR

The Meiji government faced sporadic local uprisings in the form of both peasant protest
and samurai agitation beginning shortly after its founding.310 Few of these, however, seriously
threatened the security of the new government. The last and greatest armed challenge to the
Meiji order appeared in 1877. The Satsuma Rebellion—or “Southwest War” as it is known in
Japan—was a decisive event in early Meiji history.311 Not only was the Satsuma Rebellion the
final civil war in Japan’s bloody history, but it was also a crucial proving ground for Japan’s
fledgling conscript army. Due to both a series of concerns about that army and the scale of the
conflict, the Satsuma Rebellion was also a pivotal event in the formation of modern Japanese
police. In this chapter, I will show how the Meiji regime’s decision to send thousands of police
officers to the battlefields of the southwest cultivated a military masculinity at the core of police
identity.

Saigō Takamori and the Shigakkō
The origins of the Satsuma Rebellion lay in the power struggles that punctuated the early
days of the Meiji regime. Driven by both persistent domainal divisions and disagreements on
policy, the return of the members of the Iwakura Mission from their travels abroad in September
1873 resulted in the departure of numerous high-ranking men from the government. The most
commonly-cited cause of the break is the Seikanron or “debate on subjugating Korea by force.”
Ostensibly a push for military action against Korea, returnees led by Iwakura Tomomi and
310
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Ōkubo Toshimichi seized upon the debate to discredit numerous members of the caretaker
administration. Subsequently, influential men such as Councillor Itagaki Taisuke, former Justice
Minister Etō Shinpei, and Boshin War hero and general Saigō Takamori resigned from the
government.
These men eventually returned to their home prefectures, where each chose a different
way of fighting for his policy goals. Itagaki, for example, founded a liberal party in Tosa with the
hope that he could affect change by political means. In time, he would become a leader among
the political opposition to the Meiji government. Etō Shinpei returned to his home of Saga,
where he was caught up in efforts to change the course of the course of the government through
violent action. Saigō Takamori, meanwhile, ostensibly withdrew from active political
engagement after his return to Kagoshima. There, Saigō entered into an apparently idyllic
retirement. By all appearances disconnected from national politics, he hunted, fished, and took
long walks with his dogs. But Saigō’s position as a symbol of the high ideals of the Meiji
Restoration meant that he became both a rallying point for the disaffected and a target of
suspicion by those who continued to hold power in Tokyo.
Saigō’s departure also meant that many Satsuma men in the government had to choose
between a loyalty to Saigō or a loyalty to the central regime. Large numbers of discontented men
chose the former, leading to an exodus of Satsuma samurai from the government. Among these
were three hundred officers of the Tokyo police.312 Still, Satsuma samurai remained dominant in
the Keishi-chō, as many men—including Saigō’s former protégé Kawaji Toshiyoshi—stayed
loyal to the central regime. In the southwest, meanwhile, there were many who looked to Saigō
as an inspiration and symbol of their disaffection with the government in Tokyo. Shortly after
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Saigō returned to Satsuma in 1873, a number of these disaffected former samurai approached
him with the suggestion that he start a series of military academies in Kagoshima.313
Saigō made plans for the Shigakkō or “Private Academy” in consultation with other exgovernment men from Kagoshima such as Kirino Toshiaki (1838–1877), Shinohara Kunimoto
(1837–1877), and Murata Shinpachi (1836–1877). Saigō subsequently sought support from the
governor of Kagoshima Prefecture, Ōyama Tsunayoshi (1825–1877). Ōyama enthusiastically
supported Saigō’s idea for a series of private schools in Kagoshima. At the expense of the
prefectural government, Saigō’s supporters planned the construction of their first school building
on the ruins of the Satsuma domain’s stables. By June of 1874 a complex of nearly 250 square
meters was complete.314 The school had two main divisions: an infantry division supervised by
Shinohara and an artillery division supervised by Murata. In additional to both traditional and
Western military arts, the Shigakkō also provided instruction in the Confucian classics.315
The initial campus of the Shigakkō enrolled fewer than eight hundred students, but over
the next two years the network of private academies expanded and the Shigakkō became a major
institution in Satsuma society and politics.316 Saigō did not play an active role in the school, but
its success and expansion throughout Kagoshima Prefecture were due in part to his support. He
provided funds to support the academies from the substantial salary he continued to receive from
the government, and was taken as the founding father of the Shigakkō system. Governor Ōyama
was also active in supporting the schools, paying teachers’ salaries with prefectural funds and
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providing for the purchase of guns and ammunition for the students.317 As the Shigakkō network
developed into a private paramilitary organization, the central government in Tokyo observed
from afar with both suspicion and concern.

Spies in Satsuma?
Central government officials such as Ōkubo Toshimichi remained wary of Saigō’s
intentions even after the general’s departure from government service. Their concerns intensified
in 1874 following both the establishment of the Shigakkō and the Etō Shinpei-led Saga
Rebellion. Although the Meiji regime easily crushed the rebellion in Saga, the fact that Etō
appealed to Saigō for support was a cause for real concern. Saigō certainly rebuffed Etō, but the
rapid expansion of the Shigakkō implied the possibility that he might yet take up arms against
the central government. There are serious questions as to what steps Ōkubo—and Kawaji
Toshiyoshi, possibly operating under the Home Minster’s orders—took in the winter of 1876.
All we can know for certain is that in late December of 1876 and early January of 1877 at least
fifty Satsuma-born officers of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department arrived in
Kagoshima.318
The intentions of these men are murky. Their return to Kagoshima coincided with an
inspection by a high-ranking Tokyo official whose stated mission was to clarify the Meiji
regime’s relationship with the government in Kagoshima. It is unclear if he had any connection
to the police. Regardless, leaders of the Shigakkō suspected the police officers of treachery and
placed them under close observation. Hotheaded former samurai considered the men traitors to
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Satsuma, and agitated for their immediate arrest and execution. Local feeling against the
government in Tokyo was undoubtedly at its height. The exact sequence of events that followed
is unclear, but there is no question that local officials arrested many of the police officers.
Among them was Nakahara Hisao (1845–1914), who was taken into custody by Satsuma
officials at some point in the first two months of 1877.
The events that followed Nakahara’s arrest are routinely cited as the spark that ignited the
Satsuma Rebellion.319 Details, however, remain unclear. In some versions of the story Kawaji
Toshiyoshi—sometimes at the behest of Ōkubo Toshiyoshi and other times of his own
initiative—ordered Nakahara and his compatriots to infiltrate the Shigakkō and dissuade its
members from anti-government agitation. If rebellion was imminent, Kawaji expected Nakahara
and his men to assassinate Saigō. Saigō’s death was to be followed by an all-out assault on
Kagoshima by the imperial army and navy.320 In other interpretations, Nakahara let slip plans to
infiltrate the Shigakkō to Taniguchi Tōgorō, a Saigō loyalist. Taniguchi immediately reported to
his superiors that Nakahara intended to assassinate Saigō. This led to the police officer’s arrest.
What is not in doubt is that Satsuma officials tortured Nakahara after his imprisonment and
forced him to produce a signed confession.321
Nakahara Hisao’s purported confession is a fascinating document. The confession was
undoubtedly coerced, and immediately after the war Nakahara denounced its veracity.
Nevertheless, the document circulated widely: it appeared in both Tokyo’s Nichi Nichi Shinbun
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and Yokohama’s English-language Japan Weekly Mail within a month of it becoming public.322
The confession is dated February 5, 1877, and indicates that Nakahara was arrested by Satsuma
officials two days earlier. According to the document, in November of 1876 Nakahara attended a
meeting at the home of Kawaji Toshiyoshi, Chief Superintendent of the Tokyo Metropolitan
Police.323 There, Kawaji ordered him to travel home to Kagoshima and kill Saigō in the event of
an uprising. A month later, Nakahara joined with other conspirators at an empty house owned by
Kawaji to finalize their plans. However, Nakahara was arrested immediately after his arrival in
Kagoshima and had no opportunity to put those plans into action.324
The contents of Nakahara Hisao’s confession were explosive, to say the least. Those in
Kagoshima who were already suspicious of the government apparently found the confession
eminently believable.325 Given the fact that the confession appears to have played a role in
Saigō’s decision to lead the rebellion, is interesting to note Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s presence at the
heart of the purported conspiracy. The document does not mention any other officials of the
central government, and although it attributes a great degree of initiative to Nakahara and his
fellow police officers, the blame for the alleged plan to assassinate Saigō is unequivocally laid at
Kawaji’s feet. We will probably never discern the truth of the matter. Nonetheless, it is difficult
not to wonder what Saigō Takamori may have thought when told that his old ally, countryman,
and protégé had sent assassins to murder him.
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The Outbreak of Civil War
The Nakahara confession provided the necessary justification for war, and certainly
played a role in bring Saigō Takamori on board. But grievances against the government in Tokyo
had long festered in Kagoshima. The sources of discontent were varied, and ranged from the
1876 banning of a samurai’s right to carry swords to the central regime’s efforts to snuff out
Satsuma’s long-cherished autonomy. And even before the appearance of Nakahara’s confession
the first shots of the war had already been fired. In late January, the central government
dispatched the Mitsubishi steamship Sekiryū-maru to remove a stockpile of weapons from the
Kagoshima arsenal as a precaution. Word leaked out, and furious students from the Shigakkō
raided the powder house, capturing both the guards and some sixty thousand rounds of
ammunition. On January 31, the students attacked the shipyard at Iso, seizing more arms and
ammunition.326
With war unavoidable, Saigō announced his decision to go to Tokyo and confront the
central government on February 7. Satsuma began mobilizing for war under his leadership, and
the students of the Shigakkō became the core of his army. The men had trained in modern
warfare, and carried both breech-loading Snider and muzzle-loading Enfield rifles in addition to
their swords. They were also supported by numerous pieces of artillery. Saigō soon had an army
of nearly twelve thousand men. On February 15, an advance army marched from Kagoshima
toward Kumamoto and was joined two days later by Saigō himself. Within days the Satsuma
army made plans to seize the strategic Kumamoto Castle. The castle was defended by a small
force of about two thousand conscript soldiers under Major General Tani Tateki (1837–1911).327
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Tani was concerned with his soldiers’ readiness and made the decision to hold firm in the castle,
beginning a siege.
Tani based his decision to hold firm on several factors, none of which had anything to do
with concerns about his men’s ability to fight. His conscript soldiers had performed well in
crushing the small Shinpūren Rebellion of the previous October, even if their first battlefield
experience left them shaken. From the beginning, Yamagata Aritomo (1838–1922), architect of
Japan’s conscript army, was confident that the imperial army’s forty-five thousand men and
critical advantage in materiel could overcome Saigō’s forces. Despite this, the government
sought to supplement the military with auxiliaries. Colin Jaundrill has shown that the decision to
enlist volunteers and others from outside the military was, more than anything, about
safeguarding the army’s direction.328 Augmenting the conscript army with more battle-tested
men could protect a still shaky system from the “potential trauma of throwing thousands of
untrained men into combat.”329 Fortunately for the government in Tokyo, Japan had a large pool
of experienced men of military background who were ready and able to join in the fight.

Police as Soldiers
Shortly after the outbreak of war in Satsuma, policymakers in the central government
considered the possibility of recruiting samurai to supplement the conscript army. On February
3, Minister of the Right Iwakura Tomomi consulted Home Minister Ōkubo Toshimichi about the
possibility of actively recruiting former samurai to deal with the emergency.330 This proposal
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stirred much debate, as the wholesale recruitment of warriors contradicted the very premise of a
conscript army. Iwakura was committed, and in a letter to Sanjō Sanetomi (1837–1891), Kido
Takayoshi, and Ōkubo he proposed a compromise. “Why not recruit three or four thousand
strong men as police officers in Tokyo?” he wrote. “They can be trained as soldiers and
subsequently dispatched to the front.”331

The Saga Rebellion
By 1877, deploying police from Tokyo to active battlefields was not a new concept. In
the three years prior to the outbreak of war in Satsuma, under the leadership of Ōkubo
Toshimichi the Home Ministry dispatched police officers from the capital to pacify a series of
samurai uprisings in southern Japan. Officers from Tokyo played roles in the Shinpūren, Hagi,
and Akizuki rebellions, all of which took place in 1876. The Keishi-chō’s initial experience with
armed insurrection, however, was the Saga Rebellion of 1874. Saga-born Etō Shinpei led the
uprising, which was the first major samurai revolt of the Meiji period. Like Saigō Takamori, Etō
had departed the government in in 1873 following the Seikanron debate. Thereafter he returned
to his home prefecture of Saga, where he accepted leadership of the Seikantō, a faction of
disgruntled samurai dedicated to waging war against Korea.332
Soon, Etō’s Seikantō joined with another group of discontented samurai who sought to
both safeguard warrior privileges and oppose Westernization.333 This joint “Patriotism Party”
quickly turned violent. They published a manifesto of grievances and declared war against the
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central government on February 11, 1874.334 Etō and his compatriots expected samurai in other
parts of Kyushu to join them in revolt against the government in Tokyo, but the other prefectures
remained calm. The Imperial Army mobilized, and its forces quickly overwhelmed the small
band of would-be revolutionaries. Etō and the other leaders of the rebellion, however, managed
to evade the authorities.335
On February 25, Home Minister Ōkubo Toshimichi ordered Inspector Watanuki
Yoshinao (1831–1889) of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department to secure Nagasaki and
Saga while others hunted for Etō Shinpei. Some two hundred patrolmen from Tokyo
accompanied Watanuki.336 Meanwhile, Etō was arrested a month later in Kōchi Prefecture and
remanded to central government authorities. Within two days of being apprehended, a judge
handpicked by Ōkubo Toshimichi found Etō guilty of high treason and ordered the former justice
minister executed.337 Although Watanuki and his men did not serve alongside the regular army in
Saga, the deployment of Tokyo officers as small squads of armed peacekeepers in and around
sites of unrest set a precedent that was built upon in subsequent rebellions.338
Ōkubo Toshimichi’s deployment of police officers from Tokyo to the provinces in his
capacity as Home Minister is unsurprising. Immediately after the 1873 Seikanron crisis, Ōkubo
had emerged as one of the most powerful men in the Meiji government. As Home Minister, he
also had Kawaji Toshiyoshi and the large force of men that made up the Tokyo police directly
under his authority. Further, Ōkubo’s actions were not without precedent. In the nineteenth
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century, the states of Continental Europe routinely employed gendarmeries—that is, military
police—to deal with uprisings outside the metropole.339 Ōkubo was undoubtedly familiar with
the concept of gendarmeries from his time in Europe, and prior to the establishment of a true
Japanese gendarmerie in 1881, the only comparable force with sufficient manpower and
commensurate reach was the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department.
Furthermore, Ōkubo’s decision to deploy Tokyo police officers to the site of a military
engagement fit his own predilections. The early debate over the form of Japan’s modern military
was also a debate between Yamagata Aritomo of Chōshū and Ōkubo. Yamagata was a proponent
of the European-style system that eventually became law: mass conscription of all able-bodied
Japanese men. Ōkubo’s proposal suggested that the government instead create a smaller, more
elite military. Rather than mass conscription, Ōkubo envisioned a volunteer force composed
primarily of former samurai.340 In time, he came to accept Yamagata’s plan for a conscript
military. But Ōkubo’s vision of a small, elite force of samurai volunteers bears more than a
passing resemblance to the Tokyo Metropolitan Police of the mid-1870s. It should come as no
surprise, then, that Ōkubo made continued use of the army directly under his command.

The Shinpūren, Akizuki, and Hagi Rebellions
The execution of Etō Shimpei and his co-conspirators in April of 1874 did not snuff out
the embers of rebellion in southwestern Japan. Societies across Kyushu remained steeped in antigovernment views, and Kumamoto Prefecture proved a particular hotbed. Among the most
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extreme of these groups was the Keishintō (“Piety Party”), which was led by a man named
Ōtaguro Tomo’o (1835–1876). Disciples of a radical Shinto priest, the men of the Keishintō
were samurai who saw themselves as the embodiment of an idealized Japanese warrior ethos.341
Disillusioned with the Meiji government’s Westernization efforts and driven by delusions of
self-importance, members of the Keishintō entered into a secret alliance against the government
with other extremist groups in late 1876.
Precipitated by the Grand Council of State’s ordinance forbidding the carrying of swords
in March of 1876, the leaders of the alliance named it the Shinpūren (“League of the Divine
Wind”). Shortly before midnight on October 24, 1876, Ōtagura and his men launched a surprise
assault on the army garrison in Kumamoto. Due to diversionary fires set by the Shinpūren, the
attack was startlingly effective: the rebels succeeded in assassinating Taneda Masaaki (1837–
1876), Commander of the Kumamoto Garrison; General Takeshima Shigetoku, Army Chief of
Staff; and Yasuoka Ryōsuke (1825–1876), Governor of Kumamoto Prefecture. The army
successfully put down the rebellion within hours, but the garrison troops suffered heavy losses:
227 soldiers and officers were injured and sixty-five were killed.342
The Shinpūren attacks inspired two nearly simultaneous uprisings: the Akizuki Rebellion
and the Hagi Rebellion. The former began when around two hundred samurai of the former
Akizuki Domain in Fukuoka Prefecture massed in support of the Keishintō. The first violent act
of the Akizuki rebels was an attack on nearby Myōgan-ji temple where they murdered a man by
the name of Honami Hantarō. An officer of the Fukuoka Prefectural Police, Honami has the
dubious distinction of being one of the first modern Japanese police officers to be killed in the
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line of duty.343 Meanwhile, the Hagi Rebellion erupted when two hundred samurai led by
Maebara Issei (1834–1876) sought to attack the prefectural offices in Yamaguchi city; advance
warning to nearby garrisons from the governor led to their complete defeat.344
Following the outbreak of all three rebellions, the Home Ministry dispatched squads of
Tokyo police officers to the region in order to secure the area and defeat any remaining groups of
rebels. On November 1, for instance, Inspector Hayashi Sansuke was dispatched from Tokyo
with the mission of pacifying the area and rounding up any remaining rebels.345 Four days later,
Inspector Sakoda Toshitsune arrived in Hagi at the head of another squad. Rebels attacked
Sakoda’s men shortly after their arrival; the police initially suffered a loss, but went on to rally
and completely demolish the group of rebels. Operating under rumors that rebel ringleader
Maebara was escaping to Niigata by sea, the Home Ministry also dispatched Inspector Mitsuma
Masahiro (1836–1899) and three hundred patrolmen to the city in an attempt to cut off
Maebara’s presumed escape.346

Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s Army
As we have seen, Home Minister Ōkubo Toshimichi dispatched police officers from
Tokyo to play a part in suppressing samurai rebellions in southwestern Japan in both 1874 and
1876. In each case, small squads of patrolmen operated as elite support units for the regular
army. They fought when necessary and performed clean-up duties after the army’s major
engagements. Given the scale of Saigō’s rebellion, it is only natural that the Home Ministry
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would deploy Tokyo officers similarly in 1877. Indeed, immediately after news of the uprising in
Satsuma reached Tokyo, Ōkubo Toshimichi and Kawaji Toshiyoshi consulted on what role the
police would play in the conflict.347 Kawaji Toshiyoshi was soon commissioned as a Major
General and given command over the Third Detached Brigade. These nine thousand Tokyo
officers were popularly known as the Keishi-tai or “Police Corps” and fought in some of the
most important battles of the Satsuma Rebellion.

The Police Corps
The first wave of police officers sent to the front took the form of an advance guard of six
hundred Tokyo patrolmen. Dispatched in February under the leadership of Watanuki Yoshinao,
these men headed directly to Kumamoto, where the castle was already under siege. A short time
later, Watanuki was followed by Superintendent Shigenobu Tsunenori at the head of some nine
hundred men. Their destination was Fukuoka in Saga Prefecture. They were soon reinforced by
Chief Inspector Ueda Yoshimi and Inspector Sonoda Yasukata at the head of another two
hundred men.348 The Home Ministry dispatched successive waves of men from Tokyo over the
course of February and into March. As in 1874 and 1876, squads of police from Tokyo served as
semi-independent military forces under the authority of Ōkubo Toshimichi and Kawaji
Toshiyoshi.349
As Obinata Sumio has noted, by the mid-1870s the national scope of the capital’s police
power was an open secret.350 Indeed, even foreign observers noticed Tokyo’s police force
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readying for war. Charles Wirgman (1832–1891), a correspondent for the Illustrated London
News, observed a troop of police officers on their way to Kyushu and contributed both an
illustration (Figure 4.1) and description of the incident:
Our well-known Artist and Correspondent at Yokohama, Mr. C. Wirgman,
contributes a sketch of the appearance of a detachment of the Yedo policemen on
their way to embark for the province of Satsuma, where the civil war has not yet
been entirely suppressed. The rank and file of this contribution from the civil to
the military force are not yet armed with more deadly weapons than their stout
truncheons or quarter-staves; and their ordinary uniform of long-skirted overcoats,
of a quite European pattern, seems more becoming to street than to field service.
But they are good tall fellows, though one or two of them, being shortsighted and
wearing spectacles, are likely to prove but indifferent marksmen with the rifle. It
is nevertheless to be expected that they will make tolerably efficient soldiers, after
due instruction by the drill-master, and will render useful service in the ensuing
campaign.351
Published a month after the war had already ended, Wirgman’s contemporaneous account is
nonetheless interesting, if riddled with the inaccurate assumptions that were so common in
Western accounts of Japan in the latter part of the nineteenth century.
The Illustrated London News account assumes, perhaps not unreasonably, that the “Yedo
policemen” described by Wirgman would require extensive retraining before their arrival at the
battlefield. This misconception can be attributed to the common Anglo-American understanding
of police. The English did recruit former soldiers to serve as police officers in the late-nineteenth
century, but the British system lacked a tradition of military police in the mold of continental
gendarmeries. Due to a supposedly high-minded apprehension about Continental absolutism,
English police forces were intentionally non-military. England had no institution comparable to
military police; over the course of a man’s life he could be both soldier and a police officer, but
never at the same time.
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Figure 4.1. Charles Wirgman, “The Civil War in Japan: Yedo Policemen Going to the Seat of
War in Satsuma,” Illustrated London News, October 13, 1877. Author’s personal collection.
Modeled as it was on Continental systems with large forces of gendarmes, the Japanese
police system had no such divisions in the early Meiji period. Indeed, many of the men serving
as officers in the Tokyo Metropolitan Police in 1877 already possessed martial experience. Not
only did the vast majority of Tokyo officers have warrior backgrounds, a significant number had
also fought on the battlefields of the 1868 Boshin War. Further, in 1874 the Home Ministry
began to prepare for possible samurai uprisings by providing military drill training to police
officers.352 Accordingly, by 1877 Tokyo police officers probably needed less “instruction by a
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drill-master” than the average conscript soldiers. The men Wirgman observed were more than
ready for a fight when they boarded their ship in Yokohama.

Police Auxiliaries
Both the departure of police from the capital and the continuing effort to safeguard the
conscript army led to a massive, accelerated recruitment campaign of police officers in the early
months of 1877. One group of men targeted for recruitment were old enemies of the Satsuma
Domain. Kawaji Toshiyoshi looked in particular to samurai from the former Aizu Domain in
Fukushima Prefecture, as the domain’s devastating defeat at the hands of Satsuma during the
Boshin War had left a lingering animosity among many from Aizu. In order to recruit them as
police, Kawaji enlisted the aid of Sagawa Kanbei (1831–1877), a former Aizu elder who was
already serving as a police officer in Tokyo. Sagawa enthusiastically sought to recruit his
countrymen as police officers, and a group of Aizu men would go on to play a pivotal role in one
of the Satsuma Rebellion’s most important engagements.353
Over the first three months of 1877 the Home Ministry recruited nearly three thousand
men to serve as patrolmen in the Tokyo police. Almost all men of samurai background, the
recruits were drawn in particular from northeastern Japan. Many such recruits sought the
opportunity to get revenge upon their old southwestern enemies. Others were probably more
enticed by the incentives offered: the government provided an enlistment bonus of five yen,
welfare support for family members left behind, and an additional cash payment of twenty-five
yen payable upon discharge.354 The first of the police auxiliaries arrived in Tokyo at the
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beginning of March, whereupon they began an intense three- to four-month period of military
drill training. Although some of the recruits remained to secure the safety and security of the
capital, most were quickly shipped off to the battlefields of the southwest.355
In total, the government recruited around six thousand temporary patrolmen into the
Tokyo police as samurai support for the conscript army. For auxiliaries, the role of police officer
was limited to the suppression of rebellion.356 As a consequence, they lacked a shared experience
of serving in Tokyo beyond their three months of drill instruction. This set the auxiliaries apart
from the men of the preexisting core of Tokyo officers who served in Satsuma. As I showed in
chapter three, those men were already bound together by both a nascent organizational identity
built on shared experience and ties to both one another and Kawaji Toshiyoshi. The auxiliaries
who joined the police temporarily did not have these connections. Although they worked
together for a common cause, their diverse origins and experiences meant that they were only
police in the loosest sense.
Nevertheless, when these men fought for the government they did so both as part of the
Keishi-tai and under the leadership of Kawaji Toshiyoshi. After the war, most of the auxiliaries
disbanded and returned to their home prefectures. Some may have joined local police forces, but
the greater part probably took up other occupations. In this sense, they had little lingering impact
on the police per se. But as long as battle raged and they fought under the banner of the Keishitai, they did so as police. The heroism and battlefield experience of both core members of the
Tokyo police and auxiliaries became linked to the broader police experience of the Satsuma
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Rebellion. Both sets of men were recognized as police both inside and outside of the Tokyo
police organization.

Police in Battle
Members of the core contingent of the Tokyo Keishi-tai were dispatched in small squads
to battlefield engagements across the southwest. There, they were attached to larger forces of
conscript soldiers as support units. Meanwhile, auxiliary police forces deployed as larger units
and played a central role in numerous battles. A voluminous amount of material exists
chronicling the disparate experiences of the police forces. Accordingly, I have decided to focus
on two separate engagements involving police officers. Taken together, these battles present a
cross section of the experiences and impact of the police officers who fought in the Satsuma
Rebellion. First, I will examine the pivotal siege of Kumamoto Castle, where Tokyo officers
served as a valuable support unit. Secondly, I will discuss the critical battle of Tabaruzaka. The
battle was one of the turning points of the Satsuma Rebellion, and police auxiliaries were central
to the outcome.

The Siege of Kumamoto Castle
On February 10, 1877, Home Minister Ōkubo Toshimichi dispatched six hundred police
officers from Tokyo to provide support in Kyushu. Under the leadership of Inspector Watanuki
Yoshinao, these police officers boarded a ship at Yokosuka and departed for the southwest that
same day. Born into a samurai family in Yanagawa Domain in 1831, Watanuki had extensive
battlefield experience: he saw combat during the First Chōshū Expedition of 1864 and fought on
the imperial side during the Boshin War. Four years later, he joined the Tokyo Metropolitan
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Police. In the aftermath of the Saga Rebellion, Watanuki led a squad of police in peacekeeping
duties in Nagasaki. In 1877 Inspector Watanuki and his men were again bound for a security
mission in Nagasaki, but shortly after their arrival the seriousness of the situation in Watanuki’s
home prefecture soon became apparent.357
Immediately after arriving in Nagasaki, Watanuki and his men boarded the ship
Kanagawa-maru and departed for Kumamoto.358 Watanuki’s intention was to provide support
for the forces preparing to defend that city’s strategic castle. Kumamoto Castle was to be the
main target of Saigō’s army in the early days of February, and its fall to rebel forces would mean
the loss of both of a vital fortification and the valuable store of weapons and ammunition held
within. But defending the castle was a difficult proposition for its garrison commander, General
Tani Tateki.359 Tani was concerned with his troops’ low morale: many of his conscripts had still
not recovered from the shock of the bloody Shinpūren rebellion of the previous October.
From several bad options, General Tani choose to hold his position and fortify
Kumamoto Castle. Tani ordered his men to prepare to withstand a siege, but things looked grim:
on February 19, a fire broke out that incinerated much of the castle’s food reserves and nearly
destroyed the garrison’s even more valuable store of ammunition. On the following day Tani
received his last message from the outside: a telegram from General Nozu Michitsura (1841–
1908) announcing that he and his army were on their way to defend the castle. But there was no
indication that Nozu’s reinforcements would arrive anytime soon. However, Tani received a
fortunate surprise later that day: Watanuki Yoshinao, accompanied by his six hundred Tokyo
police officers, beat Saigō’s army to the castle by mere hours. According to Ideishi Torahiko,
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who was among the castle’s garrison, Watanuki’s men were “greeted with the same joy with
which 100,000 men would have been welcomed.”360
The arrival of Inspector Watanuki and his men brought a needed boost to both the
manpower and morale of Tani’s garrison. Two days later the police experienced their first action:
an attempted assault on the castle saw a small force of Watanuki’s men sally forth to fight back
the rebel attackers.361 A similar skirmish occurred two days after that, when eleven police
officers struck out to dislodge about half a dozen rebel soldiers.362 The siege dragged on and on,
and similar engagements took place repeatedly over the course of the following two months. By
the time General Nozu’s army arrived to lift the siege at the end of April, 178 of Watanuki’s
men—including seven ranking officers—were either dead or injured. They made up nearly a
quarter of the total casualties among the defenders of Kumamoto Castle.363
The heroics of police officers did not go unnoticed by outside observers. As Ikizumi
Masahiro has noted, popular perceptions of the Satsuma Rebellion in 1877 Japan were driven by
the imaginative nishiki-e prints that accompanied newspaper accounts.364 Print artists did not
witness the war themselves, but as Mark Ravina notes in his study of images of Saigō Takamori,
nishiki-e images were “evocations of social meaning rather than transparent representations of
material details.”365 Hayakawa Shōzan’s Kagoshima seitō ichiran (Figure 4.2), for example,
sensationally depicts a rebel assault on Kumamoto Castle. At the center of the tumultuous battle
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Figure 4.2. Hayakawa Shōzan, Kagoshima seitō ichiran. March 21, 1877. Woodblock print; ink
and color on paper. Triptych panel two of three. The National Diet Library of Japan, Tokyo.
From: The National Diet Library, http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1301565 (accessed February
24, 2019). The Junsa battō-tai (“Patrolmen Sword Corps”) are the uniformed figures in the
center of the image.
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a group of sword-wielding police officers can be seen valiantly holding back Saigō’s army. The
siege of Kumamoto was certainly a popular subject of these prints, but no single engagement of
the war captured the imagination of nishiki-e artists like the critical Battle of Tabaruzaka.

The Battle of Tabaruzaka
While Tani and his men remained holed up in Kumamoto Castle, the larger Imperial
Army sought a means by which to reach the strategic fortification and relieve its garrison.
Encamped north of the city, General Nozu’s forces waited for an opening. Unfortunately for the
men of the army, a series of ridges stood between their position and Kumamoto. The hills were
part of the original castle’s design and were supposed to provide a topographical advantage to
the defenders. In this case, however, that advantage accrued to the besiegers. In order to
approach the castle from the north, Nozu’s men had to cross the high ground at one of three
points, none of which were advantageous. The approach chosen was the hill of Tabaruzaka.
Although it was the best of several bad options, the steep hillsides still served as ready-made
fortifications for rebel forces.366
The Battle of Tabaruzaka was to prove the decisive engagement of the Satsuma
Rebellion. Both sides mustered some ten thousand men apiece, and the battle was fought with
shocking ferocity: casualties approached nearly four thousand men on each side.367 However, it
was not the massive number of ordinary soldiers who fought and died that received the most
attention during the month-long battle of attrition that was Tabaruzaka. The Japanese media
instead chose to focus on the sensational battlefield exploits of a group of police officers known
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as the battō-tai or “Sword Corps.” The unit was composed entirely of police auxiliaries, all of
whom were men from the former Aizu Domain. Hiraku Shimoda rightly notes that the men of
the battō-tai—police auxiliaries or no—saw their service as revenge for Aizu’s defeat during the
Boshin war.368 But media reports glossed over the Aizu connection, focusing instead on their
dramatic exploits at Tabaruzaka.
On March 16, 1877, Tokyo’s Yomiuri Shinbun carried an in-depth account of the battōtai’s deeds. The Yomiuri’s article does give the army and its superior weaponry credit for the
imperial victory on March 14. But the author is far more interested in the valor and battlefield
successes of the sword-wielding battō-tai during the two-day engagement. According to the
Yomiuri: “Early in the morning on the fourteenth, one hundred Tokyo policemen were chosen to
make a fierce assault at Tabaruzaka. Known as the battō-tai, they cut their way through rebel
artillery fire to the enemy fortification.”369 The Yomiuri gives the men described as “Tokyo
policemen” much of the credit for breaching the rebel fort and laments the staggering casualties:
twenty-five killed and fifty-four injured out of one hundred.370
The Battle of Tabaruzaka became a popular subject for nishiki-e print artists. In
imagining scenes from the battle, artists drew their inspiration from both newspapers accounts
and traditional war tales.371 This being the case, it should come as no surprise that artists paid
particular attention to incidents of hand-to-hand combat. Although in reality the war was a battle
of attrition fought with rifles and artillery, the most exciting images—such as the triptych
Tabaruzaka no dai-sensō (Figure 4.3)—highlight sword battles between government troops and
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Figure 4.3. Utagawa Yoshitora, Tabaruzaka no dai-sensō, March 17, 1877. Woodblock print;
ink and color on paper. Triptych. The National Diet Library of Japan, Tokyo. From: The
National Diet Library, http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1301559 (accessed February 25, 2019).
The men carrying rifles are recognizable as members of the Imperial Guard due to their red hats.
The identity of the uniformed men with swords is unclear, but owing to the date of publication
they are likely meant to represent the keishi battō-tai (“Police Sword Corps”).
Saigō’s men. In this print the uniformed men carrying swords go unidentified, but it is not
difficult to imagine that Utagawa Yoshitora had the exploits of the keishi battō-tai in mind when
he composed the image. In some prints, the centrality of the police is made very clear (Figure
4.4). Either way, the social imagination of 1877 saw the war as a struggle between two sides,
both of which exemplified traditional samurai virtues.

Aftermath
The central regime’s defeat of Saigō and the armies of Satsuma eliminated the last armed
threat to the government in Tokyo. Never again would an armed challenge from within threaten
the stability or unity of Japan. The end of the Satsuma Rebellion also meant the beginning of
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Figure 4.4. Baidō Kunisada, Kagoshima shinkaku no uchi: Kumamoto-ken Tabaruzaka gekizen
no zu. March 20, 1877. Woodblock print; ink and color on paper. Triptych panel three of three.
The National Diet Library of Japan, Tokyo. From: The National Diet Library,
http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1307905 (accessed February 25, 2019). The figure in the
foreground is identified as a member of the keishi-tai (“Police Corps”).
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efforts to interpret it. Saigō Takamori became a symbol of both the virtues of the traditional
order and the possibility of revolutionary change. After his death, competing newspaper accounts
marked him as either a hero or a reactionary.372 But the Satsuma Rebellion also vaulted the
victorious generals of the imperial side to fame. Among them was Kawaji Toshiyoshi, who
became a very public link between the Japanese police and martial glory.

Villains and Heroes
The aftermath of the Satsuma Rebellion saw a government quick to shore up a Japanese
unity threatened by the war. The central regime sought in part to heal divisions by showing
generosity to some of those on the losing side. As a consequence, the aftermath of the Satsuma
Rebellion was very different from the period immediately after the Boshin War. In the heady
days of early Meiji, the winning side of the Restoration had explicitly excluded the dead who
were “traitors to the imperial cause” from honors.373 Saigō Takamori was indeed privileged, as
his death during the final days of the war freed him from any postwar consequences. The
government eventually coopted him as a heroic symbol of the imperial cause. Others were less
fortunate: Ōyama Tsunayoshi, the former governor of Kagoshima Prefecture, spent most of the
rebellion in custody in Osaka. After the war, the government tried him for treason in Tokyo and
later beheaded him in Nagasaki. A late-1877 nishiki-e print depicts Ōyama under guard by police
officers (Figure 4.5). He is followed by a vindicated Nakahara Hisao.
But even as the losers were sorted into heroes and villains, the winners were
acknowledged by almost universal praise. In particular, the emperor’s victorious generals
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Figure 4.5. Utagawa Yoshitora, Kagoshima-ken shizoku Ōyama Tsunayoshi gosō no zu, 1877.
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper. Triptych. The National Diet Library of Japan, Tokyo.
From: The National Diet Library, http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1304377 (accessed February
25, 2019). Ōyama Tsunayoshi, the former governor of Kagoshima, is center left and surrounded
by a police guard carrying staves. Nakahara Hisao watches from the panel on the right.
received well-earned rewards as seen in a series of nishiki-e prints from late 1877 showing the
officers receiving the Emperor’s Gift Cup. As Donald Keene has noted, “The various generals
who had participated in the war were acclaimed with triumphal returns, shared by soldiers of
humble ranks, and decorations were awarded to the principal agents of the victory.”374 At least
five different nishiki-e prints feature the generals in dress uniform receiving sake gifted by the
emperor. In some images, the officers sternly accept sake from ladies-in-waiting (Figure 4.6). In
others, they down their drinks with reckless abandon as the smiling women look on (Figure 4.7).
It should come as no surprise that such honors would be offered up to luminaries like
commander-in-chief Yamagata Aritomo or Tani Tateki, hero of the siege of Kumamoto. But
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Figure 4.6. Yōshū Chikanobu, Saikoku chinbu shoshō tenpai wo tamau no zu, 1877. Woodblock
print; ink and color on paper. Triptych. The National Diet Library of Japan, Tokyo. From: The
National Diet Library, http://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1301568 (accessed February 25, 2019).
Kawaji Toshiyoshi is the figure receiving sake at the far left.

Figure 4.7. Utagawa Yoshitsuya II, Saikoku chinbu shoshō saido tenpai wo tamau no zu, 1877.
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper. Triptych. The Lavenberg Collection of Japanese Prints.
From: The Lavenberg Collection of Japanese Prints, http://www.myjapanesehanga.com
(accessed February 25, 2019). Kawaji Toshiyoshi is at the far right, downing his sake with gusto.
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despite his noted absence from most present-day treatments of the Satsuma Rebellion, Kawaji
Toshiyoshi received his due honors from the emperor. In the social imagination of 1877, Kawaji
was at the forefront: in all surviving prints of the Emperor’s Gift Cup, Kawaji is one of the
central figures. Although leader of the detached police brigade, Kawaji receives honors equal to
any other of the emperor’s victorious generals (Figure 4.8). Kawaji’s foregrounding in these
images implies a sense of importance approaching that of Yamagata, Tani, and the others. Just as
the police found their place in public perceptions of the Satsuma Rebellion as warriors, Kawaji
did the same as a national hero.

Figure 4.8. Yōshū Chikanobu, Kunkō no shō tenpai wo tamau no zu, 1877. Woodblock print; ink
and color on paper. Triptych. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. From: The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/55209 (accessed February 25,
2019). Kawaji Toshiyoshi is at center, receiving his award directly from the emperor.
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Swordsmanship
After the Satsuma Rebellion, the victorious Kawaji again took up his primary duties as
leader of Tokyo’s police. Nevertheless, he held the title of major general concurrently with that
of chief superintendent until his death. But the war did not just deliver prestige and titles to
Kawaji; in his eyes at least, it also provided valuable lessons. Kawaji drew one such lesson from
the experience of his men at the Battle of Tabaruzaka. Although the battō-tai at Tabaruzaka was
composed largely of police auxiliaries, Kawaji did not differentiate them from his other officers.
Indeed, their successful use of swords in the context of modern warfare had a powerful effect on
him. Accordingly, in November of 1878 Kawaji composed an essay titled Gekiken saikō-ron
(“Revitalizing Swordsmanship”).375
In his essay, Kawaji argues that swordsmanship is not a symbol of a bygone era, but
rather—as proved on the battlefields of Kyushu—a valuable tool for modern Japan and its
police. “Swordsmanship is studied with much enthusiasm in the West,” Kawaji writes. “If we in
Japan lose our way in fencing, we will be forced to learn it from them in the future. The Western
saber is not nearly as sharp as the Japanese sword; if we do away with our style of
swordsmanship and take up the Western saber, it is analogous to throwing away gold and
replacing it with clay roof tiles. Although we live in an era when guns are predominant, we have
seen proof of the efficacy of swordsmanship through the great exploits of the battō-tai in the war
in the southwest.”376 Kawaji’s proposal valorized the members of the Aizu battō-tai who had
died at Tabaruzaka, and claimed them as part of a police community.
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Eventually, Kawaji’s proposal was accepted and the Tokyo Metropolitan Police
Department recruited a number of Tokugawa-era swordsman to demonstrate and teach
swordsmanship to police officers.377 The Satsuma Rebellion, then, played a role in the fact that
Japan’s police turned back to the swords they had been forced to give up. As I showed in chapter
three, the loss of the sword—symbolic though it was—proved a blow to both the identity and
masculinity of the men who joined Tokyo’s police. The conflict in the southwest provided them
with an opportunity to further remake their nascent police identity. Jason Karlin argues that
“Meiji representations of masculinity were shaped by the process of political competition among
elite groups contesting national identity.”378 The Satsuma Rebellion was just such a contest, and
it was there that the martial identity of the Japanese police began to take form.

Conclusion: Military Masculinity
In his study of military masculinity in the West, Leo Braudy broadly identifies the
nineteenth century as a period when both the idea of the soldier and the idea of nationality
became more explicitly related to the general concept of masculinity than at any time since
antiquity.379 Braudy, unsurprisingly, is primarily interested in the experience of the West, and in
particular in experiences in Western Europe. But his insights are valuable for understanding
something of what was happening in Japan in the late-nineteenth century as well. As I have
shown, the Satsuma Rebellion was, in many ways, the last gasp of a particular type of military
masculinity. The accelerated deconstruction of samurai status in the decade after 1868 brought
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an end to samurai masculinity in Japan at a pace that far outstripped the gradual decline of
Europe’s traditional military classes.
The struggle of the Satsuma Rebellion was about many things: the tension between center
and periphery, dueling visions of the ideal Japanese nation-state, and the personal ambitions of
men such Saigō Takamori, Ōkubo Toshimichi, and Yamagata Aritomo. But it was also about the
threat that the collapse of the status system represented for the samurai and the military
masculinity that they saw as their birthright. In the late-nineteenth century, this masculinity was
not unlike similar masculinities in Western Europe during the same period: remarkably fragile,
beset from all sides by alternatives and differences, and constantly in danger of collapse if it was
allowed to become corrupted.380 For the warriors of Satsuma, samurai masculinity felt fragile
because it was: their conception of themselves as men was truly under threat.
There were different approaches for dealing with this threat. One was the route taken by
the men of Satsuma who followed Saigō Takamori to the Shigakkō: the joining of traditional
ideals of samurai status with the Western military arts in a way that created a new masculinity.
This was exemplified by the Saigō Takamori depicted in the nishiki-e broadsheets of 1877. In
such images Saigō is magnificently bearded and dressed in a Western military uniform, but
surrounded by warrior exemplars of the traditional samurai ideal. This ideal of individual
achievement on the battlefield was imperiled by both the central government’s conscript army
and the danger it represented to Satsuma’s regional autonomy. The men who fought for Saigō, I
would argue, did so also to preserve their identity and sense of self.
The threat that the rapid changes in Japan’s society posed to traditional military
masculinities was not limited to the men of Satsuma. As I showed in chapter three, the men who
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joined the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department in the years after 1868 suffered repeated
blows to both their samurai identity and their warrior masculinity. Symbolically, being forced to
give up the carrying of swords was the most damaging: for men of samurai status, there was no
more concrete symbol of warrior identity than the two swords of the samurai. This loss and other
stresses forced police officers to begin the process of creating a new organizational and group
identity as police. But as I noted at the end of chapter three, the future nature of that identity was
not set in stone.
The war in Satsuma provided the men of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police the opportunity
to reassert a military masculinity and make it part of their identity. They did this on the
battlefield, fighting across the southwest as part of a Police Corps that was held separate from the
army. The exploits of police officers received positive coverage in the media, and they were
lauded for their possession of traditional samurai virtues such as loyalty, honor, and courage.
They were also successful: as I have shown, the police were at the center of two of the Satsuma
Rebellion’s most pivotal engagements. Success, in turn, was recognized and rewarded. The
valiant General Kawaji Toshiyoshi, leader of the Police Brigade, took his place among the
emperor’s distinguished commanders. Kawaji was recognized as such, becoming a highly-visible
figure in imagery celebrating the imperial victory.
And Kawaji in turn recognized his troops, assuring an enduring connection between those
men and their leader. Shortly after the war Kawaji composed a poem that celebrated his men:
Six thousand braves joined the day
Beckoned to the battlefield by arrows and gun-smoke
Their frosty blades will be put to the rebels
Their work will be known in all the realm381
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Kawaji’s poem did not discriminate. Although most of the temporarily-enlisted auxiliaries
departed from police service immediately after the war, their battlefield experience was heralded
by those who remained. In chapter five I will show how, in the years following the war, the
service of all police officers was celebrated and mythologized. Military masculinity melded into
martial identity, which came to shape how police officers understood their role in modern Japan
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CHAPTER FIVE: MILITARIZING AND MEMORIALIZING
The end of the Satsuma Rebellion brought with it a changed Japan. Few in Japan would
have predicted it, but Saigō Takamori’s uprising was the last serious armed challenge to the
Meiji government. The new Japanese military had proved itself a competent force; it would not
be long before it deployed beyond the home islands as part of Japan’s efforts to build an overseas
empire. Accordingly, the lack of large-scale armed strife allowed Meiji leaders to redirect the
police to domestic security duties on a smaller scale. However, this shift in focus did not lead the
Japanese police to shed their nascent military identity. On the contrary, events in the 1880s
reinforced the militaristic trends of Tokyo’s police. Turnover in leadership led to a solidification
and exportation of martial identity. Further, a focus on romanticized views of recent police
history created a shared understanding of a martial past. Taken together, these had long-lasting
consequences on the relationship between the police and the people.

New Police Leadership
Since the founding of the Tokyo police as the rasotsu in the early 1870s, the leadership of
the organization remained constant. Together, Kawaji Toshiyoshi and Ōkubo Toshimichi
shepherded Japan’s fledgling police institution through its early years. As I showed in chapter
three, the decisions made by these two men shaped a formative period for police identity and
contributed to an enduring vision of the institution’s mission. But as new men moved into
positions of leadership in the 1880s, they simultaneously strengthened some aspects of that
vision even as they influenced the police in new ways. Although change came to the police, the
latent militarism of its officers remained constant. Even as old leaders passed on and new men
took on stewardship roles in the police, a martial identity remained one of the central features of
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Tokyo’s police department, its officers, and eventually Japanese police throughout the
archipelago and beyond.

Deaths of Ōkubo and Kawaji
In the aftermath of the Satsuma Rebellion, Kawaji Toshiyoshi and Ōkubo Toshimichi
seemed secure in their positions. Neither man was yet fifty, and both could have been expected
to exert influence within the government for years to come. Kawaji was among the heroes of the
Satsuma Rebellion due to his leadership of the government’s police brigade. For Ōkubo, Saigō’s
defeat only strengthened his power and reconfirmed him as the most powerful man in the Meiji
government. But any ambitions held by Ōkubo were soon cut short: less than a year after the
Satsuma Rebellion concluded, assassins brought the Home Minister’s influence—and life—to a
violent end. Assassination attempts on government leaders were not an uncommon fact of
politics during the Meiji period. In this sense, Ōkubo Toshimichi’s death was not exceptional.
But the loss of his guiding hand both altered the mission of the Home Ministry and changed the
Japanese police.
On May 14, 1878, Ōkubo Toshimichi departed his residence in the Kasumigaseki area of
Tokyo at eight o’clock in the morning. Bound for a meeting at the imperial palace, Ōkubo’s
horse-drawn carriage wended its way through the Shimizudani area of the city. There, in an
attack reminiscent of the attempt on Iwakura’s life four years earlier, men armed with swords
assaulted Ōkubo’s carriage and incapacitated its horses. The attackers killed the carriage driver
and one of the lead assassins slashed Ōkubo in the face before decapitating him. The
conspirators—five members of the now-abolished samurai status group—gave themselves up to
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the authorities soon after.382 The assassins presented a laundry list of generic grievances against
Ōkubo at their trial, but offered no other defense of their actions. The tribunal quickly found the
men guilty of the Home Minister’s murder and the government executed them later that same
year.
Ōkubo’s murder was a blow to Kawaji Toshiyoshi. Ōkubo had been Kawaji’s closest ally
in the government, and although the men were close in age, a mentor. Furthermore, the murder
of such a prominent official in broad daylight on the streets of Tokyo represented a serious lapse
on the part of Kawaji and the Metropolitan Police Department. Although Ōkubo never reported
the anonymous letter of warning he’d received a few days prior, his assassination still reflected
poorly on Tokyo’s new police institution. The police remained thinly spread in Tokyo, and
Ōkubo had no police protection. Despite this lapse, there seems to have been no serious
discussion of removing Kawaji from his post as Chief Superintendent.383 Kawaji maintained his
position and soldiered on, making plans for a trip to Europe in 1879 to further investigate
Western police systems.
Kawaji, however, never saw the trip to completion. Shortly after departing for France in
late 1879, he fell ill. The difficult sea voyage must have aggravated Kawaji’s chronic poor
health, and he became extremely sick shortly after the ship left Yokohama. Cables from his
subordinates to Tokyo reported on Kawaji’s deterioration.384 The Chief Superintendent never
made it home, dying of his illness at three o’clock in the afternoon on October 13, 1879.385 He
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was only forty-seven. Kawaji’s body was duly returned to Japan and interred in Aoyama
Cemetery in Tokyo, not far from Ōkubo Toshimichi. The significance of the two men’s deaths
for the Japanese police cannot be understated. Both were possessed of a well-defined ideology as
to the police and their proper role in Japan. Their deaths meant that the next generation of
policymakers had the opportunity to steer the police in a new direction during the 1880s.
The loss of Ōkubo and Kawaji meant that the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department
was destined for new leadership. Although these two men cast long shadows over the Japanese
police that persist to the present day, the period immediately after their deaths was a formative
one for the police and their identity. Among the officers, men who already served in positions of
authority under Kawaji moved up the ranks. They brought with them a continuity in the
institution’s lower-tier leadership: these men were almost exclusively of samurai background
who had served under Kawaji in the police brigade during the Satsuma Rebellion. Such men fit
well into the preexisting culture of the Metropolitan Police Department. But the death of Ōkubo
radically altered the makeup of the Home Ministry. The ministry’s leadership eventually came to
be composed of military men from outside the Satsuma clique.

New Leadership in the Metropolitan Police Department
Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s replacement as Chief Superintendent of the Metropolitan Police
Department was Ōyama Iwao (1842–1916). A Kagoshima native like his predecessor, Ōyama
had followed a similar path to prominence in the new Japanese government. Ōyama came from a
low-ranking samurai family and saw service in the Boshin War on the imperial side. He was also
close with both Ōkubo Toshimichi and Saigō Takamori, who was his cousin.386 Unlike many of
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his Satsuma countrymen, however, Ōyama’s service to the Meiji government began with the
military. Even before Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s 1873 mission abroad, Ōyama Iwao traveled to Europe
to investigate the various Western armies. After serving as an official Japanese observer of the
Franco-Prussian War in 1870 and 1871, Ōyama became a strong proponent of the German army
as a model for Japan.387
Ōyama’s tenure as Chief Superintendent was a caretaker administration; he only held the
position for a few months. But Ōyama’s appointment began a trend of choosing both military
men and men with roots in Satsuma to serve as leaders of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police
Department. Of the six men who followed Kawaji Toshiyoshi, four were military men and two
were bureaucrats. Further, eight of the ten men who served as head of the Metropolitan Police
Department after Kawaji had their roots in Kagoshima Prefecture. This was also true of Ōyama’s
immediate successor, Kabayama Sukenori (1837–1922). Born into a samurai family in
Kagoshima, Kabayama was one of the rare Satsuma officers to rise in the ranks of the imperial
army. Kabayama assisted in the defense of Kumamoto Castle during the Satsuma Rebellion, and
rose to the rank of major general after the war. Subsequently, the Home Ministry appointed him
as Daikeishi in the fall of 1880.388
Kabayama’s three years at the head of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department proved
the institution’s most pivotal since its founding. During his first year, Kabayama oversaw a
complete reorganization of Tokyo’s police. The institution regained its former name of Keishi-
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chō, and with it much of its previous autonomy.389 Kabayama was rechristened Keishi sōkan
(“Superintendent General”) a title which the head of the Keishi-chō still holds today. Kabayama
also oversaw the closure of Tokyo’s police training school for patrolmen. A short-lived but
influential experiment in police education, the Home Ministry had founded the Junsa kyōshū-jo
in February of 1880. The innovative school instructed Tokyo patrolmen in police procedure and
law, and preceded any comparable school in the West by three years.390

Return of the Sword
Kabayama also oversaw a policy change that, in time, affected every police officer in
Japan. In December of 1882, the Keishi-chō proclaimed that all police patrolmen—regardless of
rank—would henceforth carry a Western-style saber.391 This change was momentous enough that
the announcement was printed in major newspapers.392 There is no documentation that explains
the reasoning behind the government’s decision to grant the privilege of carrying a sword to
Tokyo’s police officers. Elise Tipton has argued that the shift was primarily based on Western
examples.393 Suzanne O’Brien attributes this change of policy to government efforts to shore up
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the bruised egos of the former samurai who served as patrolmen.394 Although there is some truth
to both of these points, I would argue that this change in policy marked a culmination of over ten
years of organizational evolution and owed as much to the internal culture of the Tokyo
Metropolitan Police Department as it did to any top-down edict.
This new right was largely symbolic, as regulations prohibited patrolmen from drawing
their swords under all but the most extreme circumstances.395 But the symbolism of the 1882
edict in no way diminishes its importance. The earliest years of policing in Tokyo had seen
officers of samurai status stripped of the right to carry swords far earlier than their fellow
warriors. This blow to both their social identity and their masculinity was intensified by other
factors. Negative connotations attached to policing duties—a carryover from the Tokugawa
period—meant that both insecurity and outside scorn were a part of life for the earliest police
officers in Tokyo. Even as the government sought to forcibly civilize them, those officers seized
the moment to shape their own organizational identity. Subsequently, the experiences of the
Satsuma Rebellion allowed police officers in Tokyo to reclaim some degree of both their warrior
identity and their masculine honor. Little changed in the late 1870s, as the men who had served
on the battlefields of the southwest continued to walk the beat in the capital.

Remaking National Policing
The extension of the right to carry swords to Tokyo police officers was the recognition of
an existing trend towards militarism. This continued into the mid-1880s, as new leadership in the
Home Ministry sought to further the militarization of Japanese policing. These new leaders
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affirmed the martial orientation of police in Tokyo, intensified it, and began the processing of
exporting this outlook to police institutions in every prefecture in Japan. Standardizing and
centralizing control over police nationwide was, in part, a reaction by certain Meiji leaders to
fears about the rise of the People’s Rights Movement. In the face of this new foe, authorities
sought to reconfirm and strengthen militarizing trends by importing police instructors from
abroad. In turn, during the late 1880s the police served as soldiers in a war against an internal
threat.

New Leadership in the Home Ministry
The assassination of Ōkubo Toshimichi in 1878 left a void in leadership, even as it also
made vacant one of the most important posts in the Meiji government. Accordingly, those who
came after Ōkubo had a great deal of potential power over police institutions. However, Ōkubo’s
immediate successor Itō Hirobumi (1841–1909) used the position of Home Minister primarily to
secure his own prominence in the Meiji government. Soon after his appointment, Itō departed for
a trip abroad to study Western constitutions. He was followed by several Home Ministers with
short tenures. Neither Matsukata Masayoshi (1835–1924) nor Yamada Akiyoshi (1844–1892)
had any serious influence on the Japanese police, as between the two of them they spent less than
three years at the head of the Home Ministry. The two men mainly followed policies already put
in place by Ōkubo. It was not until December of 1883 and the ascension of Yamagata Aritomo to
the post that the Home Ministry acquired some stability.
Yamagata Aritomo, however, was not just any bureaucrat. Although a minor figure in the
Chōshū Domain’s efforts to bring down the Tokugawa, the years following the Meiji Restoration
saw Yamagata steadily rise through the ranks of the government. Today, Yamagata is best
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known for his central role in the founding of the Japanese army. In the early 1870s Yamagata
held a succession of high-ranking military posts, where he consistently advocated for a conscript
army composed of every able-bodied Japanese man irrespective of status background. Yamagata
was also one of the strongest proponents of disestablishing the samurai: in December of 1875 it
was Yamagata who proposed the abolishment of the samurai’s traditional right to carry swords.
His argument held that the existence of countrywide garrisons for external defense and a police
force for internal protection precluded the wielding of weapons by any single group.396
Yamagata’s successful prosecution of the Satsuma Rebellion positioned him well for
advancement within the government. Following the war, Yamagata took an active hand in
military affairs and was central to the reorganization of the Imperial Army along German lines.
He also weakened civilian control over the institution by establishing the Imperial Army’s
General Staff Headquarters in October of 1878.397 Three years later the Grand Council of State
created the Kenpei-tai—Japan’s military police—at Yamagata’s urging. In arguing for the
necessity of a military police, Yamagata wrote with concern that “the movement for popular
government is spreading throughout the country and clashes are occurring between the citizens
and the authorities as well as between soldiers and police.”398 As we shall see, during the 1880s
the rise of a mass movement for popular rights and constitutional governance strongly influenced
policymakers’ approach to police reform.
Yamagata Aritomo’s appointment as Home Minister placed him in prime position to
reshape Japanese police institutions nationwide during the 1880s. Yamagata served as Home
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Minister for seven and a half years; his long tenure saw a complete reorganization of the ministry
and a strengthening of its control over Japan’s internal administration. This was achieved
through both changes in the system of local government and police reforms. Under Ōkubo, the
Home Ministry had already been established as one of the most powerful organs of the Japanese
government. Yamagata brought to the office both his military experience and a deeply-rooted
concern about the threat posed by the popular rights movement to the security and stability of
Japan.
As Roger Hackett has noted, one of the keys to Yamagata’s political advancement was
that his shift into politics was accompanied by no loss of influence among the military.399
Yamagata began his tenure as home minister by completely reorganizing the ministry. Breaking
with his immediate predecessors, Yamagata shook up the staffing of the Home Ministry by
bringing in his own bureau heads, many of whom had military backgrounds. Yamagata’s
personal ideology was based on a dedication to Japanese unity and strength, secure under the
headship of the emperor. He had already done much to achieve his goals by building a strong,
modern army for Japan. In becoming Home Minister, Yamagata shifted his focus from the
institution that protected the nation from external threats to the one that—as Kawaji Toshiyoshi
once wrote—protected it from internal threats. In the early years of Yamagata’s tenure as Home
Minister, his foremost goal was the reorganization and centralization of the Japanese police
system.
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Yamagata Aritomo’s Police
Reorganization of the system first meant bringing police outside of Tokyo more fully
under central control. Yamagata began this process by appointing his close associate Kiyoura
Keigo (1850–1942) to the head of the Keiho-kyoku (“Police Affairs Bureau”). Following the
reestablishment of the Keishi-chō after the Satsuma Rebellion, the Keiho-kyoku had replaced the
Keishi-kyoku as the office responsible for overseeing policing outside of Tokyo. The post had
languished with little prestige or authority until Yamagata became Home Minister. Yamagata
instilled the office with new vigor in an effort to secure central authority over prefectural police
forces across Japan. Kiyoura—who was only thirty-four at the time of his appointment—held the
position for an unequalled seven years.400 A loyal lieutenant, Kiyoura put an ambitious plan for
police reorganization outside of Tokyo into motion at Yamagata’s behest.
Prior to Yamagata’s reorganization, prefectural police forces stationed units of eighty to
one hundred men in strategic sites throughout the Japanese countryside. From there, prefectural
police authorities sent them out on call, much like a small-scale military garrison system.
Yamagata’s policies sought to both centralize control over prefectural police systems and in turn
use those systems to secure the government’s authority over localities outside of Tokyo. The new
system placed police officers at more frequent intervals in branch stations and local village
police boxes, making it possible for the central government to more efficiently extend its reach
and enforce its laws in even the smallest of villages.401 To Yamagata, centralization also meant
homogenization. As Home Minister, he implemented ambitious plans that not only led to greater
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consistency in the structure of police institutions but also eventually in police training, policy,
and identity.
Shortly after his appointment as Home Minister, Yamagata also introduced the concept of
a unified educational curriculum for police officers across Japan. Inspired by the dual nationwide
challenges of treaty revision and the popular rights movement, Yamagata proposed the
establishment of a new Tokyo police academy in 1883.402 Unlike the short-lived 1880 training
school, attendance at the new academy was not limited to Tokyo policemen. Police officers from
every prefecture came to the capital to study uniform etiquette, police procedure, law, and the
English language. The school combined Tokyo policing precedents with a military culture and
served as a primary engine for exporting centralized policing institutions to the rest of the
Japanese archipelago.
Concomitant with the new school’s founding, Yamagata also introduced plans to create
branch academies in prefectural capitals across Japan. To take two examples, police officials in
Nagano Prefecture established a training school for patrolmen in Nagano city in May of 1885;
one year later, officials in Hyōgo Prefecture did the same in Kobe. The schools in Nagano and
Kobe closely followed the general curriculum of the central academy in Tokyo.403 The Home
Ministry also required police instructors at these academies to be graduates of the school in
Tokyo. Two teachers at the Kobe academy, Assistant Police Inspectors Inoue Kyū and Ishii
Fusazō, were both recent graduates of the Tokyo school upon their appointment in 1886.404 Inoue
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and Ishii brought Tokyo-based police education to their students in Hyōgo, and also passed on a
series of lessons that they had learned from a German police captain.

Friedrich Wilhelm Höhn
The years following the Satsuma Rebellion saw the Meiji regime turn from French to
German models for Japanese institutions. The rise of men such as Yamagata Aritomo
precipitated this: in 1870, he was among the first members of the Meiji government to visit the
German Empire, and developed a lifelong admiration for the “militaristic spirit” he sensed
among the people there.405 Yamagata’s army reforms were based on German models, and he
likewise looked to Germany when it came time to remake Japan’s police. In April of 1884,
Yamagata wrote to Count Dönhoff, the German envoy to Japan, seeking police officers to hire as
advisors and trainers for his forthcoming reforms. Dönhoff, in turn, appealed to German
Chancellor Otto von Bismarck. Bismarck’s government dispatched two policemen to Japan. The
first, Emil Figaszewski, was hired to train the men of the junsa ranks at the new police academy.
Health reasons soon forced Figaszewski to return to Germany, but the man chosen to educate the
upper ranks of the police, Friedrich Wilhelm Höhn (Figure 5.1), remained.406 During his six
years in Japan, Höhn had a tremendous influence on the culture and identity of the Japanese
police.
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Figure 5.1. Minna Pfüller, Portrait of Friedrich Wilhelm Höhn, 1893. Postcard of painting (lost).
Polizeihistorische Sammlung Berlin. From: Wikimedia Commons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Höhn_Wilhelm.jpg (accessed March 6, 2019).
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Höhn’s Lectures
Born in Brandenburg, Friedrich Wilhelm Höhn (1839–1892) became a police officer in
Berlin at the age of twenty-eight. He eventually rose to the rank of captain.407 Höhn arrived in
Japan in 1885, whereupon he signed a three-year contract with the Home Ministry to serve as an
instructor at its police academy in Tokyo. With the support of six Japanese interpreters, Höhn
taught at the capital’s police school for the next four years.408 During his tenure Höhn instructed
hundreds of students, focusing his efforts on those of inspector rank or above. Höhn’s teaching
workload was enormous, and he lectured on a wide variety of topics. Less than a year after his
arrival in Japan, the Tokyo police academy published a compilation of transcripts of Höhn’s
lectures in Japanese. The collection is nearly one thousand pages in length and reproduces all the
lectures delivered by Höhn up to that point.409
Because Höhn taught police officers from across Japan, his lectures were invariably
attuned to issues of a national scope. Accordingly, many of Höhn’s lectures focused on the
question of kokuji keisatsu or “national policing.” In his lecture from April 21, 1885, Höhn
stresses the role of police officers in both securing the peace of the nation and protecting it from
danger. In this context, the primary responsibility of a police officer is the supervision of three
things: political parties and dangerous individuals; societies and assemblies; and subversive
speech.410 In emphasizing such matters, Höhn was a man after Home Minister Yamagata’s own
heart. Höhn’s focus on the role of police in securing the national polity from internal threats was
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alike with Yamagata’s concerns about the danger posed by the People’s Rights Movement.
Höhn’s lectures ensured that this ideology was passed on to police officers from all across Japan.
Despite the fact that he taught to ordinary police officers, Höhn also lectured extensively
on the role and duties of military police. In his lecture on December 5, 1885, for instance, Höhn
begins by sketching out the history of military police in Continental Europe. Höhn stresses the
importance of military police for a state’s ability to extend its power and reach beyond major
cities and to the rest of its territory.411 Höhn highlights links between the armed forces and the
military police, noting that in most European states military police officers are recruited from
among the most exceptional men of the army.412 In this, Höhn unintentionally harkens back to
Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s observations on the recruitment of former soldiers as police in France. By
stressing the connection between the police and the army in his lectures at the police academy,
Höhn blurred the already thin line between the police and the military in Japan. He also assured
that this blurriness spread to police forces throughout Japan.
A focus on comportment and formality in Höhn’s lectures also weakened the line
between police officer and soldier. Speaking on May 6, 1885, Höhn argues that police officers
should always maintain a military bearing “not unlike that of a soldier.” Police officers must
always be aware of where they hold their hands, how they place their feet, and the rigidity of
their posture. Höhn also links external comportment and behavior to one’s interiorized level of
self-control.413 Suzanne O’Brien has connected this focus on comportment among police officers
to the Japanese government’s effort to reform customs (fūzoku) during this period. O’Brien
argues that Höhn’s role in forcing police officers to internalize “civilization” was part of the
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Meiji government’s wider efforts to forcibly civilize police so that they, in turn, could serve as a
civilizing influence on the broader Japanese populace.414
The recollections of academy graduates bear this out, to a degree. One alumnus of the
Tokyo academy, Iwakuni Ari, chronicled his experiences at the school in the police journal
Nihon no keisatsu in 1889. According to Iwakuni, “The most important thing [Captain Höhn]
taught us was not in his lectures on police work, nor in the practical training, nor in his
explanations of laws and regulations.” Instead, Iwakuni remembered Höhn’s focus on issues of
comportment: “[Höhn’s] keen eye exposed all of us police officers’ improper posture and
behavior. Is there anything more primary than this to be reformed and taught?” Iwakuni goes on
to write that “When we returned to our prefectures, we passed on what we had learned to all
police officers, and effected a great reform of policemen’s posture and behavior.”415 O’Brien
argues that in this way police trainees “learned to salute, march, and groom their way into the
ranks of the properly ‘civilized.’”416 But in doing so, they also marched their way into the ranks
of the properly militarized.

Höhn’s Militarism
Höhn’s experience as a police officer in Berlin was shaped by policing developments in
Germany during the 1850s and 1860s. Militarization was a constant, and the Berlin force had
been organized on military lines analogous to the gendarmerie beginning in 1849.417 Indeed,
across Germany in the 1850s there was a concerted effort to develop police forces that were
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prepared for—as Alf Lüdtke puts it—the “war of policing.”418 Given his background, it should
come as no surprise that Höhn interpreted the act of policing, in part, as a wartime exercise. This
is borne out by his lectures: Höhn’s focus on subversive elements and the role of the military
police reflects a militarist worldview in the context of policing. Accordingly, this influence was
passed onto Japanese police officers, as exemplified by both his focus on uniform regulations
and a relentless emphasis on military-style drills for police officers.
Japanese police officers wore military-cut uniforms from the inception of Western-style
policing institutions. Unlike the Paris police upon which it was initially modeled, the Keishi-chō
was a completely uniformed institution: the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department issued
uniforms to every officer from the Superintendent General to the lowliest junsa. This was a stark
contrast with Paris, where upper-ranking officers and administrators wore plainclothes.419 But as
time moved on, Japanese police uniforms became both homogenized and increasingly military.
By 1882, the Home Ministry had standardized police uniforms, with rank only marked by the
type of hat a given officer wore.420 Regardless of what hat he wore, however, Höhn insisted that
he wear it impeccably: patrolmen spent two hours of instruction each day on uniform
etiquette.421 Höhn’s lectures reveal an instructor obsessed with the perfection of his students’
uniforms, from their caps to their trousers to the swords on their belts.422
In addition to lecturing, Höhn’s other primary role at the police training school was the
leading of his students in military drills. As the police became more explicitly military during the
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1880s, such drills became an important part of police training. The Tokyo academy’s curriculum
called for military drill instruction for both upper-ranking officers and regular patrolmen. The
former also learned how to lead drills for patrolmen under their command, a skill they carried
back with them to their home prefectures. Regardless of rank or prefecture of origin, police
officers at the capital’s training school spent a minimum of two hours every day on military
drill.423 This emphasis on military-style “spit and polish” and drills at the Tokyo school
incorporated a form of German militarism into the preexisting culture of the Japanese police.
This ensured that Höhn’s influence spread to police officers across the Japanese archipelago.

Höhn’s Legacy
Friedrich Wilhelm Höhn’s six-year career in Japan left behind a significant legacy.
Höhn’s tenure at Tokyo’s police academy was influential on the culture of police officers in both
the capital and the rest of Japan. His lectures were required reading for policemen, and his
propagation of German militarism certainly “civilized” the Japanese police. This civilization,
however, was also instilled with the “militaristic spirit” so admired by Yamagata Aritomo. Even
after his teaching stint at the Tokyo academy, Höhn continued to expound German-style policing
in Japan. Höhn toured much of the Japanese archipelago, making inspection tours of Japanese
police institutions as far-flung as Hokkaido in the north and the island of Arami-Ōshima in the
southern part of Kagoshima. Nevertheless, Japan did not seem to completely agree with Höhn.
During his years in the country he routinely imported sausages and canned goods from Germany.
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Höhn returned to Berlin in 1891, but didn’t have the chance to enjoy the comforts of home: he
died less than a year later.424
Although Höhn is not well-known today, in his time he was celebrated together with
Kawaji Toshiyoshi as one of the fathers of the modern Japanese police. Höhn exemplified the
top-down efforts of the Japanese government to centralize nationwide police institutions and
shape them into a valuable tool for securing the imperial state. Yamagata Aritomo must have
been pleased: in 1894, two years after Höhn’s death, Yamagata dedicated a memorial stele in
Höhn’s honor. Co-signed by Kiyoura Keigo, the three-meter tall memorial can still be seen at
Mimeguri Shrine on the banks of the Sumida River in Tokyo. The stele relates Höhn’s life
history and extols his many contributions to the modern Japanese police. It stands as a monument
to both Friedrich Wilhelm Höhn and to Yamagata Aritomo’s efforts to centralize, militarize, and
make the Japanese police his own.

Symbols and Identity
As I have shown, however, the Japanese police was not an institution molded solely by
outside influences. From the beginning, police officers and police institutions took an active
hand in shaping their own identity and role in Japan. Even as Yamagata Aritomo and Kiyoura
Keigo sought to affirm the martial identity of the Japanese police through top-down instruction
and indoctrination, those within the police actively looked back to their recent past in order to
crystalize both their identity and their place in Meiji society. Symbols are important to the
creation of an enduring communal identity, something of which the Meiji leaders were keenly
aware. Their successful effort to place the emperor at the center of Japanese life did much to
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create a strong sense of national consciousness and identity among modern Japanese.425 A
similar movement was underway among the police in the 1880s. In the process, they sought to
both valorize a martial past and elevate a near-legendary founding figure.

Remembering the Southwest
Founding myths often play a central role in the creation of national and institutional
identities. In Japan, for example, court chroniclers in the eighth century composed a pair of
mytho-histories known as the Kojiki and Nihon shoki. The compilers of these texts wrote them as
part of a broader effort to support and legitimize a newly-centered Japanese imperial house.426
The Kojiki and Nihon shoki returned to the forefront of Japanese consciousness in the late-Edo
and early-Meiji periods when theorists, scholars, and policymakers sought to define what it
meant to be “Japanese” in a rapidly-changing modern world. Meiji intellectuals and government
officials used these mytho-histories as one of several tools in their efforts to rationalize a new
Japanese national identity and bind the people to both the Japanese state and the emperor. Across
Japan, the 1880s were a period when people and institutions reinterpreted the past for new
ideological purposes.427
Still, modern Japan’s Western-style institutions did not have the ancient quasi-histories of
the imperial house to draw upon. As a relatively new organizational community, the Japanese
police instead focused on whatever valorous events were to be found in its short history.
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Chroniclers who sought to develop a positive history for the Tokyo Metropolitan Police
Department and its successor organizations were fortunate that there existed a ready-made epic
upon which they could draw. As battlefield victories and tales of soldierly courage invariably
play a vital role in crafting the history and identity of any martial institution, the police looked
back to the Satsuma Rebellion. The number of officers who fought in the war was relatively
small, but their presence on battlefields across Kyushu—and their important supporting roles in
engagements such as the siege of Kumamoto Castle and the Battle of Tabaruzaka—meant that
police experiences in the war had the potential to play an important role in the creation of this
aspect of police identity.
The first publication chronicling the history of Japanese police in war appeared less than
a decade after the end of the Satsuma Rebellion. The former general headquarters for the Third
Detached Brigade—that is, the police brigade—published Seinan sentō nicchū or “Daily Notes
on the Southwestern Battlefield” in 1884. The volume is almost five hundred pages in length and
was edited by Suhara Tetsuji, the Keishi-chō’s official historian.428 Retrospectives on Saigō’s
rebellion became popular in the decade after 1877, with most focused on either Saigō himself or
the successes of the Imperial Army. That being the case, Seinan sentō nicchu has the distinction
of appearing four years prior to the Army Ministry’s official history of the Satsuma Rebellion.429
Seinan sentō nicchū focuses on the overlooked contributions of the police brigade by chronicling
the experiences of units, spotlighting individuals, and framing the war and its attendant heroism
as a crucial event in police history.
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The book opens—as such texts from the early Meiji period often do—with a sample of
calligraphy. In this case, a set of four characters written by Kawaji Toshiyoshi. By opening with
this example of Kawaji’s hand, the text explicitly binds the history of the police brigade to the
deceased Chief Superintendent. Seinan sentō nicchū then progresses to a Chinese-style preface,
composed by Tanabe Yoshiaki (1834–1897). Tanabe was a veteran of both the Tokyo
Metropolitan Police Department and the Satsuma Rebellion, and at the time of writing served as
the governor of Kōchi Prefecture. Tanabe’s opening essay sets the context for the tales to come
by referencing both the “raging battles” and “appalling destruction unseen since the age of
Warring States.”430 Tanabe further centers the role of the police brigade by comparing them with
the rebels they fought against: “One officer, one rebel; fellow countrymen of the same spirit.
Yesterday they drank together, now their swords clash: amid smoke and bullets they fight.”431
The regular army goes unmentioned; it is the members of the police brigade, not conscript
soldiers, who are the equals of Saigō’s doomed, yet noble rebel forces.
Following Tanabe’s preface comes an introduction by Suhara Tetsuji that speaks more
fully to the content of the text. Suhara’s contribution begins by framing the course of the war
chronologically: he provides a running list of the police brigade’s most important officers and the
battles in which they fought. The first police officer mentioned by name is a familiar one, as
Suhara singles out Inspector Watanuki Yoshinao for his exploits in the defense of Kumamoto
Castle. Suhara then proceeds to expound a litany of less famous warriors in which the sites of
their battles—from Ueki to Yatsushiro—are listed in exacting detail. Of particular note is Kawaji
Toshiyoshi’s entry to the war and his commission as Major General in March of 1877.432 Beyond
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Kawaji, Suhara drops name after name, piling up the heroes of the police brigade to be sure that
the reader is aware of the significance of the volume they are about the read. The introduction
ends on a somber note, with reference to the two thousand dead or injured of the police
brigade.433
Suhara then introduces the main body of the text, making clear that it is drawn directly
from the experiences of the men who served in the major engagements of the war. The rest of
Seinan sentō nicchu consists of the somewhat tedious recitations readers expects from war
chronicles: descriptions of troop movements, details of the skirmishes at various battle sites, and
the memorialization of the dead. As a whole, Seinan sentō nicchū does not make for gripping
reading. But its dry prose is not the point: more than anything, Suhara and the others involved in
Seinan sentō nicchū’s compilation were interested in drawing attention to the role played by
police officers in the Satsuma Rebellion. In doing so, they were assuring that the contributions of
the police brigade were remembered and passed on to future generations of police officers. In
this way, both the dead and the living of the police brigade became symbols of the martial
identity of the Japanese police.

Memorializing the Dead
The Satsuma Rebellion experience was also memorialized by police on a smaller scale.
Gokoku-ji, a Buddhist temple located in modern-day Tokyo’s Bunkyō Ward, is less known for
its graveyard than it is for the fact that it is one of the few Tokugawa-period temples to survive
the United States’ World War II firebombing of Tokyo. Nevertheless, a visitor to Gokoku-ji’s
cemetery will find there, alongside the graves of Meiji luminaries, a memorial stele dedicated to
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the men of the fourth branch of the fourth district of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department.
The memorial is in remembrance of the junsa of the fourth district’s fourth branch who “died
like soldiers” while serving in the southwest.434 Dedicated on January 28, 1880, the early
appearance of this monument implies a determination to celebrate the Satsuma Rebellion
experience at the local level years before national police institutions undertook similar efforts.
Accordingly, the text carved on the monument can tell us something about how local police
institutions interpreted their involvement in the Satsuma Rebellion.
In addition to an introductory statement and the dedicatory information, a Chinese-style
poem is also inscribed on the obverse of the stele. The text is long and arcane, but provides
valuable insight into how the regular police offices of Tokyo understood their wartime
experience. As for the dead, “in the age of bright rule [Meiji], they died without regret in battle
against a great foe.” The inscription goes on, speaking in the words of the survivors: “We serene
warriors, through our struggles at Ueki, Tabaruzaka, and hundreds of other battles, spoke to the
divine will.” The stone’s inscription also addresses itself to the wider community of the police
brigade: “In the tenth year, the keishi-tai fiercely defended the besieged castle with bravery and
manliness.” Inscribed on the stone’s reverse (Figure 5.2) are the names of the twenty men of the
fourth district’s fourth branch who died in battle during the Satsuma Rebellion. Beneath these
honored dead are the other surviving 210 men who served in the unit.435
It is difficult to say in which specific engagements the 230 men of the fourth district’s
fourth branch fought. This is due in part to the broadness of the inscription and its reference to
“hundreds” of battles. But this scope also has the effect of implying a sense of collective
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Figure 5.2. Reverse of memorial stele dedicated to Tokyo police officers of the fourth district’s
fourth branch, January 28, 1880. Gokoku-ji, Bunkyō-ku, Tokyo. The names of the twenty men
who died in battle during the Satsuma Rebellion are listed at the top. Photo by the author.
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struggle. The inscription expresses this when it states that “This temple speaks to our defense of
the nation.”436 In this sense, the monument is an example of the early consciousness among
Tokyo police officers of their institution’s martial heritage and wide reach. Few if any of those
who visit Gokoku-ji today seek evidence of the battlefield exploits of police officers in the
Satsuma Rebellion. Nonetheless, Gokoku-ji’s monument to the dead of the police brigade
testifies to how police officers in the 1880s shaped their understanding of themselves and their
role in Japan.

Mythologizing Kawaji Toshiyoshi
Collectives such as nations and institutions often turn to their “founding fathers” at
moments of identity formation. By looking back at a founder’s role, an institution or organization
can secure its legitimacy, strengthen its collective identity, and create an ideal model for
membership. Again, the broader case of Japan is instructive: early in the Meiji period the
Japanese government turned to the figure of the mythical first emperor Jinmu in order to both
shore up both the emperor’s legitimacy and the foundations of the new imperial state. But
founding figures need not be wholly mythical. The national identity of the young American
republic of the early 1800s, for instance, was built in part on the figure of George Washington.
Unquestionably real and undoubtedly still present in the living memory of many Americans.
Washington was nonetheless mythologized after his death. In time, Washington became both the
“Father of his Country” and the model of an idealized American citizen.437 In the 1880s, the
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Japanese police institution was well-positioned to draw upon a similarly-situated founding figure
in the person of Kawaji Toshiyoshi.
We have already seen how, in his role as the first Daikeishi, Kawaji exerted great
influence on the formative years of Japan’s police institutions. In chapter four, I showed how
Kawaji’s leadership of the police brigade during the Satsuma Rebellion eventually led to an
increased emphasis on Kawaji as a martial figure in the role of Major General. This emphasis
continued even after the war, as seen in Kawaji’s inclusion among the fifteen “Famous Warriors
of Japan” depicted in Tsukioka Yoshitoshi’s 1878 woodblock print (Figure 5.3).
Reinterpretations of Kawaji would continue, and his early death in 1879 meant that these
interpretations could be recreated as needed without the presence of a living figure to contradict
them. Instead, Kawaji’s image was reflective of what it meant to be a police officer in the years
following the Satsuma Rebellion. Raised to a mythic status, authors and artists would shape
Kawaji’s image moving forward.
Hagiographical texts centered on Kawaji Toshiyoshi began to appear immediately after
his death in 1879. A good example is Kawaji Toshiyoshi kō no den, which was published in late
October of that year. Undoubtedly rushed to press after news of his death reached Japan, the
thirteen-page biography provides a somewhat shallow coverage of Kawaji’s life, but its short
length also allows the author, Kawamura Enkichi, to focus on those things in Kawaji’s history
that he deemed most important. The frontispiece of the text features a portrait of Kawaji, but
unlike most depictions of the man he is dressed in a Western suit rather than his uniform.
Nevertheless, the biography is focused from the beginning on Kawaji’s military achievements.
After briefly sketching out his childhood in Kagoshima, Kawamura shares the story of Kawaji’s
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Figure 5.3. Tsukioka Yoshitoshi, Nihon bunmei den, May, 1878. Woodblock print; ink and color
on paper. Triptych panel two of three. The Lavenberg Collection of Japanese Prints. From: The
Lavenberg Collection of Japanese Prints, http://www.myjapanesehanga.com (accessed March 2,
2019). Kawaji Toshiyoshi is at rear left. Saigō Takamori is seated in the foreground.
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battlefield exploits during the Boshin War of 1868, writing that Kawaji “distinguished himself in
many important battles.”438
Kawamura then moves on to Kawaji’s history with the police, beginning with his
purported founding of the rasotsu and his trip abroad to investigate Western police systems.439
Thanks to Kawaji and his police, “the nation’s people enjoy great fortune and heavenly favor in a
way not known in the days before the Restoration.” 440 As Kawaji himself once wrote in Keisatsu
shugan, the police have become an appropriate treatment for the nation’s ills, which has
contributed to the “lively spirits of all the people.” The people, Kawamura writes, understand the
sacrifices Kawaji has made on their behalf.441 In this sense, the text is hagiography in the truest
sense, with the author’s understanding of Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s police force bearing little
resemblance to the haughty, militarized force of former samurai we have so far examined.
The biography moves on to 1877, when “Saigō Takamori, strongest of all soldiers” raised
the flag of rebellion. Appropriately, the government summons “the greatest warriors in all the
land” to do battle against him. It is in this context that Kawaji Toshiyoshi is raised to the rank of
Major General and granted command over the police brigade.442 Kawamura makes no mention of
the purported plan to assassinate Saigō or of Kawaji’s implied role in that conspiracy. What
follows instead is a laundry list of Kawaji’s successes in leading his police on the battlefield.
These culminate in Saigō’s defeat and the restoration of balance to Japan. This new state of
equilibrium is followed in quick succession by Kawaji’s aborted trip to France, his death from
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illness, and the attendant consequences of his passing. For Kawamura, Kawaji’s death can only
be seen as a great misfortune for both the people of Japan and the nation he had so diligently
served.443
Kawaji’s death was a beginning rather than an end, and subsequent years would see his
legend burnished further. As a companion to Kawaji’s martial side, subsequent accounts played
up his stoicism and dedication to duty. Kawaji was said to be “so dedicated to his duties that he
would not eat or sleep.”444 On top of this, it was said that he never removed his uniform: even in
the strongest heat he remained attired in wool coat and trousers. Even though on such occasions
sweat would pour down his face, he endured and refused to wipe it away with a handkerchief.445
And yet, some reports present a more tender image of Kawaji: after all, dedication to duty also
implied dedication to family. One story relates that when Kawaji’s eighty-year-old mother was in
good health he often joined both her and his daughter for leisurely walks. Nevertheless, the
martial side of Kawaji is never completely eclipsed: it is said that he was a student of kendō who
“sought out its secrets” even though he did not keep a single sword in his home.446
The dual nature of the mythologized Kawaji is indicated by the fact that in the years
between his death and 1945 any mention of him invariably accorded him the titles of both Chief
Superintendent and Major General. In this sense, Kawaji represented a fusion of the idealized
Western police officer and a more traditional warrior figure. This made him the ideal model for a
Japanese police officers who found themselves in similar positions. Materials related to Kawaji
remained in circulation, and Keisatsu shugan continued to be distributed to Japanese police
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officers—as it still is to this day. But it was in the mid-1880s that Kawaji Toshiyoshi was at the
height of his posthumous popularity. This is exemplified by a pair of advertisements found in the
back of an 1886 English-language handbook for police officers. One advertisement is for a book
of laws and regulations; a fine tool for any police officer. The other promotes a portrait of the
late Chief Superintendent Kawaji, in uniform, priced twelve sen.

Conclusion: Martial Identity
Like the ideal image of Kawaji Toshiyoshi, the martial identity taken on by Japanese
police officers fused Western trappings and German-style militarism with a martial heritage
drawn from both a shared status background and actual battlefield service. This hybridized
martial identity was represented by the swords police officers carried: their Western sabers called
back to the two swords of the samurai, but at the same time were appropriate for a modern,
civilized Japan. The sword had always been a powerful symbol in Japan, and in the 1880s the
swords of the police came to represent their mature role in modern Japan. From the battlefields
of Satsuma to the streets of Tokyo, police officers learned to carry those swords and wear their
uniforms well. But beneath those uniforms many of these men were still samurai, and like their
forebears they were prepared to go to war at any time.
The Tokugawa status order was about mobilizing Japan for war, and samurai carried their
swords so they would always be ready. This was one of the constants of Tokugawa society: over
the course of two and a half centuries of peace, samurai kept their swords in their belts and
remained vigilant. But with the fall of the Tokugawa, circumstances forced most warriors to
either give up their swords or die in a blaze of glory. At beginning of the Meiji period, it looked
as though the men of the Japanese police had chosen the former path: they put down their blades,
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cut off their top-knots, and put on Western uniforms. But the peace of Meiji did not last, and
uprisings and strife called many warriors back to the battlefield and gave them the opportunity to
take up swords again. At the same time, the crucible of war gave police officers as a community
the opportunity to create their own definition of “police.”
The final defeat of Saigō and the last gasp of the old samurai order did not mean the end
of threats to Japan, however. Men in authority like Yamagata Aritomo were fearful of more
insidious dangers to the empire. Threatened by the people, Yamagata turned to a force of
warriors under his command who were ready and willing to go to war against such an enemy.
Accordingly, Japanese police officers would fight on the battlefield of Tokyo, the other cities of
Japan, and throughout the countryside. Like the samurai, the police carried their weapons at all
times, exemplifying their state of continual mobilization. The martial identity that developed
over the course of the 1870s and 1880s created the necessary prerequisite for this worldview.
The existence of this communal identity meant that even as the status order faded from memory,
future Japanese police officers would find themselves inducted into a martial institution with its
own history, memory, and symbols.
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CONCLUSION: WAR WITH THE PEOPLE

In this dissertation, I have described the decentralized policing systems of Tokugawa
Japan, shown how they were dismantled in the aftermath of the Meiji Restoration, and examined
the creation of a new, Western-style system in the early 1880s. Subsequently, I showed how the
officers who staffed Japan’s new police forces were thrown into battle, securing a martial
orientation for Tokyo’s fledgling police force. Finally, I examined how forces from both within
and without solidified the martial identity of Japan’s police, putting them at war with the people.
Above all, I have argued that although there were strong, consistent pressures from above on
police officers and police institutions, we must understand the creation of a police identity as a
constant negotiation between policymakers and police officers. Early pressure from above sought
to confirm a class of Western-style civil servants, but the experiences of police officers instead
assured that the warrior identities of officers were not lost but instead transfigured into a new
identity as police.
During the Tokugawa era, authorities dispersed policing duties to a wide variety of social
groups through the decentralization of the status order. For a regime that was both unwilling and
unable to effect centralized control, such a system served well enough. One consequence of this,
however, was that as self-governing status groups outsourced unsavory policing duties to those
on the margins of society such duties acquired the stigma associated with the outcasts that
carried them out in most of the Japanese archipelago. As Edo came under military occupation
after 1868, this stigma played little role: for at least the first two years after the Meiji
Restoration, Edo-Tokyo was occupied rather than policed. But this period of occupation saw the
beginning of the central government’s efforts to root out self-governing structures and assure a
firm control over a capital whose residents could not be trusted.
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Central policymakers soon looked to the West: a military-occupied capital city sent a
poor signal to the imperial powers Japan was so desperate to win over. Drawing on foreign
models, the central government set out to engineer a suitably civilized police institution for the
new capital. From above, matters progressed more or less as the regime might have liked: men
were recruited and leaders such as Kawaji Toshiyoshi set an example and direction for who and
what police would be in modern Japan. But beneath the surface lurked issues. The government’s
effort to recruit former samurai collided with the stigma still attached to policing duties. Mocked
and looked down upon, the men of the newborn Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department found
themselves stripped of swords and emasculated by government policies. But the total nature of
their new organization allowed them to look to each other and begin the process of shaping a
distinct identity for Japanese police.
The rupture of the Satsuma Rebellion saw police identity shift decisively in one direction.
Rather than coalescing around an external ethos of police as civil servants of the people,
thousands of officers were thrown into battle where their past as warriors was valued and could
subsequently be integrated into their present as police. As police officers once again took up
swords in the aftermath of the war in the southwest, their reinvigorated martial heritage was
confirmed by the promotion of German-style militarism. At the same time, the central
government accelerated the process of exporting Tokyo’s police models to the rest of the
Japanese archipelago. The police reconfirmed their martial identity from within. The institution
and its officers made efforts to remember their past, memorialize their dead, and valorize their
founder. From this position, they were ready and willing to go to war again in the cities and
prefectures of Japan.
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Accordingly, as the promulgation of Japan’s constitution approached and the People’s
Rights movement reached a fever pitch, the police once again became Yamagata Aritomo’s army
as he prepared for a decisive strike against a perceived threat to central authority. At Yamagata’s
behest, Kiyoura Keigo drafted a “Peace Preservation Law” in December of 1887 that was
designed to silence the clamor for popular rights. The primary force in this battle was the Tokyo
Metropolitan Police Department, and the law gave Yamagata’s handpicked police
commissioner—Mishima Michitsune (1835–1888), popularly known as “Chief of the Devils”—
the power to halt any assembly in the capital and expel from Tokyo any resident he judged to be
inciting a disturbance or disrupting public tranquility. Under the leadership of Yamagata,
Kiyoura, and Mishima, the Metropolitan Police Department decisively broke the People’s Rights
movement in Tokyo and expelled 570 of its leaders from the capital.

1887 and Beyond
But the war the police waged against the people did not end with either the breaking of
the People’s Rights movement or the arrival of the Meiji Constitution in 1889. As far as the
central government was concerned, the people of Japan continued to be an unruly lot.
Accordingly, the agitation that accompanied Japan’s push for unequal treaty revision and the
eventual rise of leftist movements provided police officers with many opportunities to bring their
swords to bear against the people. The Japanese police never lost their sense of wartime
readiness, and remained eager to display their martial prowess on the battlefield. This was
exemplified by a curious exchange that took place shortly after the outbreak of Japan’s first
major overseas war in 1894. The Sino-Japanese War would prove the first test of Japan’s new
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military outside of the home islands. And given what we have learned, it should come as no
surprise that the police also took a keen interest in this development.
Indeed, shortly after the outbreak of hostilities the Superintendent General of the Tokyo
Metropolitan Police Department, Sonoda Yasukata (1850–1924), wrote a petition asking for
permission to send a contingent of police officers from Tokyo to join the war against the Qing
Empire. Although Sonoda’s petition does not survive, Morita Mokichi—Sonoda’s police
subordinate who carried the request—recalled the contents of the letter in his memoirs.
According to Morita, Sonoda wrote that the officers of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police were
eager to contribute their skills to the fight. In support of this request, Sonoda cited the
tremendous achievements of the battō-tai at the Battle of Tabaruzaka from nearly two decades
earlier. Sonoda ordered Morita to travel to army headquarters in Hiroshima in order to petition
Prime Minister Itō Hirobumi himself.447 Morita did as he had been instructed and delivered the
letter; however, the response he received was probably not what Sonoda had hoped.
According to Morita, Itō was noncommittal. The prime minister instead passed on
responsibility, instructing Morita to deliver the petition to senior military staff officer Kawakami
Sōroku (1848–1899). In his memoirs, Morita writes that upon reading the letter, the color of
Kawakami’s face changed and he flew into rage. “What are these fools from the Tokyo Police
Department thinking?” Kawakami roared. “Idiots! Japan’s military system has changed in the
last twenty years. Japanese soldiers will not engage in such childishness. We have no need of
nonsense like the battō-tai. Go back to Tokyo and tell Sonoda that!”448 Morita returned to
Tokyo; Sonoda’s response is not known. In the end, the Tokyo Police Department sent no police
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officers abroad to join the war against China. Japanese police officers would have to content
themselves with carrying out their duties at home.
The dawn of the twentieth century saw a police institution whose officers were well
removed from actual battlefield experiences. But the total nature of police organizations across
Japan ensured that the martial identity of the 1880s and 1890s was passed on to subsequent
generations of police officers. Officers in the final decade of the Meiji Period received the same
centralized training and indoctrination as their forebears, which ensured the persistence of
martial identity. Even as Japan rapidly transformed and the founding of the police joined the
Satsuma Rebellion in the mists of memory, the relationship between the police and the people
failed to improve significantly. The early 1900s saw this negative relationship put into action by
those with weapons in hand.
To take one example, in 1900 police officers entered into conflict with rioters during the
long-running Ashio copper mine poisoning dispute. The police clashed with indignant farmers in
Gunma and Tochigi Prefectures who were on their way to petition the government in Tokyo.
Police officers assaulted and arrested many of the protesters. After the incident, Tanaka Shōzō
(1841–1913), a member of the Imperial Diet, harshly criticized the actions of the police on the
floor of parliament. Tanaka described how some three hundred police officers had charged the
protesters, swords drawn, and shouted “Dobyakushō, dobyakushō!” (“Dirty peasants, dirty
peasants!”) as they attacked.449 The use of such a vulgar, status-laden term shows how the effects
of the status order were still felt even three decades after the fall of the Tokugawa.
The actions of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department during the Hibiya Park riot
five years later also fits this pattern. In 1905, a massive crowd of people gathered at Hibiya Park
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to protest the Treaty of Portsmouth that had ended the Russo-Japanese War. The police quickly
antagonized the protestors by blockading the entrance to the park. The conflict escalated,
especially when the police officers drew their swords and clashed with the crowd. The response
came as people shouted: “Running dogs of the domainal clique! Down with the police!”450
Infuriated by the actions of the police, the riotous crowd attacked police stations and kōban
throughout the city. E. Mary d’Anethan, the wife of a Belgian diplomat then in residence in
Tokyo, wrote in her diary a few days later: “All the newspapers are very indignant against the
police, and at the fact of martial law having been proclaimed. Every single police-box in Tokyo
has been destroyed.”451
Even today, when the Japanese police are seen by most observers as a non-military model
of civility, remnants of the prewar police linger. A visitor to the National Police Academy in
Tokyo will find its courtyard dominated by a massive parade ground. There, police trainees
engage in military-style drills as they prepare for service in cities and towns across the Japanese
archipelago. The academy’s students practice their drills in the shadow of a statue of Kawaji
Toshiyoshi, sword in hand. And if one visits the in-house police museum at Tokyo Metropolitan
Police headquarters, they will come face to face with the sword used to assassinate Ōkubo
Toshimichi. Just beyond this macabre relic, they will discover the museum’s pride and joy:
Kawaji Toshiyoshi’s major general uniform, enshrined in a glass case as an eternal reminder of
the military history of the Japanese police.
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